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ABSTRACT

The sedimentary structures, trace fossils, and lithology of the
Upper Cretaceous Fox Hills Formation in Bowman County, North Dakota,
were studied during the summer of 1979 and the spring of 1983.
Twenty-three stratigraphic sections were measured and described and
lithologic samples were collected for textural and mineralogical
analysis,

Also, the major outcrops of the formation in the Dakotas

and Montana were visited.

The formation in the study area was previously defined as a 27-mthick sandstone unit, containing three members--ascending, Trail
City, Timber Lake, and Colgate--that was conformable with the underlying Pierre and overlying Hell Creek Formations.

The Fox Hills,

as here defined, is a tabular, upward-coarsening unit, typically 37 m
thick, of a newly included 10-m-thick basal silt-clay unit and an
overlying unit of muddy, subarkosic to sublithic, very fine to medium
sand that represents the formation as previously defined.

The

conformable Pierre-Fox Hills contact marks the horizon above which:
clay changes to silt-clay; mixed or interbedded strata occur; and
trace fossils become plentiful.

The Hell Creek-Fox Hills contact

remains at the base of the lowest substantial carbonaceous bed,
The Fox Hills Formation contains three membem, that correspond
to three sedimentary structure facies, as follows (from the base):
Trail City Member (massive-hummocky facies; 10 m thick); Timber Lake
Member (hummocky bedded facies; 19-22 m): and Colgate Member (crossxiii

bedded facies; 6-9 m).

The Trail City and Timber Lake Members ( lower

Fox HillS), dominated by hUllllllOcky bedding, contain a limited suite
of trace fossils; two species of the trace fossil Ophiomorpha are the
most abundant.

The Colgate Member (upper Fox Hills), separated from

the strata below by an erosional surface, contains root molds and
leaves at its upper contact with the Hell Creek.

The Fox Hills

Formation in Bowman County differs from that in the type area in South
Dakota in that hummocky bedding is plentiful, the strata are one-third
as thick, body fossils are absent, and the Bullhead strata are absent.
In a model b_ased on the storm-origin interpretation of hummocky
bedding and the occurrence of trace fossils, the Fox Hills
Formation represents shallow marine regressional deposits, predominately of storm origin, that were laid down in depths of less than

37 m,on a broad shelf, marginal and seaward of the advancing Hell
Creek delta system.

Deposition occurred:

(1)

steadily, from

suspension fallout, on the outer shelf (Trail City Member);
(2) episodically, in the wake of storms, on the inner shelf (Trail

City and Timber Lake Members); and (3) continually by currentdominated shoreline or tidal(?) channel processes (Colgate Member).
In contrast to the depositional conditions that existed later to the
east in the type area (i.e., deep water and subsidence or sea level
rise), deposition on the southwest basin rim was characterized by
rapid progradation over a shallow shelf under local tectonic
q uies cence.

xiv

INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Scope
Between the valley of the Musselshell River and the area of
Fort Peck in eastern Montana, and the Missouri Valley of central North
and south Dakota, exposures of the Fox Hills Formation are restricted
to the Cedar Creek anticline (fig. 1).

On the south end of the Cedar

Creek anticline, dissection of the Upper Cretaceous Pierre, Fox
Rills, and Hell Creek strata by the Little Missouri and its
tributaries has resulted in the occurrence of a large number of closely
spaced, three dimensional, exposures.

This situation is well suited

for the delineation of stratigraphy and the definition of depositional
regimes.

The purpose of this study is to delineate the stratigraphy,
including the application of appropriate nomenclature, and to propose
a depositional model for the Fox Hills Formation in southwestern
~orth Dakota.

These aims are accomplished through the evaluation of

sedimentary structures, lithology, and paleontology at exposures within
the study area.

These results are then applied to outcrops outside the

study area to create a regional picture of stratigraphy and depositional
conditions.

Study Area
The area of study occurs in Townships 129 N.-113 N. and Ranges
104 N.-107 w. in westernmost Bowman County, southwestermost North
Dakota (fig. 2).

The towns of Marmarth and Rhame lie to the north
1

r
r

2

Figure 1.

The major outcrop areas, including the study area,
of the Fox Hills Formation (modified from: Dobbin
and Reeside 1929, fig. l; Groenewold et al. 1979,
fig. 2.3.1-1, 4.7.1-1). Outcrops along the south
rim of the.Williston Basin are divided into those
on the southwest rim (loc. 1-4) and those on the
southeast rim (loc. 5-7). Appendix A (part 1)
provides locations and brief descriptions for the
outcrops along the south rim of the Williston
Basin that were visited during this study;
measured sections from the study area are provided in
part 2. Outcrops are designated by number on later
figures and in the text. Outcrop designations for
the study area (loc. 3) are given without the
numerical location prefix (i.e., la not 3-la),
but prefixes are used for outcrops outside of
the study area. The outcrops at Rock Springs
were investigated by Land (1972); the outcrops
in the Denver area were reported on by Dorf (1942)
and Lovering et al. (1932).
LEGEND
Fox Hills outcrop
Study Area
Fox Hills subcrop
(beneath glacial till)

\
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Figure 2.

Geologic map of the study area showing the location
of outcrop sites (modified from: Dobbin and Larsen
1934). Appendix A (part 2) provides an explanation
of the Sita designations and descriptions for tjle
measured sections. The numerical location pref.~x
"3" is omitted for the study area sections.
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and northeast on U.S. Highway 12.

Two gravel county roads, FAS 239

south from Marmarth and FAS 803 south from Rhame, furnish the only
means of ready access to the area.

The region is dissected by the·

north-flowing Little Missouri River, bridged by U.S. 12 at Marmarth.
The area lies within the unglaciated Missouri Plateau portion
of the Great Plains Physiographic Province.

The relief in the area

is 10-60 m.
The topography on the Pierre Formation is gently rolling with
dendritic drainage,whereas the Hell Creek Formation forms badlands
or steeply hilly terrain.

Where not capped by the Hell Creek Formation,

the topography on the Fox Hills varies from broad, flat benches to
gently rolling, often W'ith poorly defined drainage.

Exposures of the

complete thickness of the Fox Hills Formation are rare.
Geologic Setting
Structural setting
The Williston Basin, active at least since the Cambrian, is the
dominant structural feature in North Dakota (Carlson and Anderson
1965).

The basin extends into northwestern South Dakota, eastern

Montana, southeastern Saskatchewan, and southwestern Manitoba
(fig. 1).

Two major structural lows occur

North Dakota (Gerhard et al.

1982):

in the basin, both in

one in the vicinity of

Williston and the other on the Dunn-Mercer County line.

Two major

structural highs occur in the basin, both in North Dakota (Gerhard
et al.

1982):

the north-trending Nesson anticline in Mountrail,

Burke,and Williams Counties,and the Cedar Creek anticline, that

7

..

-

'

extends from western Bowman County northeast to Glendive, Montana.
Normal dips into the basin average 2-4 m/km.
The Cedar Creek anticline controls the outcrop pattern in the
thesis area (fig. 2).
1965):

The anticline (Erdmann and Larsen 1934; Taylor

(1) trends N. 30 W. and plunges to the northwest; (2) has

steeper dips on the west flank (4-33°) than on the gentle eastern
flank (3°); (3) has a surface trace of 180 km from northeastern
south Dakota to Glendive, Montana; (4) and reveals the Upper
cretaceous Pierre.Shale,

Fox Hills,

and Hell Creek Formations in

a 10-18-km-wide outcrop band.
According to Thomas (1974), the Cedar Creek anticline is an intrablock drag fold formed atop the northwest-trending Milk River
basement block.

Compressional forces associated with the Laramide

Orogeny produced differential shear causing coupling across the block
that eventually led to folding and faulting.
repeated throughout the Laramide foreland.

This process was
After initial folding

the anticline underwent a 20° rotation to the west as evidenced by a
high angle reverse fault at depth on the western flank.

This

rotation is part of the same event that resulted in the formation of
the Plevna, Westmore, and Medicine Rocks anticlines in eastern

I

Montana.

According to Taylor (1965, p. 6), the anticline was active in
Middle Tertiary time.

In the Glendive area, Butler (1980) suggested

that deposition on the north end was continuous during Late Cretaceous
time (Pierre through Hell Creek).

On

the basis of extensive surface

mapping and geophysical work, Clement (1983) stated that no major

8
uplift occurred on the anticline prior to the Oligocene.
Stratigraphic setting
The Fox Hills Formation conformably overlies the Pierre Shale
with a gradational contact and conformably or locally unconformably
underlies the Hell Creek Formation.

The Pierre and Fox Hills

Formation comprise the Upper Cretaceous Montana Group (Eldridge
1889, p. 313).

Gill and Cobban (1973, p. 12) suggested that the Hell

Creek also be included in the Montana Group.

Collectively, these

formations represent deep basin, marginal marine (Fox Hills) and
fluvial deposits laid down during the final withdrawal of the
Cretaceous sea from the Western Interior.

The lignite bearing Fort

Union Group (Tertiary) lies above.
Although the age of the Fox Hills has generally been regarded as
Maestrichtian

(latest Cretaceous) (Cobban and Reeside 1952), the

exact time interval within that period has been cause for debate.
Jeletsky (1962, p. 1006) suggested that the formation contained

l

both early and late Maestrichtian fossils but Waage (1968, p. 139-146)
reported that no evidence could be found to narrow the age beyond
Maestrichtian.

Gill and Cobban (1973, p. 3) considered the formation

to be early Maestrichtian.
The Fox Hills Formation is time transgressive (Waage 1961,

'

1968; Gill and Cobban 1973), younger to the east.

Using ammonites,

indexed with potassium-argon-dated bentonites, Gill and Cobban

!

(1973, fig. 18, 19) demonstrated that the formation was deposited in

,

North Dakota and eastern Montana 70. 5-68 .• 5 million years ago,

9

Fox Hills correlatives for the Western Interior include:

the

Lennep and Horsethief Formations in Montana (Gill and Cobban 1973,
p. 20), the Dad Sandstone Member of the Lewis Shale in Wyoming
(Gill and Cobban 1973, p. 20); the Lion Canyon Sandstone Member of
the Williams Fork Formation (McGookey et al. 1972, p. 50); the
Trinidad Sandstone in Colorado (McGookey et al. 1972, fig, 50); and
the Boissevain Formation in southern Manitoba (Williams and Burk
1966, p. 169, 174-5).

Distri.bution and thickness
The Fox Hills Formation is present in the subsurface throughout
the Williston Basin, and crops out along the Basin rim in central
North Dakota, northwestern South Dakota, and east-central Montana
(fig. 1).

In North Dakota, the northern two thirds of the outcrop

band lies beneath glacial till.
Exposures of the Fox Hills occur along the southwest.rim of the
Basin at (fig. 1, 3):

Fort Peck, on the Missouri River northwest of

the Cedar Creek anticline (loc. 1); Glendive, on the north end of the
anticline (loc. 2); Marmarth (study area), at the south end of the
anticline (loc. 3); and Meade County, South Dakota (lac. 4).
Exposures of the Fox Hills on the southeast rim of the Williston
Basin occur in (fig. 1, 3):

Corson, Dewey and Ziebach Counties

(Fox Hills type area) in north-central South Dakota (loc. 5, 6).
and Sioux, El1lmons, and Morton Counties (Missouri Valley of North

r

I'

Dakota) in south-central North Dakota (loc. 7).

The Fox Hills

increases in thickness from 30-45 m on the southwest rim to more than
100 min the outcrops of the southeast rim.

f
10

Figure 3.

Stratigraphy and thickness of the Fox Hills
Formation in outcrop along the south rim of
the Williston Basin. The unit is time
transgressive to the east and outcrops on
the southeast rim of the Basin are greater in
thickness than those on the southwest rim, In
addition, the outcrops on the southeast rim
contain a rich fossil marine fauna, including
ammonites, that is absent in the west. The
Stoneville Coal facies (loc. 4) has no reported
counterpart in outcrop elsewhere. The Bullhead
lithofacies, an important component of the upper
Fox Hills on the southeast rim,is absent in the
western exposures.
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Outside of the Williston Basin, outcrops occur in Montana along
the Musselshell River, south to Forsythe (Jensen and Varnes 1964;
Dobbin and Reeside 1929), and in the vicinity of Hammond (Bergantino
1980).

A thick section occurs west of the Black Hills at Lance Creek,

Wyoming (Dobbin and Reeside 1929, p. 19-20).

A 50-140-m-thick

section, composed of a repetitive 30-40-m-thick sequence, occurs in
the southwest corner of Wyoming at Rock Springs (Land 1972; Asquith

l

I

1970; Harms et al. 1965).

In addition, a 145-m-thick section occurs in

northeastern Colorado (Dorf 1942; Lovering et al. 1932).
Previous Work
Background
Four broad periods of investigation can be recognized in the
historical development of the formation.
lights, are (fig. 4):

These periods, with high-

1853-1876, when Meek and Hayden originally

defined the Fox Hills; 1900-1935, when the formation contacts were
redefined and standardized by the U.S. Geological Survey; 1942-1961,
when the internal stratigraphy of the formation was delineated by
the Geological Surveys of North and South Dakota; and 1961-present,
when a general reassessment of the formation was made by Waage.
The Fox Hills Formation in western Bowman County was investigated during 1906-1934 and since 1967.

However, a detailed report

solely on the Fox Hills was not produced.

't

During the early part of

the century, work on the formation occurred as a minor part of either
U.S. Geological Survey lignite survey reports that were more
concerned with overlying coal-bearing strata (Leonard 1906, 1908;
Calvert 19l2;Winchester et al. 1916; Hares 1928), or with the

r
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Figure 4.

Summary, by outcrop area, of the history of
investigations of the Fox Hills Formation
along the south rim of the Williston Basin.
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"Cretaceous Boundary" problem (Stanton 1910; Calvert 1912; Thom and
Dobbin 1924; Dobbin and Reeside 1929).

Descriptions of the Fox

Hills from this area have been included in recent reports whose major
objectives were:

the description of the bivalves of the Fox Hills

in the Missouri Valley of North Dakota (Feldmann 1967, 1972), a
report on the geology of Bowman and Adams Counties in North Dakota
(Carlson 1979), and delineation of the stratigraphy and depositional

l

I

environments of the Hell Creek Formation in the vicinity of Glendive,
Montana (Butler 1980).

A report on the stratigraphy of the Fox Hills

Formation along the northern half of the Cedar Creek anticline is
in preparation (Wilde

1983).

Waage (1968) and Feldmann (1967; 1972) furnished detailed
accounts of the development of member terminology and contact
definitions for the Fox Hills Formation.

Waage was especially helpful

in summarizing the pioneer work of Meek and Hayden.

Klett and

Erickson (1976) provided a concise swmoary of the evolution of member
terminology.

Both Brown (1962) and Frye (1969) documented the

development and resolution of the "Cretaceous Boundary" or

11

Laramie 11

problem that often involved the upper contact of the Fox Hills.
Chronological Development
In 1861, Meek and Hayden (in Feldmann 1972, p. 7-9) named the
Fox Hills (Formation 5 in their earlier publications) for an
unspecified thickness of "gray, ferrugineous and yellowish sandstone
and arenaceous clays" (p. 427), that cropped out along the CheyenneMoreau divide in north-central South Dakota.

The formation was

considered uppermost Cretaceous and lay between the Pierre Formation

16
(formerly Formation 4) and the Tertiary Great Lignite Group.

The

conformable Pierre-Fox Hills contact was placed in a transitional
interval in which the clay of the Pierre changed to the sandy clays
of the basal Fox Hills.

An extensive fossil fauna, including

ammonites, proved a marine origin for the sediment.

The upper

contact was chosen at the base of Bed Q, a brackish water sand (base
of the Colgate lithofacies according to Waage 1968; base of the
Linton Member according to Klett and Erickson 1976) believed by Meek
and Hayden to be the nighest extent of marine strata.
During 1868-1889, enmity between the Sioux and the U.S.
Government precluded scientific inquiry in the Dakota Territory.
After North and South Dakota attained statehood in 1889, the infant
state geological surveys became involved in geologic mapping and
resource inventory.

This effort was soon overshadowed by a series

of lignite surveys conducted by the U. S, Geological Survey.

Although

this work focused on the lignite-bearing Fort Union Group,descriptions
of the exposed column included the Fox Hills and Pierre Formations.
During 1900-1934:

the Pierre-Fox Hills contact in the type

area was placed at the base of the first sand, thereby excluding the
silty, transitional lithology (Stanton

1910); the presence of an

unconformity at the top of the Fox Hills or between the Pierre Shale
and the !!ell Creek Formation was advocated (Leonard 1906, 1908, 1911,
1912; Calvert 1912) and refuted (Stanton 1910, Winchester et al.
1916; Thom and Dobbin 1924; Hares 1928; Dobbin and Reeside 1929); the
Colgate Member, originally defined as the basal 53 m of the Lance
Formation in the Glendive area (Calvert 1912), was redefined and

17

res t r J.·cted to the 12-m-thick capping sand of'the Fox Hills (Thom and

l)Obbin 1924); and, in the type area, the upper contact was placed
at the base of the first carbonaceous layer inthe section (Calvert
et al. 1914).
From 1933 to the late 1960s, the outcrops in southwestern North
]lakota were neglected as scientific inquiry shifted to the Missouri
Valley, and the work load to the North and South Dakota Geological
surveys.

Through county reports in North Dakota and a combination

of county reports and geological quadrangle maps in South Dakota, the
delineation of local stratigraphic relationships led to the
definition of members in the Fox Hills Formation.
During 1942-1967:

the Colgate Member was introduced to the

Missouri Valley of North Dakota (Laird and Mitchell 1942) and defined
in South Dakota (Curtiss 1952); the Pierre-Fox Hills contact was

redefined in South Dakota so as to include the basal silty
transitional lithology in the Fox Hills as the newly defined Trail
City Member, and an overlying sand member, the Timber Lake, was also
defined (Morgan and Petsch 1945); the new definition of the contact
and new members were applied in the Missouri Valley of North Dakota
(Fisher 1952) ; the "banded beds" of the type area were formalized
as the Bullhead Member (Stevenson 1956) in South Dakota and applied
in North Dakota (Feldmann 1967); two additional members, Fairpoint
and the overlying White Owl Creek, were defined for the Fox Hills
section in Meade County, South Dakota (Pettyjohn 1967); and the
Timber Lake Member was applied in Bowman County (Feldmann 1967).

f
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»Y the late 1950s, a c am Plete member terminology had evolved in the
type area through the efforts of the South Dakota Geological Survey.
During the present period of investigation:

the type area was

e,cpanded (Waage 1961); the Pierre-Fox Hills contact was redefined
in the type area as the horizon marking the change from shale to
silt (Waage 1961); the type area member terminology was revised
with the introduction of "lithofacies" (Waage 1968) and applied in
North Dakota (Erickson 1971; Cvancara 1976); the Linton Member was
defined in the Missouri Valley of North Dakota (Klett and Erickson
1976); the members were identified in the subsurface between the
Cedar Creek Anticline and the Missouri Valley, and the Trail City
Member was tentatively applied in western Bowman County exposures
(Carlson 1979);· and the Timber Lake Member was applied in the area
of Glendive, Montana (Butler 1980),
Definition of formation contacts
.'!lE!:_~,--In 1861, Meek and Hayden named the Fox Hills, a unit
consisting of marine sands and sandy clays, for exposures along Fox
Ridge on the Cheyenne Moreau divide in north-central South Dakota,
The formation was designated Upper Cretaceous, being gradational

below with the marine Pierre Formation and above with the
terrestrial Great Lignite Group (including the present day Hell Creek
Formation), considered to be Tertiary by Meek and Hayden.
The Pierre-Fox Hills contact was chosen on the basis of a lithologic change (shale to coarser sediment up section) with much of

,
the transitional strata being included in the Fox Hills.

Today,

the specific original placement of the contact is not known for

19
certain; Meek and Hayden described the transition as follows (Meek
and Hayden 1861, p. 427 in Waage 1968, p. 27):
This forn,ation, Fox Hills, is generally more
arenaceous than the Fort Pierre group, and also
differ~ in presenting a more yellowish or
ferruginous tinge. Towards the base it consists
of sandy clays, but as we ascend to the higher
beds, we find arenaceous matter increasing, so
that at some places the whole passes into a
sandstone. It is not separated by any strongly
defined line of demarcation from the forniation
below, the change from fine clays of the latter
to the more sandy material above, being usually
very gr';'dual.
The upper contact was placed at the base of Bed Q, an indurated
sandstone believed by Meek and Hayden to be a fresh water deposit.
For Meek and Hayden Bed Q denoted a change from marine to terrestrial
conditions and., therefore, the close of the Cretaceous.

These

formation contacts were supported by the work of Todd (1910).
Stanton (1910} collected marine fossils from Bed Q, thereby
casting doubt on the biostratigraphic criterion for the upper
contact.

Calvert et al. (1914) included Bed Qin the Fox Hills and

stated (p. 18):
In general the lowermost bed of lignite
or carbonaceous shale was taken as the base
of the Lance [Hell Creek] fonnation.
This criterion, reiterated in North Dakota by Laird and Mitchell
(1942), is used today as the mast convenient method far separating
marine from nonmarine deposition in the section.

Waage (1968)

commented that the local interfingering of the Fox Hills and Hell
I

Creek (p. 119):

20

••• make difficult the consistent use of even
an arbitrary contact and also serve to underline the obvious but frequently ignored fact
that the genetic change from Fox Hills
environments of deposition is not everywhere
expressed in the stratigraphic sequence as a
single, obvious lithologic contact.
The definition of the lower contact, however, has offered fewer

grounds for consensus.

Stanton (1910) conceived of the Fox Hills

as a sandstone and placed the lower contact at the base of the first
sand thereby relegating the transition beds to the top of the Pierre.
l/aage (1968) offered these observations on this "Rocky Mountain"
definition (p. 36):
The lithogenic equivalents of the Fox Hills
Formation were observed flanking the ranges and
lesser uplifts in much of the northern interior
region, and the name Fox Hills Sandstone was
commonly applied to them in parts of Colorado,
Wyoming, and Montana. Substitution of the word
"sandstone" for 0 formation" in these areas
involved a change in the interpretation of the
formation; the sandy clays transitional with the
underlying Pierre Shale were included with the
Pierre, and the Fox Hills contact became the base
of the first sandstone in the sequence. Probably
the chief reason for this change was that the
base of the sandstone furnished an obvious topography break that facilitated mapping.

r

I

I
I

In the Missouri Valley the sediment is unconsolidated and the
"obvious topographic break" occurs lower in the section near the
base of the transitional clayey silt.
Morgan and Petsch (1945, p. 10) placed the contact 15-28 m below

I

Stanton's (1910) horizon, where gray silty shale containing zones of

.r

"bentonite" (actually j arosite) changed upward to buff, sandy shale
containing three to five zones of fossiliferous concretions.

In

21
this gradational zone they chose the contact arbitrarily, locating
it between the highest bentonite (j arosite) and the lowest zone of
concretions, thereby including all fossiliferous concretions in the
Fox Hills.
Waage (1961, p. 232; 1968, p. 57-58, 60-61) placed the contact

below that of Morgan and Petsch (1945) at the obvious increase in
silt in the section.

Although the silt is often impregnated with

jarosite, it is the increased silt content and not the presence of
jarosite that determines the placement of the contact.

Waage (1968,

p. 60-61) defended his choice of contact in the following way:
••• the base of the clay silt marks a change from
uniformity of deposition over a wide area (characteristic offshore marine deposits) to diversity of
deposition within limited areas (characteristics of
marginal marine environments). The contact at the
base of the silt has validity both as a lithologic
and lithogenetic boundary.
Missouri Valley of

~

Dakota.-In exposures along the

Cannonball River, in Sioux and Morton Counties, Leonard (1911) placed
the upper contact of the Fox HillB at the base of a substantial
sand in the middle of the modern Bullhead lithofacies.

Laird and

Mitchell (1942) placed the contact higher in the section at the
base of the first lignitic zone.
Fisher (1952), fol.lowing the work of Morgan and Petsch (1945),
included transitional lithology in the base of the formation by
placing the lower contact at the top of the highest jarosite zone.

'

I

lf a concretion zone occurred near this horizon, the contact was

(

placed at the top of that zone.

Feldmann {1967; 1972), following

the work of Waage (1961; 1968), placed the contact lower in the

,.:f,
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section at the base of the lowest stringers or layers of jarosite,
above which the sediment abruptly becomes sandy.

This choice, which

included the lowest of the fossiliferous concretion zones in the
Fox Hills, remains in use today,
Cedar Creek J\nticline.~Leonard (1908) tentatively designated
24 m of unfossiliferous strata exposed along Little Beaver Creek
(western Bowman County, Little Beaver Creek sites la, lb; figs. 2, 5)
as the Fox Hills Formation based on its similarity in stratigraphic
position and appearance to Fox Hills outcrops in the vicinity of
Hell Creek, 60 km west of Fort Peck, Montana.

From the base,

the section (modified from Leanard 1908, p. 44) was as follows:
clay, sandy, finely laminated (6-8 m); sandstone ledge, yellow
(3 m); and sandstone, light greenish gray, massive (15 m).

The

Pierre-Fox contact is below~ creek level at this location and
Leonard gave no account of it.

He stated that the Fox Hills beds

(p, 44):

••. differ from the Pierre on which they rest in
color, in consisting largely of sand, in their
lamination, and absence of jointing. They are
separated from the overlying strata by an
unconformity.
Stanton (1910) described the Pierre through Hell Creek section
an Little Beaver Creek 9 km southwest of Marmarth (Stanton gdve
no specific location but according to Hares 1928, the location was

I
.r

Sec. 7, T. 132 N., R. 106 W.; sites la, lb; figs, 2, 5).

He did

not describe the lower contact but remarked as follows (p. 182):

r
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Figure 5.

Historical development of the Fox Hills Formation
in the stuay area. Neither Leonard (1908) nor
Stanton (1910) described the Pierre-Fox Hills
contact in the study area; Stanton (1910)
introduced the "Rocky Mountain" definition
(basal contact at the basal sand) to the
region. Hares (1928), using the "imite"
color as the major criterion, introduced the
Colgate to the study area; Feldmann (1967;
1972) introduced the Timber Lake and Carlson
(1979) suggested the presence of the Trail City
Member. As of this writing, this is the only
area in the region where the lower contact is
chosen at the lowest sand; 1 have placed the
contact 10 m lower in the section at the level
of the lowest silt in accordance with the
accepted practice elsewhere. The newly
incorporated strata are assigned to the Trail
City Member.
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Immediately above the Pierre-Shale is a banded
shale with a thickness of about 40 feet overlain
by 40 feet of soft massive sandstone, yellow with
iron stained bands and concretions below, grading
up into gray sandstone above. This sandstone
yielded a few marine fossils, including Leda
(Yoldia) evansi, Tellina scitula, Entalis (?)
paupercula, and Halymenites major, which confirm
Leonard's reference of the sandstone to the Fox
Hills.

I
I.

Stanton examined the upper contact and the lower Hell Creek
section at unspecified outcrops (including site 1) along Little
Beaver Creek north toward Marmarth.

He noted that although the

change from marine to fresh water conditions seemed abrupt, the
actual transition was more gradual as shown by the persistence of
brackish sediments in the basal Hell Creek,

Stanton concluded that

tbe Fox Hills-Hell Creek contact was gradational and that any
unconformities were local and of minor significance.
Leonard (1906) described the Upper Cretaceous section (Pierre
through Lance (Hell Creek) at Iron Bluff, south of Glendive,
Montana (site 2-4).

Leonard collected fossil leaves from the upper

Fox Hills strata that were misidentified as Tertiary by Knowleton
of the U.S. Geological Survey.

On

the basis of this floral evidence,

Leonard ascribed the Fox Hills strata to the Lance Formation and
suggested that the apparent lack of the Fox Hills constituted a
major unconformity.

Calvert (1912) suggested that the strata directly

above the Pierre, which were devoid of leaves, could represent the
Fox Hills.

l

Nonetheless, Calvert assigned SJ m of strata above the

Pierre as the Colgate Member of the Lance Formation.

The idea of

the presence of a major unconformity was a facet of the "Cretaceous
Boundary" problem.

26
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Working at the extreme southern end of the anticline in South
Dakota, Winchester et al. (1916, p. 18) noted that the white sand
that they considered part of the upper Fox Hills had "been included
in the Colgate sandstone member of the Lance formation [by Calvert
1912], as mapped around the same anticline farther northwest",
ThOlll and Dobbin (1924) noted both the gradational contact
between the Pierre and the "Lance" strata and the presence of
aalymenities (= Ophiomorpha) major originally believed a seaweed
but now known to represent the fossilized burrows of marine shrimp;
Appendix B) in the "Lance" strata.

As a result, Thom and Dobbin

rejected the idea of a major unconformity and instead assigned 45 m
of marine sediment above the Pierre, to the Fox Hills Formation.
The term "Colgate" was restricted to the conspicuous white sand that
comprised the upper 12 m of the Fox Hills section around the
anticline.
Al.though never specifically stating it, Thom and Dobbin, in
practice, placed the Pierre-Fox Hills contact where the shale of
the Pierre changed upsection to silt and interbedded siltstone and
claystone.

The contact was not placed at the lowest sand as

Stanton (1910) had done in the Missouri Valley.

The upper contact

was placed at the color difference between the white Colgate
and the brown strata of the overlying Lance.

This color difference

formed a convenient basis to mark the marine to nonmarine

I
f

transition.
The idea of a major unconformity between the Lance and Pierre
or the Fox Hills and the Lance was rejected by Dobbin and Reeside
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(1929) in a study of all Fox Hills exposures in the Missouri drainage.
Extending the contacts south from the Glendive area to western
Bowman County, Hares (1928) and Dobbin and Reeside (1929) placed
the Fox Hills-La.nee contact at the top of the white Colgate sand,
with color being the major criterion.

Frye (1967) and Feldmann

(1967), in accordance with the work of Laird and Mitchell (1942)
in the Missouri Valley, placed the upper contact at the base of the
first carbonaceous zone, thus objectively marking the change from
marine to non-marine deposition.

Subsequent workers have continued

to employ this same criterion.
In Bowman County, all workers have follc,wed the views of
Stanton (1910) and have placed the Pierre-Fox Hills contact at the
lc,west occurrence of sand in the section (fig. 5).

Hares (1928}

wss the first to report any observations concerning the Pierre-Fox
Hills contact in the study area.

He believed

he observed the

contact (contact of the Trail City and Timber Lake Members) at
localities corresponding to sites 1, 2d, and Sa.

He stated

(p. 19):

The sandstone grades downward by alternation
of beds of light sandstone and dark shale
into the typical Pierre shale, so that it is
almost impossible to be sure that the lc,wer
limit as determined is everywhere at the
same horizon.
In practice, Hares drew the contact at the base of the lowest massive
s.and, thereby including any interbedded silt and clay in the Pierre.
This was the case at the Little Beaver Creek exposures (site 1) •

.r

Feldmann (1967; 1972) placed the lower contact at the lowest

28

sand (site 2d; fig. 5) but noted a 3-m transition zone that he
included in the top of the Pierre.

Carlson (1979) identified a 2-m-

thiclc transition zone at the same outcrop that he suggested be
included in the base of the Fox Hills (fig. 5).

However, he chose

(p. 11, fig. 6) the contact at the same horizon as did Feldmann.
In subsurface work to the east, Carlson (1979) included basal
transitional strata in the Fox Hills (p. 12, pl. 2).
It has been the practice from the beginning at Glendive, and more
recently at the remainder of Fox Hills exposures, to place the PierreFox Hills contact at the change upsection from shale to silt, mixed
silt-clay, or silt and clay interbeds.

As of this writing, western

Bowman County is the only area in the region where the contact is
still placed at. the base of the lowest sand.

! have placed the

Pierre-Fox Hills contact at the change from clay to silt thereby
adding 10 m to the base of the formation for a total thickness of
37 m (fig. 3, 5).

Member terminologies.~The first complete member terminology
emerged from the limited area of the Grand-Moreau divide in central.
Corson and Dewey Counties (historical type area), South Dakota,
through the work of the South Dakota Geological Survey during the
period 1945-1956 (fig. 4,6),

In addition to defining the Trail City

and Timber Lake Members, Morgan and Petsch (1945) suggested that the
"banded beds" and the white sand un:i.t which overlay them should be
formalized as members,

l
.f

Consequently, through usage on state

geologic quadrangle sheets, Curtiss (1952) formalized the white
sand as the Colgate Member and Stevenson (1956) formalized the
"banded beds" as the Bullhead Member.

The Colgate, a member of the

l
I
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Figure 6.

Stratigraphic terminology presently applied to
the Fox Hills Formation in the south half of the
Williston Basin (modified from: Waage 1968,
fig. ·12; Bluemle et al. 1981). The terminology
on the lefthand colu!ll!l was developed from Waage
(1968) and reflects the stratigraphy on the
southeast Basin rim (loc. 5-7) from (left to
right) southwest to northeast; the column on
the right is based on the earlier terminology
and is still applied in outcrops all along the
south rim and in subsurface wor~ {Carlson 1979;
1982)
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fox Hills since the work of Thom and Dobbin (1924) in the area south
of Glendive on the Cedar Creek anticline, had recently been applied
in the Missouri Valley of North Dakota by Laird and Mitchell (1942).
After expanding the type area to include Corson, Dewey and
Ziebach Counties, Waage (1968) revised the initial "layer cake"
system after a comprehensive study of the stratigraphy in this
eXpanded region (fig. 3, 6).

Waage made use of the informal term

"lithofacies" which he defined as follows:
one or more bodies of sediment or sedimentary
rock, distinguished from enclosing deposits by
noteworthy lithologic, organic and/or structural
characteristics .•• and which were used to single
out lithologic units essential for environmental
reconstruction.
Waage delineated two lithofacies in the Trail City Member and
both the Colgate and Bullhead Members were reduced to lithofacies
and combined to form a new member, the Iron Lightning.
Erickson (1971; 1974) combined elements of Waage's terminology
and the work of Fisher (1952) to produce a system that he applied
in the Missouri Valley of North Dakota (fig. 6); Klett and Erickson

(1976) added the Linton Member.

Cvancara (1976) applied Klett and

Erickson's system statewide in North Dakota but in actual practice
its application has been confined to the Missouri Valley.
At present, the South and North Dakota Geological Surveys use
the.earlier terminology (Bluemle et al. 1981) although the South
Dakota Survey is presently reevaluating this usage (Bretz 1983).
Carlson (1982), affiliated with the North Dakota Geological Survey,
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referred to the Colgate and Bullhead as members and included the
Linton strata in the Colgate, thereby maintaining the earlier
terminology.
Missouri Valley and~ ~---In .the Missouri Valley and type
ares the Fox Hills section consists of (figs. 3,6):

(1) a northward-

thinning wedge of silty to sandy clay (Trail City Member), that
thins from 60 min the southwest corner of the type area to 10 m or
less in the Missouri Valley of North Dakota; (2) a north-northeastward-thickening wedge of sand (Timber Lake Member) that extends from
the central portion of the type area and increases in thickness at
the expense of the underlying strata to over 50 min the Missouri
Valley of North Dakota; (3) an upper unit (Iron Lightning Member),
consisting of interbedded clay, sand and silt (Bullhead lithofacies)
aod a capping, stratigraphically variable, sand (Colgate lithofacies),

that thins northward from 50 min the southwestern corner of the
type area to 30 min the Missouri Valley of North Dakota.

A sheet

sand 2-5 m thick (Linton Member) caps the section in Emmons, eastern
Sioux, and Corson Counties,
The lower Fox Hills (Trail City-Timber Lake) contains a rich
fossil marine fauna, mainly ammonites and bivalves, which are found
in calcareous concretions.

In both areas, the upper Fox Hills (Iron

Lightning Member) contains a restricted bivalve fauna.

Waage (1968)

and Speden (1970) dealt with the paleontology of the type area.
In the Missouri Valley of North Dakota, Feldmann (1967; 1972)
described bivalves and Erick.son (1971) reported on gastropods.
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The Trail City Member was originally defined by Morgan and
petsch (1945) in the vicinity of Trail City in Dewey County as the
basal member of the Fox Hills in the type area.

The unit, consisting

of sandy shale containing three to five, locally continuous zones
of fossiliferous concretions (Little Eagle lithofacies), was
previously considered part of the upper Pierre (Stanton 1910).

Fisher

(1952) introduced the member to the Missouri Valley of North Dakota,
but Feldmann (1967; 1972), follOW'ing Waage (1961), considered the
member too thin t.o recognize in North Dakota, and included the strata
i.n

the overlying Timber Lake.

In the type area, Waage (1968) divided

the member into two lithofacies:

the Irish Creek in the southwest

and the Little Eagle in the northeast and east.

The Irish Creek

lithofacies consists of an upper half, laterally equivalent to the
Timber Lake Member, which is composed of massive clay, silt and
very fine sand and a lower half, equivalent to the Little Eagle
lithofacies, that consists of massive light gray clay, silt and very
fine sand, interbedded clay and silt, and contains three to five
locally continuous zones of fossiliferous concretions.
In the type area, th.e lower contact of the member is chosen at
the obvious increase of silt in going upsection (Waage 1961).

In the

southwest, the upper contact is drawn where the mixed Irish Creek
strata meet the interbedded Bullhead lithology; in the northeast
the contact occurs 1'/here the mixed fine sediment of the Little Eagle
meets the basal glauconitic sand of the Timber Lake Member.
In Emmons County, Erickson (1971) designated 6 m of sand, siltstone, and hentonitic clay as the Trail City.

The
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secti

on was incomplete.

upper c

The member contained no concretions, and the

ontact was placed at the basal sand of the Timber Lake.

The Timber Lake was originally defined by Morgan and Petsch
(J.945) as 28 m of sand overlying the Trail City Member in the
vicinity of Timber Lake in Dewey County.
the member in Sioux County.

Fisher (1952) introduced

In the type area, Waage (1961) noted

that the member was absent from the southwest and that it increased
in thickness to the north and northeast at the expense of both the

Bullhead and Trail City.

The concretion zones of the Trail City

are continuous into the Timber Lake.
In the type area, the Timber Lake consists of poor to well
sorted, fine to meditm1 sand that weathers to a yellow or orange
brown; randomly scattered fossiliferous _concretions are especially
common near the base.

The upper half of the member, the Tancredia-

Ophiomorpha biofacies, is characterized by abundant ferruginous
ledges of mudstone or sandstone, trough and tabular crossstratification, and abundant ferruginous Ophiomorpha burrows
(fig. 7,8}.

The base of the member is often characterized by a

thinly interbedded or mixed sand to clay transition zone.
The contact with the underlying Trail City occurs at a major, often
glauconitic, sand.

The upper contact is drawn at the lowest

appearance of interbedded sand and clay (Bullhead lithofacies).
In the type area, Waage (1961) demonstrated, as had Laird and
Mitchell (1942) in Morton County, North Dakota, that the Bullhead
and Col.gate were lateral fades of one another.

Waage (1968)

T
i
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Figure 7.

The Timber Lake Member in the Missouri Valley of
North Dakota (site 7-2, loc. 7 on fig. 1, 3).
Layers of trough cross-bedding are evident with
the major event boundaries marked by ferruginous,
irregular boxworks of O. nodosa form B. These
strata are similar to those at the type
locality of the member in South Dakota and have
been interpreted as barrier bar deposits (Waage
1968; Feldmann 1967, 1972; Erickson 1971),
0. nodosa occurs in the normal-bedded subfacies of the hummocky-bedded facies (Timber
Lake Member) in the study area. Pick is
approximately 1 m.

Figure 8.

Sedimentary structures in the Timber Lake Member
in the Missouri Valley of North Dakota (site 7-2,
loc. 7 on fig. 1, 3). Trough cross-bed sets
occur at (D1 4 ); rip-up clasts occur in the
foresets in (D ). The wavy layer at (A) marks a
1
sequence top (event boundary); the zones above (A)
and at (B) contain the interevent bioturbation
of Q, nodosa form C. The tape is 25 cm.
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referred to the Bullhead and Colgate as lithofacies and combined
them to form the Iron Lightning Member, a usage that is not
universally accepted.
Searight (1934) initially dubbed the Bullhead strata the
"banded beds" since they were composed of light sand and dark shale.
Stevenson (1956) formally named the member after the town of
;ullhead in central Corson County, South Dakota.
The Bullhead is composed of 3-30 cm thick interbeds of fine to
medium, white to gray sand and silt, and brown to gray clay (fig. 9).
The bedding is often contorted and biogenic remains are sparse,
consisting mainly of fecal pellets and plant fragments that are
concentrated along bedding planes.
The Bullhead is overlain by the Colgate, the Linton Member or
the Hell Creek .formation.
The Colgate was defined at the north end of the Cedar Creek
anticline and was the first member defined

for the Fox Hills (Thom

and Dobbin 1924); it was introduced to the Missouri Valley of
1/orth Dakota by Laird and Mitchell (1942) and to the type area by
Curtiss ( 19 52) .
In the type area the Colgate is composed of light-gray
weathering, very fine to medium, lithic sand.

Tabular and trough

cross-bedding are common, with the lower bounding surfaces
accentuated by clay or carbonaceous layers often brighc orange from
iron oxides.

Plant debris is common along with 0.3-4 min diameter,

ovoid concretions that often form ledges,

T
l
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Figure 9.

The Bullhead lithofacies of the Iron Lightnin;
Member, at the type localityof the Iron Ligh i:ning
Member south of Iron Lightning, South Dakota
(site 5-1; loc. 5 on fig. l, 3). Sands, interbedded with wavy or lenticular bedding are cut
out by the major sand lentil at (A); the complete
lentil is 0.8 by 10 m, and has a planar erosional
contact with the underlying wavy bedded "pavement".
Wavy layers occur in the upper third of the sand
lentil. Deformation st-ructures, water escape
structures, and oyster accumulations (not
visible in the figure) all occur laterally in
the sand lentil. The Bullhead lithofacies has
been interpreted as a delta topset or foreset
deposit (Waage 1968; p. 156) or as a lagoon
deposit (Feldmann 1967; 1972). The ruler is
15 cm.

)

Figure 10, The contact of the Fox Hills Formation (Colgate
lithofacies of the Iron Lightning Member) and the
overlying Hell Creek Fon:iation (Crowghost Member)
at the Crowghost Cemetery, Sioux County, North
Dakota (site 7-1; loc. 7 on fig. 1, 3). The
contact (A) occurs between the carbonaceous sand
of the Crowghost, containing tree stumps in growth
position, and the underlying gray, fine to medium
sand of the Colgate characterized by trough crossbedding. Ophiomorpha occurs sa;a ii, eae 6elga~e
aa4 in the Breien member of the Hell Creek
indicating that brackish environments persist to
a horizon 10-18 m above the Fox Hills-Hell Creek
contact. The thickness of the Colgate, from the base
of the cliff to the level of the contact, is 12 m.

,
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In the Missouri Valley of North Dakota, the Colgate is well
exposed only at Crowghost Cemetery on the Cannonball River in northcentral Sioux County (fig. ·10).

There, the unit is 12 m thick and

composed of fine to mediUlll, light olive gray sand that contains
ferruginous and carbonaceous drape structures, and near the base the
ichnofossil Ophiomorpha.
sedimentary structure.

Trough cross bedding is the dominant
The unit is conformably overlain by the Hell

creek; the basal contact with the Bullhead is unconfonnable.
Referred to, by Fisher (.1952) as the "datum sand" and later by
Erickson (1971) as the Unnamed Member, the Linton Member was named
and defined by Klett and Erickson (.1976), who considered it equivalent
to Bed Q,

Waage (1968) and Carlson (1982) included this unit in

the Colgate.· According to Klett and Erickson the member averages
2 m thick and caps the Fox Hills section in Emmons, eastern Corson,
and Sioux Counties.
The Linton Member is composed of light olive-gray to gray-brown,
fine grained moderately to poorly sorted, indurated siliceous
sandstone.

The unit is generally massive but contains some

horizontal and trough cross-stratification.
Equisetum, and Ophiomorpha bomeenis

Roots, wood fragments,

(?) occur in the member.

The Linton Member is the butte-capping, sheet sandstone that
lies above the Bullhead (and perhaps the Colgate lithofacies) and
below the lignitic horizon marking the base of the Hell Creek.
Cedar Creek anticline.--In the Glendive area, the Fox Hills
·section consists of 3D m of interbedded silt and claystones,
(Timber Lake Member) overlain by 12-24 m of very fine to medium sand
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(Colgate Member) (Butler 1980; fig. 3).

are.

The Colgate strata~

arranged in multi-story, multilateral, 6-m thick upward fining
sequences (from the base):

lag to tabular-bedded (2 m); wedge-bedded

(2 m); and ripple, lignite, and shale (2 m)
On

(fig. 3, 11, 12).

the south end of the anticline, the Fox Hills section has

been traditionally defined as a coarsening-upward sequence consisting
of 27 m of very fine to medium sand, and has been divided into the
Timber Lake Member, the basal 14 m, and the overlying Colgate Member
(fig, 3, 5).

The Trail City has been tentatively applied in the

study area (fig. 5); the Bullhead strata are not present west of
BoWlllan, North Dakota (Carlson 1979; fig. 3).
Feldmann (1967; 1972), following Waage, did not recognize the
Trail City in North Dakota.

However, he did note a 3-m transition

zone at the base of the Timber Lake at site 2d (fig. 5).
In the subsurface, Carlson (1979) noted a substantial zone
of transition between the Pierre and Timber Lake that was recognized
from spontaneous potential and resistivity logs.
assigned as the Trail City Member.

This zone was

Carlson suggested that the

basal 2 m of the Timber Lake was equivalent to this subsurface zone
at site 2d (fig. 5).
At site 2d, Feldmann (1967, 1972) assigned 14 m of fine grained
buff to yellow, fine to medium sand to the Timber Lake Member.
The lower half of the member contained chocolate-brown shale interbeds and the upper half contained cross-bedding and discontinuous,
ferruginous sandstone ledges (fig. 5).
this assignment.

Carlson (1979) agreed with
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Figure 11.

The Colgate Member of the Fox Hills Formation
(site 2-3, loc. 2 on fig. 1, 3) at Glendive,
Montana, two kilometers east of its type
locality. Carbonaceous foreset toes and
claystone pebble and cobble lags occur at (A1);
trough cross-bedding is visible (B). The
6 m of strata between (A ) and (Ai) are
1
interpreted as a channel sequence (Butler
1980; Wilde 1983).

Figure 12,

Sedimentary structures in the Colgate Member
(site 2-5, loc. 2 on fig. 1, 3) near Glendive,
Montana, two kilometers south of the type
locality. Claystone pebble and cobble lags (A)
occur at the base of trough cross-beds, These
strata form the basal part of a channel sequence
(Butler 1980; Wilde 1983), The pick is
approximately 1 m.

r
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Thom and Dobbin (1924) defined the Colgate as a member of the Fox
Hills in the area between Iron Bluff and Glendive (type locality).
The Colgate was restricted to the 12-m thick "conspicuous white,
upper sandstone of the Fox Hills" that contained both Halymenites
(.~Oehiomorpha) major and leaf imprints in exposures around the anticline,

They believed that the unit marked the highest occurrence

of marine strata in the Cretaceous.
Using the "white" color as a convenient criterion, Hares ( 1928)
introduced the Colgate to the study area (sites la, lb, 2d and Sa;
fig, 2, 5), noting that both the Colgate and the unnamed strata below
contained Halymenites (=Ophiomorpha) major.

Dobbin and Reeside

(1929) mislabeled the entire Fox Hills section (site lb) as Colgate,
Feldmann '(1967; 1972) described the Colgate as 12 m of "dirty,
white sandstone'' containing lignitic shale partings and exhibiting
fluted weathering.

The weathering pattern and lignitic partings were

considered diagnostic.

Carlson (.1979) concurred with this

description.
In this study, contrary to previous usage, the Fox Hills Formation
is treated as a 37-m-thick unit that consists of two parts (fig. 3, 5):
a basal, 10-m-thick, silt and clay unit (Trail City Member), here
considered as part of the Fox Hills for the first time, and an overlying 27-m-thick unit (Timber Lake and Colgate Members), composed of very
fine to medium sand, that comprises the formation as it had
previously been defined.
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Methods

-

Field methods
Field work, in the form of reconnaissance and outcrop description,

vas pursued at Fox Hills outcrops all along the south rim of the
Williston Basin.

The outcrop areas outside of the study area that

I studied (fig. 1, J)~Fort Peck (site 1), Glendive (sites 2-1 through
8), Hammond, and Forsythe in eastern Montana; Meade County (sites 4-1
through 3) and the type area (sites 5, 6) in South Dakota; and the
Missouri Valley of North Dakota (sites 7-1 and 7-2)--are listed and
described in Appendix A, part 1.

Measured sections of the Fox Hills

Formation in the study area (sites 3-1 through 7; fig. 2) are
characterized in Appendix A, part 2, on 23 colu111Ds with accompanying
descriptions.
Topographic maps are available for the entire study area
(APpendix A, part 2).

The location of outcrops and the delineation

of stratigraphic units was assisted by aerial photographs.

Only

early maps (Hares 19:28, pl. 14; Erdmann and Larsen 1934) provided
detailed coverage of the geology of the study area.

In Montana, the

reconaissance of the Hammond area was assisted by a recent geologic
map (llergantino 1980); the early map by Dobbin and Larsen (1934)
provided detailed coverage of the Glendive area.
Outcrop characterization.--At the outcrop, the Fox Hills
section was divided into informal units based on sedimentary
structures.

The descriptions of these units included information

on lithology, color, texture, and sedimentary structures {type,
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dimension, and direction).
were photographed.

Selected outcrops and outcrop features

Ichnofossils and body fossils were collected,

identified,and their relative abundance noted; bioturbation zones
were measured, and their constituents and distribution noted.
sections were measured with a hand level, and a 12- or 100-foot
cape; all figures were converted to metric.

Color was determined

with a rock-color chart (.Goddard et al. 1963).

Grain she was

estimated by feel, hand lens observation, and by the use of a sand
gauge,

Direction.al measurements (strike, dip, azimuth) were

obtained with a Brunton Compass.
Lithologic sampling,--Lithologic samples were gathered to
determine the degree of horizontal and vertical textural variability
as well as the mineralogy of the nonindurated sands of the upper 27
m of the formation.

Samples were collected at horizons (typically

l to 3 m apart) determined by a random number table; three samples

were taken along each horizon at 1-to 3-m intervals.

A total of 99

samples were collected from three outcrop sites (lb, 4, and 7);
sampling horizons are shown on the columns in Appendix A, part 2.
Originally, since the aim of the sampling was general
characterization, the Fox Hills sands were considered as a single
population.

However, it became apparent, through the evaluation of

sedimentary structures (.notably hummocky bedding) that the bulk of
the sands occurred in a series of stacked, graded beds; each bed
contained a sequence of three or four sedimentation units as defined
by Otto (1938).

Random sampling of the outcrop could have resulted

in the gathering of the sand samples representing disparate energy
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conditions (grains from ripples and hummocky stratification for
example) from a single graded bed.

In view of this, samples were

collected from silllilar bedforms at each horizon.
!,_aboratory Methods
The laboratory work consisted of textural and mineralogic
analysis.

Samples of indurated sand and shale were examined with

a binocular microscope.

Minute features, such as lamination,

variation in mineral distribution, and the abundance of matrix were
noted in order to enhance the determination of environments of
deposition.
Textural analysis.~Although 99 lithologic samples were collected
only 74, typically muddy sands, were analyzed for texture by the sieve

and hydrometer .techniques; the methods of Carver (1971) and Folk (1975)
were used in the analyses.

Samples containing a large amount of

carbonaceous material or those that were bioturbated were discarded.
The samples were disaggregated manually and split to 50 to 60 g
lots,

They were then soaked in 10% Calgon solution to disassociate

clays; wet sieving followed, which divided the silt-clay fraction
from the sand fraction.

The sand fraction, after drying, was sieved

at 1/4 phi intervals on the Ro-tap.

The silt-clay fraction from wet

sieving was combined with the pan fraction from dry sieving for the
hydrometer analysis; readings were taken for the 5-phi fraction
(coarse silt) and at the silt-clay boundary.
The size fractions were converted to percentiles and plotted on
histograms.

Subsequently, the percentiles were plotted on triangular

•and-silt-clay diagrams.

The sand fraction percentages were plotted

on Probability ordinate paper and graphic standard deviation and
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graphic skewness were then calculated (Folk 1975, p. 46-7).
Textural data are Provided in Appendix c.
Mineral analysis.--The recombined sand fraction from 15 samples
was saved for mineralogical analysis.

The samples were split to 3 g

and a portion of each split was attached to a glass slide with
double-sided tape to form a grain mowtt.

Mineral types were

characterized and identified by microprobe.
were counted for each slide.

Two hundred points

The point counts were converted to

percentiles, combined into the proper mineral clans (i.e., feldspars,
quartz, and rock fragments), and plotted on a trilinear diagram to
derive a mineralogical name for the sediment (Folk 1975, p. 129).

PALEONTOLOGY
Stanton (1910) reported Leda (Yoldia) evansi, Tellina
scitula, Entalis (?) paupercula, and Halymenites (•Ophiomorpha)
major from the Fox Hills Formation along Little Beaver Creek south
of Marmarth.

Only the ichnofossil Ophiomorpha has been noted by

subsequent workers.
With the exception of leaf remains, no body fossils were
observed in the Fox Hills section during the course of this study.
The majority of remains in the study area consist of abundant
examples of a limited suite of ichnofossils of which species of
Ophiomorpha are the most plentiful and widespread.
suite contains (fig. 13, 14):

The trace fossil

dwelling traces, including a single

example of Thalassinoides (?) and numerous examples of two species
of Ophiomorpha, .Q_. nodosa and

Q.

borneensis; the grazing trace

Cosmorhaphe; and unidentified feeding structures.

Leaves, notably

Dryophyllum ( ?) , horsetail stems (Equisetum), and root molds
occur at the top of the formation (fig. 13, 14).
Paleontology is contained in Appendix B.

The Systematic

r
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Figure 13,

Summary of the fossils observed or collected
in the study area. The species of Ophiomorpha
are the most abundant and widespread forn,s.
Figure 14 shows the distribution of the fossils;
Appendix B contains the Systematic
Paleontology.

'

,j:l6t.:.:.:.......·,•

Taxon

Flora

Interpretation

(Ethology)

Dryophy llum ( ?)

leaves

Equisetum (?)

horsetail stems

root molds

plant roots

...

V,

Ophiomorpha borneensis
lchnofossils

Ophiomorpha nodosa
forms A, B, and C

dwelling burrows
(domichnia)

Thalassinoides (?)
Unidentified burrows

feeding burrows
(fodinichnia)

Cosmor hap he

grazing trails
(pascichnia)

SEDIMENTOLOGY
The Fox Hills Formation contains three facies based on
sedimentary structures (from the base; fig, 14)~massive-hummocky,
hummocky bedded, and cross-bedded--that are further characterized
by grain size, sorting, and paleontology,

These sedimentary

structure facies form the basis for the definition of members and the
interpretation of .depositional environments.

The formation is also

divided into upper and lower portions--the lower characterized by
hummocky bedding and the upper containing cross-bedding.
Inorganic Sedimentary Structures
Inorganic primary sedimentary structures--surface markings,
penecontemporaneous deformation structures, bedforms, and bedding-are those formed at the time of deposition or shortly afterward and
before consolidation of the sediments (Pettijohn and Patter 1964),
In the Fox Hills Formation of the study area, three sedimentary
structures--wavy bedding, hummocky bedding, and cross-bedding--are
abundant (fig. 14).

Hummocky bedding, the major bedding type in the

formation, is confined to the lower Fox Hills.
Wavy bedding
Wavy bedding is a composite, heterolithic bedset characterized
by (fig. 15, 16; Reineck and Singh 1975, pp. 98-99, 103):
(1)

alternating, mud drape and sand ripple layers that are

horizontally continuous and vertically isolated; (2) mud drapes that
52
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Figure 14.

TIie characteristics of the sedimentary
structure facies in the Fox Hills Formation
in the study area. TIie facies are defined
on the basis of sedimentary structures, but
are further characterized by sediment textures
and biota. TIie lower Fox Hills is dominated by
hummocl<y bedding; the upper Fox Hills by crossbedding. TIie upper Fox Hills is separated from
the adjacent strata by unconformities. TIie
sedimentary structure facies form the basis for
the formal stratigraphic units and the
interpretation of environments. Unconformities
are denoted by "U 0 ; conformities by "C" ..
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Figure 15.

Wavy bedding. Wavy bedding consists of two
or more wavy layers each composed of a ripple
(here we.ve ripples) overlain by a drape.
Wavy bedding occurs as W zones atop hummocky
beds (fig. 20) and is associated with crossbedding in the upper Fox Hills. Wavy bedding
is a low energy bedform -- the drapes indicate
slack-water following ripple formation~
resulting.from a single episode of deposition
(Hawley 1981; p. 150).

Figure 16.

Wavy bedding in the lower Fox Hills (hummockybedded facies). Four well developed wavy
layers are apparent in this W zone. Pencil is
11 cm.
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aJ.most completely fill ripple troughs and make a thin cover over the
ripple crest, thereby forming a nearly horizontal upper surface;
and (3) the presence of many alternating sand ripple and drape
couplets,

A single ripple-drape couplet constitutes a "wavy layer"

(Reineck and Singh 1975, p. 100).

Lenticular bedding resembles

wavy bedding except that the sand ripple layers are discontinuous
(Reineck and Singh 1975, p. 100-1).
Wavy bedding is a major component of the lenticular subfacies,
fot'l!lS W zones at the top of hummocky beds (see hummocky bedded facies)
in the normal-bedded and amalgamated subfacies, and occurs in the
cross-bedded facies (fig. 14),
Drapes .--The term "drape" refers to a clay or tllld layer,
typically exhibiting normal grading, that "mantles" or "drapes" the
relief of a deposurface.

Occurring as an integral component of wavy

layers or bedding in the study area, the layers are 1-2 cm thick, have
a sharp lower contact with the underlying ripple surface, and an upper
contact that is planar and erosional (fig. 15, 16),
~

\

ripples.~Wave ripples are characterized by the following

~ig. 17; Boersma 1970 in Reineck and Singh 1975, pp. 24-28, 89;
Harms et al. 1975, p. 58):

(1) caternary to arcuate lower bounding

surfaces; (2) tangential low angle foreset laminae arranged in
"bundles", a result of the preservation of foresee laminae; (3) foreset
laminae that are often wavy, having offshoots that originate at
one peak and continue over the next peak; (4) synch.t'Ollous sets that
contain laminae arranged in opposing directions (form discordant)
or erosive forms; and (5) near symnetrical surface morphology.
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Figure 17,

Wave ripples (modified from Harms et al,
1975, fig, 3-7). Wave ripples occur alone
in the X zones and in wavy bedding in the
W zones of hUDDDocky bedding (fig. 20)
or in wavy bedding in the upper Fox Hills,
Wave ripples are a low energy bedform
produced by oscillating wave motion 1n
the absence of currents (Harms et al., 1975;
p. 150),

l

I
Figure 18.

Wave ripples in hUDDDocky bedding, The
horizontal laminae of the F zone occur at
A overlain by wave ripples at B. The ripple
layer and overlying drape constitute a wavy
layer. Pencil is 9 cm.
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In the Fox Hills Formation, wave ripples are associated with
drapes in wavy bedding and form the X zone of hU!lllllocky beds (fig. 18).
Wave ripples do not occur in the strata below the hummocky-bedded
facies (fig. 14).
Hummocky stratification
Hummocky stratification has been previously referred to as
"truncated wave ripple lamination" by Campbell (1966) and
"truncated megaripples" or "ripple and trough laminations" by Howard
(1972).

The bedfonn was defined and referred to as "hummocky" by

Harms et al. (1975) from examples in the Cretaceous Gallup Sandstone,
The bedform occurs as laminae-sets (L-sets) in silt to medium sand
and is characterized by the following (fig. 19; Harms et al. 1975,
p. 87-89; Dott and Bourgeois 1982, pp. 664-665):

(1) erosional lower

bounding surfaces that commonly slope at angles of less than 10
degrees, though dips may be as high as 15 degrees; (2) laminae that
are nearly parallel to the lower bounding surface, never intersecting it; (3) laminae that exhibit systematic lateral thickening
in a set, so that their traces on a vertical surface are fan-like
with a regularly decreasing dip; (4) variable dip directions for set
bounding surfaces and the overlying laminae so that no preferred
direction is evident; and (5) laminae that may continue from swale to
swale, mantling a series of hummocks and swales.
The basic bedform of hummocky stratification is the laminae-set
(L-set; fig. 19).

Since the laminae in each L-set

dip at low

angles and exhibit synforms and antiforms about elliptical swales
and hummocks and never truncate on a lower bounding surface, hummocky

r
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Figure 19.

HUll!!ll.ocky stratification (modified from. Harms
et al., 1975, fig. 5-5), The basic bedforms of
hUll!!ll.ocky stratification is the L-set (Dott and
Bourgeois 1982). The L-set contains third order
surfaces (lamina to lamina contacts) and is
bounded by second order surfaces. L-sets
comprise the H zone of hwnmocky bedding
(fig. 20). Hummocky stratification is
deposited under the combined influence of
suspension fallout and oscillatory motion
(p. 151). ·

I
I

l\
(

\

Figure 20.

Hummocky bed (modified from Dott and
Bourgeois 1982, fig. 3). Hummocky beds can
be bounded by first or second order surfaces.
Hummocky bedding is deposited from suspension
fallout in the presence of oscillatory motion
in the wake of a high energy event (p. 151),
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stratification is considered a type of horizontal lamination instead
of cross-stratification (Hamblin 1979; Bourgeois 1980).
and small-scale forms occur.

Large-scale

Laminae-sets occur grouped in

tabular layers (hummocky zones= H zones); each L-set is bounded
by erosional contacts (fig. 19).
Hummocky bedding.~Zones of hummocky L-sets are associated with
other bedforms in a relatively consistent, heterolithic, composite
bed sequence termed "hummocky bedding" (Dott and Bourgeois 1982).
An

idealized hu~ocky bedding sequence--in the vein of the Bourn.:t·

sequence~has been synthesized from examples in the rock record
(fig. 20; Dott and Bourgeois 1982, fig, 3, pp, 666-669).

Stacked,

tabular hummocky beds comprise the strata of the hummocky bedded
facies and occur throughout the lower Fox Hills.
Hummocky beds are bounded at the base by sharp erosional planar
contacts marking the bases of hummocky zones (H zones).

These zones

are overlain by flat laminae (F zone) over which lies a zone of
ripples (X zone).

In the study area, the sandy HFX sequence is

overlain by wavy layers, here termed W zones; hummocky beds are
normally overlain by mudstone (M zone).

The F and X zones are

continuous extensions of the H zone; no contact separates these
layers.

W zones may be continuous with the underlying bed or be

separated from it by a scour surface.
Cross-bedding
Two types of cross-bedding~trough and epsilon--occur in the
upper Fox Hills of the study area (fig. 14).
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Figure 21.

Trough cross-beddin~ (modified from Harms et al,
1975), fig. 3-1). ln contrast to hummocky
stratification, the foreset laminae in trough
bedding truncate upon the lower bounding surface,
but in transverse view the two bedforms may appear
to be similar. Trough cross-bedding is an upper
flow regime unidirectional bedform resulting from
scour filling or dune migration (p. 153).

r
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Trough ~-bedding.~Trough cross-bedding is characterized
in the following way (fig. 21; Harms et al. 1975):

(1) laminae fill

elliptical troughs; (2) in a longitudinal section, the laminae are
parallel and dip in a single direction within each set, but in
transverse section the laminae occur as parallel-symmetrical or nonsymmetrical, concave-up arcs; (3) the bounding surfaces between sets
are erosional and may be planar, angular or scoop shaped; (4) the
laminae may be angular, tangential or concave-up in their contact
with the lower bounding surface, becoming more tangential in finer
grain sizes; and (5) the laminae dip in their steepest portion at
25-30 degrees,

In the study area the bedform occurs grouped as

cosets or as isolated scoop-shaped sets in horizontal lamination.
Epsilon ~-bedding,--Epsilon cross-bedding (Allen 1963,
p, 102-103, fig, 3D) is characterized as follows:
(1) the units are large scale and solitary; (2) each unit is typically

underlain by a planar erosional surface; (3) the foresee laminae are
lithologically heterogenous, consisting of couplets of coarse
overlain by fine grained sediment; and (4) in vertical section
parallel to the maximum dip direction, the foresees are straight to
convex-up.-

Sand Petrology
This section provides a general characterization of the
petrology of the unconsolidated sand strata (hummocky bedded and cross
bedded facies) that comprise. the upper 27 m of the Fox Hills in the
study area,

The sediment is mainly muddy, sublithic or subarkosic,

very fine to medium sand; very fine sandy mud occurs at the base of

I
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Figure 22.

Grain size distribution in the sand portion
(hummocky-bedded and cross-bedded facies) of
the Fox Hills Formation in· the study area.
Clay and silt occur in near equal amounts;
the percentage of sand increases upsection
through the hummocky-bedded facies.
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the sand section.
Texture
The data for.the following generalizations are contained
in Appendix B.

For sediments at the base of the section, the

sorting values and the percentage of the silt-clay fraction may
seem at odds, but these sediments are composed of very fine sand
and coarse silt that is moderately sorted.
In the muddy sand strata of the formation (fig. 22, 23):
(1) the percent of matrix decreases upsection through the hummocky
facies from 50 to 10-20 percent wllereas the cross-bedded facies
contains 15-30 percent matrix; (2) moderate sorting characterizes
the sediments of hummoclcy facies whereas the cross-bedded facies
contains moderately to poorly sorted sediment; (3) the median grain
size increases upsection from 4.0 6 (base of the hullll!ocky facies)
to 2.80

~

(top of the hUlllllocky bedded facies) to 2.30 6 (cross

bedded facies); (4) lateral variability in texture is low in the
hummocky bedded facies hut relatively high in the cross bedded
facies; and (5) the sediments are strongly positively skewed
throughout the section.
Mineral composition
The mineral composition of the sand fraction of the muddy sand
section is typically 70 to 85 percent quartz, and 10 to 20 percent
each of feldspar and chert.
common accessory minerals.

Muscovite, biotite, and hornblende are
Since neither chert nor feldspar is

clearly dominant, hoth subarkosic and sublithic sand occur.
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Quartz occurs in two forms:

as clear, glassy, equant to irregular,

subrounded to angular grains, and as similar grains with black
inclusions.

The first type is the most abundant, comprising 60-80

percent of the sand fraction.
Feldspar, orthoclase and sodic plagioclase, and chert are the next
most abundant grain types.

Feldspar grains are:

white, pink, or tan;

exhibit silky luster on fresh surfaces; are equant to irregular;
angular to subrounded; and are typically badly weathered.

Chert is·

characteristically white to tan, "milky" grains that are angular to
sub rounded.
Biotite and muscovite sediment occur as oversize "books"

comprising the coarest fraction of the sediment, with rounded edges.
Biotite may be badly weathered.

Hornblende occurs as black rods,

angular and typically weathered.
Microprobe analysis shows that feldspars are typically badly
weathered with many largely decomposed to illite, a common weathering
product in arid climates.

The white to tan weathering product

is present in sediments throughout the section but is readily visible
in the sediments of the cross-bedded facies, probably a result of

the larger grain size.
Inorganic Sedimentary Structure Facies

I
t

Three major facies can be delineated on the basis of their primary
inorganic sedimentary structures (fig. 14),
formation, the facies are as follows:
bedded, and cross-bedded.

From the base of the

massive-hummocky, hummocky-

The hummocky-bedded facies contains three
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subfacies (from the base):
amalgamated.

lenticular, normal-bedded, and

Wavy bedding is a minor, but important, component of

the hummocky-bedded and cross-bedded facies.
Massive-hummocky facies
the massive-hummocky fades is characterized by two components
(fig. 24):

tabular, sandy-silt hU1111DOcky layers, and mixed silt-clay

in massive units.

The facies averages 10 m thick; the full section

is exposed only at the Little Beaver Creek site le but partially
exposed sections.occur at the North Creek, S-surve, and Sevenmile
Creek sites.

The basal contact with the Pierre Formation is

gradational; the upper contact with the hummocky-bedded facies is
placed where hummocky bedding becomes dominant,
Massive component.--The massive component is heterolithic; it
consists of a mottled mixture of light gray (N 7) silt and gray clay
(fig. 25).

Remnant, finely intercalated silt and clay beds prevail

in the upper portion of the fades; bedding planes are gradational.

No remnant bedding was observed at site ld.

At site 2d, the lower

portion of the facies is composed mostly of silt but the upper half
contains both interbedded and mixed silt and clay.

No ichnofossils

were observed but the mixed and mottled character of the sediment
strongly suggests biogenic reworking.

Mixed sandy-silt concretions

may represent wholly reworked hummocky beds.
Hummocky component .-Two to three tabular hummocky beds (HbMb),
0.5 m thick and composed of light gray (N 7), very fine, sandy silt,
occur in the upper portion of the facies at Little Beaver Creek
(le, ldl (fig. 26).

The beds nave sharp basal contacts, are laterally
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continuous in outcrop, and are bioturbated in their upper portions
by Ophiomorpha nodosa and Cosmorhaphe.

The hWl11llocky L-sets of the

H zone are small-scale (5 cm by 10 cm).
Hummocky-bedded

! ades

The tabular hummocky-bedded facies is typically 19 m thick in
the thesis area (fig. 24).

The basal contact is considered con-

formable since hummocky bedding occurs below in the massive-hummocky
facies; the base of the hummocky-bedded facies is drawn where the
hummocky beds become dominant in the section.

The contact appears to

be erosional only because the basal contact corresponds to the basal
scour surface of the basal hummocky bed of the hummocky-bedded facies.
The contacts between the subfacies are conformable.
contact is sharp and. erosional.

The upper

Within the facies, grain size and

sand content increase upward; the sediment is moderately sorted
and lateral variation in sorting is low.
Three subfacies (from the base)-lenticular, normal-bedded and
amalgamated--can be delineated based on variations in the ideal
internal sequence of the hummocky beds (fig. 14, 24, 27).

The

lenticular subfacies is replaced south of the Little Beaver Creek
exposures by the lower portion of the normal-bedded subfacies.

The

normal-bedded subfacies and the overlying amalgamated subfacies occur
throughout the study area.

Only the planar wavy layers (W zones)

break the massive appearance of the unit at the outcrop.

The wavy

layers (W zones) are rarely bioturbated.
Lenticular subfacies.~The lenticular subfacies is 2-3 m thick
and was observed only at the Little Beaver Creek exposures (sites lb,
le),

The subfacies is characterized by lenses composed of lenticular

r
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Figure 24.

Characteristics of the sedimentary structure
facies of the lower Fox Hills Fonnation,
Conformable contacts are labeled "C";
unconfonnab le are labeled "U".
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Figure 25.

Bedding in the upper massive-hummocky facies.
Interbeds of light gray silt (or sandy silt)
and gray clay occur near the top of the facies
at site la. Tape is 20 cm.

Figure 26.

Hummocky component of the massive-hummocky
facies. Multiple (?) hummocky beds comprise
a tabular layer 0.4 m thick, in the upper
portion of the fades at site· 1a. The basal
two thirds of the layer is bioturbated but
some hummocky stratification survives. The
uppermost bed (top 15 cm) is hummocky at the
base but is overlain by mixed sediment
containing Cosmorhaphe and Q_. nodosa, and
unidentified fodinichnia.
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Figure 27.

Characteristics of the lenticular subfacies
of· the lower Fox Hills Formation in the
study area. The lenticular subfacies occurs
between the massive-hummo~Y facies and the
normal-bedded sti>facies at the Little Beaver
Creek outcrops (site 1} but does not occur
to the south. The hummocky lentils merge
upsection to form the base of the normalbedded strata. Legend is on Figure 24.
Confortnable contacts are labeled "C";
unconformable are labeled "U".
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Figure 28,

Figure 29.

The lenticular subfacies of the lower
Fox Hills Formation (site lb). The
hummocky L-sets at (A _ ) are encased in
1 3
w,n;y bedding; wavy layers are cut out at
(C). A well developed ripple layer occurs
at (B); wave ripples are continuous between
the wavy and hummocky strata.

The upper portion of the normal-bedding
subfacies of the lower Fox Hills (site lb).
Wavy layers occur at (~_ 3) as W zones
atop hummocky (HFX) beds; a hummock at (B)
is bounded by 2 swales. Pick is approximately
1 m.

f
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hummocky beds containing a single L-set (HFX) distributed in wavy
bedding; the lenses become more numerous near the top, finally
coalescing, thereby forming normal-bedded hummocky sequences
(fig. 27).

No bioturbation was observed in this subfacies.

The L-set-lenses are 0.5 m high by 5-10 m wide; each has an
erosional lower bounding surface and a gently sloping convex top
(fig, 27, 28).

Wave ripples occur along the lower bounding surfaces

and overlie the lenses as an X zone; typically, the ripples are
continuous with tnose in the adjacent wavy bedding.
Normal-bedded subfacies.--The normal-bedded subfacies is 10-15 m
thick and is composed of mudd~ very fine to fine sand; grain size
and sand content increase upward (fig. 22, 23, 24).

The upper

contact with the amalgamated subfacies is placed atop the highest
persistent W zone associated with normal hummocky bedding; the lower
contact with the massive-hummocky facies is conformable and is placed
where normal bedded units become stacked without intervening mixed
zones.

The normal-bedded subfacies can be divided into upper and lower
parts, both characterized by stacked, laterally continuous,
layers.

The major differences between the two parts are the scale

and degree of development of the hummocky and wavy beds and the
texture of the sediment (fig. 24).

The contact between the parts is

the scalloped basal scour of the hummocky beds of the upper portion;
the contact is identified by a color difference from greenish gray
(5 GY 6/l) below to light olive gray (SY 6/l) above.

-·
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The lower portion of the subfacies is 1-2 m thick in the
northern exposures (Little Beaver and North Creeks) and 4-5 m
thick in the south.

The sediment is composed of greenish gray,

very fine, sandy mud to muddy, moderately sorted sand (20 to 60

I

percent sand).

The hu... ocky beds are 0.3 m thick; the W zones

consist of a single gray clay drape, 1-2 cm thick, atop a poorly
developed X zone.

The hummocky beds are intensely bioturbated with

Ophiomorpha nodosa producing HbFbXbW sequences.
The upper portion of the subfacies is 8 m thick.

The sediment

is composed of light olive gray, muddy, moderately sorted, very fine
to fine sand (50-80 percent sand).

Each HFXW bed is 1-5.3 m thick.

The L-sets of the hrumnocky zone average 1-2 m wide and 0.5 m thick.
Exceptional L-sets, 2 m thick and over 6 m vi.de were observed at the
s-curve exposures (site 5b}; a fully preserved hummock-swale configuration 1 m thick and 10 m wide was observed at the Little Beaver
Creek exposure (fig. 29; site lb).

Rare, isolated Ophiomorpha

nodosa were observed in the muddy, very fine sand of the H zones;
few well defined zones of bioturbation were observed.
Amalgamated subfacies.~The amalgamated subfacies is 7-11 m
thick and is composed of light olive gray, muddy, moderately sorted,
fine sand (75-90 percent sand) that often weathers to moderate
yellowish orange (lOYR 6/6).
The amalgamated subfacies is characterized by Hb or W cut-out
types of hummocky bedding (fig. 24).

The general lack of preserved

W zones (F and X as well) results in a sequence of hummocky zones
that form an apparently massive unit,

The bed contacts can be

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ' - '«"<
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inferred from the few surviving W zones or the distribution of
Qjlhiomorpha borneensis bioturbation zones.

The individual L-sets

are 0.3 m thick and 1-2 m wide; few complete L-sets were observed.

(

Cross-bedded facies

•
r

l

I
[

The cross-bedded facies (fig. 14) is composed of light olive
gray (SY 6/1), moderately to poorly sorted, muddy, very fine to
medium sand (70-85 percent sand).

The facies is 6-9 m thick but may

be as little as 2-4 m thick where major erosion from the overlying
Hell Creek occurs·.

The basal contact is planar and erosional; the

upper contact is erosional with varying amounts of erosion.
and epsilon cross-bedding are restricted to this facies.

Trough

Several

variations in bedding sequence occur within the study area (fig. 30),
At site 4, the facies is characterized by large scale trough
cosets (fig. 30, 31).
and 2-3 m wide.

The individual sets are 0.15-0.3 m thick

In transverse section, the lower bounding surfaces

'
are broadly curved and non-parallel;
in longitudinal section the
sets have parallel to subparallel lower bounding surfaces and contain
tangential laminae.

Carbonaceous material, concentrated at the toe

of the laminae, serves to accentuate the lower bounding surfaces.

Foreset dip directions are consistent to the south.

A laterally

continuous mudstone cobble lag occurs at the base, and rare,
isolated Ophiomorpha borneensis occur in the trough sets.
At site la (fig. 32}, the facies contains trough bedding at the
base.

Overlying the troughs, for 100 m along the outcrop, is a 4-m-

thick set of epsilon cross-bedding,

The foresees are accentuated

by clay pebbles and carbonaceous drapes; the foreset contacts are

I
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Figure 30.

Characteristics of the cross-bedded facies
of the upper Fox Hills in the study area.
The section at site 4 consists mainly of
troug h cosets; the section at site 6 (also
2 and 7a) contains wavy layers in association
0

with large scale troughs at the base and atop
"scour and fill" beds in the upper portion.
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tangential with the erosional lower bounding surface.
At the majority of outcrops (2b, 2c, 6 and 7a; fig. 30, 33-37),
the fades is characterized by (from the base):

medium-to large -

scale trough sets or cosets each overlain by a wavy layer (fig. 34);
medium-scale tabular trough sets (fig, 32); and tabular, 0,3-0.5-mthick layers containing isolated scoop-shaped or tabular medium-to
small-scale troughs in horizontal lamination (fig. 35, 36, 37), a
variety of scour and fill bedding.

The scour and fill beds are

capped by wavy layers, laminae discordances, or erosional
ripples.
The trough sets associated with the horizontal lamination
in the scour and fill bedding are characterized in the following
way (fig. 35):

(1) the sets at 6-10 cm thick x 1-3 m long (sets

may be up to 16 cm thick and 8 m long); (2) the lower bounding
surface is erosional, planar and near horizontal in longitudal
section; in transverse section the bounding surface is a shallow
broad trough (transverse views were rare); (3) the sets are
isolated, usually separated by 8-10 cm from the overlying trough
horizon and bounded in their own h-Orizon by horizontal laminae;
(4) the set laminae are tangential to sigmoidal and are continuous
with the horizontal laminae at the downstream end of the trough
set; (5) each trough horizon exhibits a uniform foreset drip
direction but opposing directions can occur at a single outcrop.

I
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Figure 31,

Figure 32.

Sedimentary structures in the cross-bedded
facies (site 4a). Claystone cobble and
pebble lag (A) underlies large scale
trough cosets (similar to those in fig. 11,
12). Small scale trough sets below, are
interspersed with claystone pebble lags,
The strata are interpreted as a channel
deposit (p, 175). The glove is 10 cm ,;ide,

Epsilon cross-bedding (A) occurs atop
trough cross-bedding (BJ in the upper Fox
Hills (A-B), The epsilon cross-bedding is
interpreted as a channel point bar (p. 175),
The Little Beaver Creek Member of the Hell
Creek Formation overlies A; the hummocky
bedded facies of the lower Fox Hills Formation
underlies (B). From the level of Little
Beaver Creek to Bis 10 m, Photo at site la,

A •• ~ - - - - - - - - -. . . .

f
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Figure 33.

The middle third of the cross-bedded facies
(site 2b). This view overlies that in
figure 34. Wavy layers occur at (A1-2),
Interval (A1-Az) contains trough beds 15-20
cm thick and characterized by even, erosional
bounding surfaces. Foreset dips are
consistent to the west (right). The strata
are interpreted as shoreface deposits (p. 174).
Similar structures occur at sites 6£ and 2c.
Pick is approximately 1 m,

t
Figure 34.

The basal portion of the cross-bedded facies
(site 2b). Wavy layers, wave(?) ripples
overlain by carbonaceous or micaceous
drapes (A1-5), cap trough cross-beds;
intermittent high energy conditions are
indicated. The strata are interpreted as
shoreface deposits (p. 174). Fluting is
well developed. Tape is 0.6 m.
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Figure 35.

Sedimentary structures in the cross-bedded
facies (site 6e). Small scale trough sets
occur associated with horizontal laminae (scour
and fill bedding). Erosional ripples occur at
(A1 and A2). Similar structures occur at site
7a and in the upper portion of the facies at
6d. The features represent high energy
conditions and are interpreted as shoreface
deposits (p. 174). Scale is 15 Cin.

Figure 36.

Sedimentary structures in the cross-bedded
facies (site 6e). Small scale trough sets
occur associated with horizontal laminae
(scour and fill bedding). Erosional ripples
occur at (A). Similar structures occur at
site 7a and in the upper portion of the facies
at 6d. The features represent high energy
conditions and are interpreted as shoreface
deposits (p. 174). Scale is 15 cm.
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Figure 37.

Sedimentary structures in the cross-bedded
facies (site 6d). In the sequence A-D:
the basal 2 m (A-C) is composed of large
scale trough beds separated at (B) by a
locally persistent wavy layer, and w;;:vy
layers occur atop trough sets in (A-B);
the upper half of the sequence (C-D) is
composed of 0.3-m-thick scour .and fill beds
containing small scale troughs and
horizontal lamination capped by wavy layers.
A root zone occurs at (D). The sequence is
interpreted as a shoreface deposit (p, 175),
The pick is approximately l m,
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STRATIGRAPHY
Formation Definition

lI
I

l
•'

The Fox Hills Formation of the study area is a tabular unit,
typically 37 m thick, that consists of two parts (fig. 3, 5, 38, 39):
a 10-m-thick basal silt-clay unit (massive-huJlllllocky facies) here
included as a part of the study-area Fox Hills for the first time,
and an overlying sand unit (hummocky-bedded and cross-bedded facies),
27 m thick, that represents the formation as it had previously been
defined in the study area.

The Pierre-Fox Hills contact is here

placed 10 m lower in the section, at the base of the massive-hummocky
facies; the Fox Hills-He.11 Creek contact has not been redefined.
The formation, as here defined, is composed of three members
(from the base; fig. 3, 5, 38, 39)--Trail City, Timber Lake, and
Colgate--that correspond to the sedimentary structure facies.

The

Trail City Member is the name here assigned to the basal silt-clay
unit (massive-hUl!llllocky facies}; this name has not previously been
formally applied in the area of the Cedar Creek anticline.

The

formation can be divided into lower (Trail City, Timber Lake) and
upper (Colgate) Fox Hills.

A detailed picture of the stratigraphy

in the study area is provided by the measured sections in Appendix A,
part 2.
Marker Zones
Six local marker zones were recognized in the section; these
95
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Figure 38. "The stratigraphy of the Fox Hills Formation in
the study area.
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Figure 39.

Stratigraphic cross-section of the
Fox Hills in the study area.
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are labeled with the capital letter of the member or formation they
occur in, followed by a small letter "m" (fig. 38) •
Pcm.--The Pierre cone-in-cone layer marks the highest
~ccurrence of cone-in-cone concretions in the Pierre Formation.
The concretions average 20 cm in diameter and exhibit cone-in-cone
structure throughout.

The marker was observed at sites le and 3a.

The Pierre Fox Hills contact typically occurs 1-3 m above this zone.
TCjm.--The Trail City jarosite marker (fig. 40) is composed of
moderate yellow (5Y 7/6), jarosite-impregnated-silt interbedded with
gray clay.
at site Jc.

The zone is 1.5 m thick at site le but is poorly defined
The base of the TCjm coincides with the Pierre-Fox Hills

contact,.

TLcm.--The Timber Lake concretion marker (fig. 41) is characterized by a zone of spherical to elliptical, massive, very fine sandy
silt concretions; diameters average 0.3-0.5 m.

The base of the zone

marks the top of the Trail City Member(massive-hummocky facies) and
the base of the Timber Lake Member (hummocky bedded facies).

The

zone was observed at all outcrops where that portion of the section
was exposed.

The zone represents a partly mixed hummocky bed as

evidenced by remnant hummocky stratification.
~.--The Timber Lake wavy marker is the highest occurrence of
a substantial wavy bedded layer (W zone) associated with normalbedded strata.

The thickness of this marker ranges from 0.15 m

(site lb) to 0.3 m (site 2a) to 1.2 min the southern outcrops.
The zone proves helpful at the majority of outcrops where only
the upper portion of the hummocky-bedded facies is exposed.

This
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marker is planar, and may be laterally continuous for 0.5 km.
TLfm.--The Timber Lake ferruginous marker (fig. 42) consists of
a planar, fe~ruginous;

wavy layer or bed; the top of this marker

corresponds to the top of the Timber Lake Member, the hummocky-bedded
facies, and typically the highest occurrence of zones of ~omorpha
borneensis bioturbation.
The character of this marker varies as follows:

at site 7a,

the marker is 0.3 m thick, laterally discontinuous, and consists of
current ripple-c1aystone wavy bedding; at sites 6b-d, the marker is
1.2 m thick, contains draped trough-bedding, and is laterally
continuous for 0.6 km; and at the site 4a-c, the zone is 0.75 m
thick, consists of wavy bedding, and is laterally continuous for
0.5 km.

HCm.--The Hell Greek marker (fig. 45) occurs at the base of the
Little Beaver Creek Member of the Hell Greek and consists of
indurated dark yellow brown (lOYR 4/2), carbonaceous, muddy, fine
to medium sand that may be massive (sites 1, 2, 7a) or exhibits
trough-bedding (sites 6b, 6c, 6d, 7a).

The HCm is typically 1 m

thick but may be thin· or absent (site 2b, 4, 6c-d).

The base of

this marker has long been considered the Fox Hills-Hell Creek contact
(Feldmann 1967, 1972; Frye 1969; Carlson 1979).
Pierre-Fox Hills Contact
Pierre ~ ~ . - - T h e Pierre Formation is typically composed of
gray, massive clay or silty clay, exhibits a blocky fracture, and
weathers to a dark gray (N3 or N4); the surface of Pierre outcrops is
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Figure 40.

The Trail City j arosite marker (TCjm). The
marker is composed of moderate yellow (5Y 7/6)
jarosite-impregnated-silt interbedded with
gray clay. The scale is 15 cm. Photo frOlll
site le.

Figure 41.

The Timber Lake concretion marker (TLcm).
The base of the TLcm marks the Trail City-Timber
Lake contact. The marker consists of a partly
bioturbated hwmnocky bed; 0. nodosa occurs at (A).
The card is 5 cm wide. Photo from site 2d.
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Figure 42.

The Timber Lake ferruginous marker (TLfm).
The top of the TLfm (A) marks the Timber
Lake-Colgate contact; the tiered
galleries of .Q_. borneensis appearing as
raised irregularities are common in the
amalgamated subfacies of the upper Timber
Lake Member. The pick is approximately 1 m.
Photo from site 6e.

Figure 43.

The Hell Creek marker (HCm). The Fox HillsHell Creek contact has traditionally been
placed at the base of the carbonaceous HCm
(A). The upper 2 m of the underlying Colgate
contains root molds; the roots are not from
the overlying HCm. Leaves often occur in
the vicinity of the contact. The HCm is typically
composed of carbonaceous, muddy sand; the unit
may contain trough foresets or may contain
irregular bedding planes. The layer is
indurated, typically forming benches. The
card is 5 cm wide. Photo from site 2a.
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covered with indur;,.ted shale "chips" and translucent selenite
crystals.

The Pierre forms rounded, gentle slopes, is slick when

wet, and is characterized by dendritic drainage.
The clay of the Pierre becomes more silty upward and contains
thin silt stringers in the top 10 m.

A layer of cone-in-cone

concretions (Pcm zone} occurs 1-3 m below the contact.

l

Ovoid

siltstone concretions, rich in ammonites and other body fossils,
that occur 3-5 m below the contact in the Glendive area (Bishop
1973), were not ooserved in the Pierre of the study area.
Contact definition.--The Pierre-Fox Hills contact is placed at
the horizon where the monotonous, gray clay of the Pierre is replaced
upsection by the mottled, mixed, light gray (N7) silt and gray clay

l

,I

or the thinly intercalated, silt-clay of the massive-hummocky facies
(Trail City Member).

The light gray (N7) color of the massive-

hummocky facies is quite si.m.ilar to the dark gray of the Pierre.
Where the contact is exposed (sites le, 3c), a definite break in
slope, and the coincident TCjm, mark the contact.

Elsewhere, stream

beds occupy the level of the contact, or the contact is buried
beneath considerable talus.
The contact, as here defined, represents a departure from the
traditional practice in the study area; the basal contact had been
placed at the base of the lowest sand in the section (base of the
hummocky-bedded facies) since the work of Stanton (1910) (fig. 5, 38).
This early practice had been continued in this area as a result of
the persistence of the early "Rocky Mountain" definition of the Fox
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Hills (Stanton 1910; elucidated by Waage 1968, p. 36), the belief
that no Trail City Member was present in North Dakota (Waage 1961,
1968; Feldmann 1967, 1972), and most importantly, the small number
and poor quality of both the exposures of the massive-hummocky
fades and the contact interval.

r
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Although many workers have

investigated the spectacular outcrops of the hummocky-bedded facies
on Little Beaver Creek (sites la, lb), none reported visiting the
gentle slopes on the creek 3 km to the south (site le) where the
contact, as here.defined, is exposed.
Waage (.1968, p, 60-61) stated that the basal contact should be
placed at the horizon where silt becomes predominant in the section.
The placement of the contact in the study area reflects a change in
lithology (clay changing upsection to silt and clay), sedimentary
structures (lack of structures changing upsection to mixed or thinly
interbedded), and, secondarily, a change in faunal occurrence (lack
of fauna changing upsection to plentiful).

The placement of

the contact, as here defined, is in agreement with the criteria used
by Waage (1968) in the type area, Erickson {1971) in the Missouri
Valley of North Dakota, Calvert (1912} and subsequent workers,
notably Bishop (1973) and Wilde (1983), in the Glendive area, and
Jensen and Varnes (1964) in the area of Fort Peck, Montana.
Fox Hills-Hell Creek Contact
Hell Creek Formation.--The Little Beaver Creek Member of the Hell
Creek Formation overlies the Fox Hills Formation in the thesis area
(Frye 1969, p. 20-21, 61-63).

The strata typically consist of 10-12 m
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of tabular, interbedded claystone and mudstone layers 15 cm- 0.5 m
thick that contain root molds and leaf hash; minor sands occur.

This

member is overlain by the medium sand and large scale trough crossbeds of the Marmarth Member (Appendix A, part 2).

The typical colors

are browns and grays; bentonitic beds are common (fig. 44).

\

individual beds cannot be traced laterally for any distance.
Contact definition.--The contact occurs between the Little Beaver
creek Member of the Hell Creek Formation and the underlying Colgate
Member (cross-bedded facies) of the Fox Hills Formation.

The contact

as here defined is the same as that delineated by Feldmann (1967;

1972), Frye (1967, 1969) and Carlson (1979) in the study area
(fig. 5, 38).
The contact is typically unconformable but the significance of
the unconformity is probably minor.

At most outcrops (sites 1, 2,

6, 7), the upper 2 m of the Colgate consists of light olive gray,

fine-medium, muddy sand (70-85 percent sand) that contains root
molds.

The upper surface of the member is scoured into broad,

shallow troughs (l-2 m relief) that are overlain by the carbonaceous
sand of the HCm (fig. 45, 46).
However, at site 6e, the HOn is locally absent and the contact
is an irregular surface with major relief (3-6 m); the upper half of
the Colgate, including the root zone, has been cut out by erosion.
The contact is between the light olive gray fine sand, arranged in
scour and fill beds (Colgate Member), below and the large scale
longitudinal and torrential cross-bedding of the Little Beaver Creek
Member above.

r
'~·
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Figure 44.

Hell Creek Formation (Little Beaver Creek
Member, site 6f). In the lower half of
the photo epsilon cross-bedding is overlain by a bentonitic bed; the epsilon
set is 4 m thick.

llO
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Figure 45.

The Fox Hills-Hell Creek contact (site 2a).
The contact (A) occurs between the Colgate
Member and the overlying HCm (basal bed of
the Little Beaver Creek Member). Toe
contact is characterized by tninor erosion;
the HCm contains very angle foresets
in broad, shallow troughs. A wavy layer
occurs in the Colgate at (B) overlain by
large-scale trough bedding. Structures in
the upper 0.5 m of the Colgate are obscured
by root molds. The Colgate, section is 2.8 m
thick.

Figure 46.

The Fox Hills-Hell Creek contact (site 6d).
The contact (A) occurs between: the Colgate
and the overlying HCm (basal bed of the
Little Beaver Creek Member). The contact
is characterized by 1-3 m of relief. The
carbonaceous HCm contains low angle foresees
(epsilon bedding?). The lower surface of
the HCm is variable but the upper surface is
typically horizontal. The overlying Hell
Creek is characterized by interbedded clays,
silts, muds, and carbonaceous sands that often
contain root molds and leaf concentrations.
The sedimentary structures for the Colgate

are described on Figure 37.
section is 4 to 5 m thick.

The Colgate
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Figure 47.

The Fox Hills-Hell Creek contact (site 2b).
The contact (A) occurs at the base of a
carbonaceous bed (Litt le Beaver Creek L<lmber)
overlying the Colgate; the HCm is absent at
this site4 The drapes above the contact are
bentonitic. Wavy layers occur in the strata

of both fonnations; relief on the contact is
minor. The pick is approximately 1 m.

•
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Where the HCm is poorly developed or absent 'Withouc major
erosion (sites 2c and 4), che contact was chosen where the light
olive gray sand of the Colgate was replaced by gray bentonitic
clay and minor carbonaceous beds (fig. 46).
Member Definitions
Trail Citv Member
~--The Trail City Member (massive-hummocky facies; fig. 38)
contains:

mottled, mixed and finely interbedded silt-clay

strata (massive Component); and two or three tabular, very

fine sandy hul!llllocky beds containing

Q.

~odosa, Cosmorhaphe,

and various fodinichnia (hummocky component).

I

The silt and sandy

mud are light gray (N 7); the clays are medium gray (N 5).

On

weathered surfaces, the sediment is light to medium gray, but the
colors are typically obscured by lighter colored slopewash.
The member is tabular and 10 m thick.
Fox Hills (Trail City) contact is marked by:

The gradational Pierrea surface color

difference of dark gray to light gray (N 7); a steepening of slope;
and the presence of the TCjm,
m above the Pcm.

All of these manifestations occur 2-3

The Trail City-Timber Lake contact is placed along

the basal hummocky scour of the hummocky-bedded facies; no major
break in sedimentation is evident.

The upper contact is placed at

the base of the Tun.
The texture and sedimentary structures of the Trail City in the
study area are similar to those in the type area 1 and most closely

resemble the strata of the Little Eagle lithofacies.

At the type
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locale of that lithofacies (loc. 6, fig, 1, 3) I observed several
tabular, 0.3-0.5-m-thick, hummocky beds that were interbedded with
~ixed silt-clay and fossiliferous concretions; these layers,

according to Waage (1968, p. 63, 85, units 5, 7, 10), exhibited
"cross lamination".

The fossiliferous concretions of the type locale

are, however. absent from the study area exposures.

Timber Lake Member
The Timber Lake Member (hummocky-bedded facies; fig. 38, 48, 49,
50) is composed

of

sublithic or subarkosic sandy muds to muddy sands

that become coarser upsection:

in the lower part of the member

(normal-bedded subfacies), the sand changes upsection from greenish
gray (5GY 6/1), moderately sorted, very fine, sandy mud (20-60
percent sand) to light olive gray (5Y 6/1),moderately sorted,
muddy, very fine to fine sand (50-80 percent sand); the upper portion
(amalgamated subfacies) contains moderately sorted, muddy, very
fine to fine sand (75-90 percent sand).

Weathered surfaces,

especially along wavy layers, have a ferruginous orange color.

The

member is further characterized by L-set-form concretions and

I
\

secondarily by zones of Ophiomorpha nodosa at the base and
Ophiom9rpha borneensis at the top.
The member is tabular and 19-22 m thick (fig. 39).

The normal-

bedded subfacies is 10-15 m thick; the amalgamated subfacies is
7-11 m thick.

At the Little Beaver Creek exposures (sites lb, le),

the normal-bedded subfacies is 5 m thick; the underlying lenticular
subfacies, 3 m thick, forms the base of the member, and grades up

f

?
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Figure 48.

Figure 49.

The Trail City-Timber Lake contact (site 2d).
The contact (A) is placed at the base of the
TLcm. Previously, the horizon 1 m above the
TLcm, marked by the color difference, has
been defined as the Pierre-Fox Hills
contact. The interbedded silt-clay of the
Trail City occurs below (A); the muddy sand
of the lower normal-bedded facies occurs
above. Several ferruginous W zones occur
in the Timber Lake. 0, nodosa occurs in
the TLcm and in the hummocky strata above.
Compare with Feldmann (1972, fig. 4), and
Carlson (1979, fig. 6). Seven meters of
Timber Lake is shown in the photo.

The lower Fox Hills Formation (site 5b). The
Trail City-Timber Lake contact, marked by
the TLcm, occurs at (A). In the Timber Lake
(hummocky-bedded facies), the lower-upper
normal bedded facies contact occurs at the
color change (B): the contact with the
amalgamated facies is at the top of the TLwm
at (C). Hummocky surfaces are preserved by the
drape at (D); hummocky concretions occur at
(E). O. nodosa occurs throughout the normalbedded-subfacies. The normal bedded subfacies
(A-C) is 12 m thick.
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Figure 50.

The Timber Lake Member (site 7b). The
lower-upper normal-bedded subfacies contact
is at (A); the contact with the amalgamated
facies is atop the TLwm at (B), The contact
with the adjacent members is not visible.
Both (B) and (C) mark wavy bedding;
ferruginous W zones (DJ are cut out.
O. nodosa occurs in the normal bedded subfacies; O. borneensis occurs in the
amalgamated facies. The interval (A-B)
is 1 O m thick.
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Figure 51,

Summary of petrologic characteristics
of the sand portion of the Fox Hills
Formation along the south rim of the
Williston Basin. The sands of the
southeast rim are rich in volcanic
rock fragments and contain layers of
bentonite; the sands in the west
contain neither. The Linton Member
is designated by "L .M.". The Colgate,
unlike the adjacent strata, appears to
be devoid of volcanic fragments regionally
thereby suggesting a possible means of
recognition in the subsurface.
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into the normal-bedded subfacies.

I
I

The basal contact with the Trail City is

conformable and occurs at the base of the TLcm.

The upper contact with

the Colgate Member is planar and erosional, and is usually drawn at the
top of the TLfm zone.
The_stratigraphic position and texture of the strata, as well as the
presence of Ophiomorpha, is similar to the Timber Lake in the type area;
however, the strata in the thesis area contain hummocky bedding whereas
trough bedding dominates the type strata (fig. 9, 10),

\

(
(

The mineralogy

of the sediments is different (fig. 51); Waage (1968) reported volcanic
rock fragments from the type Timber Lake, but these are not a significant portion of the study area sands.

Colgate Member
The Colgate Member (cross-bedded facies; fig, 38, 52) is composed
of light olive gray (SY 6/1), moderately to poorly sorted, muddy, very
fine to mediu.~ sand (70-85 percent sand),

The member is characterized

by cross-bedding and carbonaceous material in the drapes of wavy beddingand in the foreset toes along the lower bounding surfaces of troughs.
The Colgate is typically 7-9 m thick but may be as thin as 2-4 m
where major erosion is evident (site 6c, fig. 39).

'!'he basal contact

of the member is planar and erosional; the upper contact with the Hell
Creek is unconformable with variable erosion.

Early workers (Thom and Dobbin 1924; Hares 1928; Dobbin and
Reeside 1929) reported Halvmenites (=Ophiomorpha) 1I1_ajor in the Colgate.
Insp7ction

of the strata in the thesis area revealed that, except in

rare instances, (sites 4, 6d), Ophiomorpha was restricted to the Timber
Lake Member.

Ophiomorpha does not occur in the type Colgate at Glendive,

a conclusion corraborated by Butler (1980) and Wilde (1983),

Early
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~orkers (i.e., Dobbin and Reeside 1929, p. 14-15; Hares 1928,
p. 17-18) often included part or all of the Timber Lake strata in the
Colgate based on the light color and the lack of an obvious contact
in the sand section.

Fluted weathering is a locally prominent characteristic of
weathered slopes in the Colgate, but is not confined to that member
in the area.

The Colgate exhibits fluting to some degree at sites 2,

6, and 7, but is not fluted at site 4.
gentle slopes, not on cutbanks.

Fluting usually occurs on

The upper Timber Lake Member and

some sands of the lower Hell Creek also exhibit fluting.
The Colgate of the thesis area is one-third the thickness and
is characterized by sedimentary structures and bedding sequences
different from.those of the type Colgate at Glendive, but both occur
at the same stratigraphic horizon (between the Timber Lake Member=
hummocky-bedded facies and the Little Beaver Creek Member),

The

sediment of the type Colgate is better sorted than that in the study
area but contains a comparable mineral suite (fig. 51).
Colgate affinities.--The Colgate was originaJ.ly included in
the Lance Formation on the basis of age (the member was thought to
be Tertiary); later it was included in the Fox Hills because it was
thought on the basis of fauna

to be marine,

The Colgate has been

used as a convenient marker at the base of the lignite-bearing section.
At Glendive, the type Colgate contains sedimentary structure,s
and bedding sequences similar to those of the overlying sands of
the Hell Creek Formation (Butler 1980; Wilde 1983),

In addition,

the Colgate is separated from the underlying Timber Lake by an

"

,,,J
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erosional surface but is gradaticnal with the overlying Hell Creek

l
II

(Butler 1980).

The stratigraphy of the member is similar along the

Musselshell River (Jensen and Varnes 1964).

On

this basis, some

believe that the unit properly belongs in the Hell Creek, at least
in thE!Se areas~

In the thesis area, the basal contact of the Colgate is planar
and erosional, but the upper contact also shows the effects of minor

to major reworking.

The similarity of bedding and sedimentary

structures between the Colgate (with the exception of certain strata
at sites la, 4, and 7a} and the overlying Hell Creek strata is

I
\

superficial.

The stratigraphy at Fort Peck is similar to that in the

thesis area.
Although the Colgate in the region contains diverse strata and
exhibits various relationships with the adjacent strata, it should

r

\

(

be retained as a member in the Fox Hills mainly to avoid the task
of revising an entrenched stratigraphic terminology.

However~

its use should be tempered with a clear understanding of its
variable character.

Member:!!!.· lithofacies.--At present, the Colgate strata in the
type area are labeled "member" by the South Dakota Geological Survey
but "lithofacies" in a separate body of literature; in North Dakota
the situation is similar, the Geological Survey uses

0

member"

(Bluemle et al. 1980; Carlson 1979, 1982) statewide but "lithofacies"
is used in other publications (in the Missouri Valley:

Erickson

1971, Klett and Erickson 1976; for a statewide area, Cvancara 1976).
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Figure 52,

--

The Timber Lake and Colgate Members of the
Fox Hills Forrsation (site 7a). The erosional
Timber Lake-Colgate contact (A) occurs atop
the locally discontinuous TLfm; the Hell
Creek (Little Beaver Creek Member)-Fox Hills
contact occurs at (B). Roo.t molds occur
below (B) and tiered galleries of Q..
borneensis persist to the top of the TLfm.
The Colgate is 6 m thick.
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The tenn "Uthofacies" has never been formally applied in the study
area but the work of Cvancara (1976) makes a review of its
application necessary.

On.the Cedar Creek anticline, where the member terminology was
developed, the Colgate is essentially tabular, but in the type area,
where the lithofacies concept was developed, Waage (1961; 1968)
showed that Colgate to be:

variable in thickness, thickening

and thinning at the expense of the Bullhead (first noted by Laird
and Mitchell (1942) in the Missouri Valley of North Dakota);
laterally discontinuous; of variable distribution, occurring in the

lower Hell Creek as well as within or 2top the Bullhead; and well
developed only in the southwest corner of the type area.
Waage (196.8) did not consider the Colgate strata as
constituting a viable, regional map unit.

In order to retain the

stratigraphic identity of the Colgate and Bullhead and thereby
detail their environmental significance, Waage (1968) demoted them
to "lithofacies 1' within the Iron Lightning Member.

The definition of the Iron Lightning
following implicit as~umptions:

Member embodies the

the Colgate occurs intimately

associated with the Bullhead strata (lateral facies
of one another); the Colgate is variable in lateral and vertical
occurrence; and that the Colgate and Bullhead both occur in the
member.

Carlson (1979; 1982; .!!! Bluemle, Anderson,and Carlson 1980)
viewed the Colgate as an operational unit, a marker useful for
subsurface correlation, and treated the unit as a regionally
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continuous, tabular sand with a fixed stratigraphic position.

This

rationale developed partly from and paralleled those of the early
workers on the anticline and in the type area.

He further believed

that the use of Iron Lightning obscured the fact that the Colgate
was the unit most often in contact with the Hell Creek.

As a result,

Carlson (1979) supported the use of the Colgate as a member, finding
it especially useful in subsurface correlation.

In 1982, Carlson

suggested that the Linton Member (Klett and Erickson 1976) that
occupies the "keyu position in the Missouri Valley be considered

part of the Colgate since it occurs at the same stratigraphic horizon
and is grossly similar lithologically; this suggestion was partly
intended to halt the proliferation of members in the area.
The Colgate should continue as a member in the western region.

The absence of the Bullhead in outcrop along the southwestern
rim of the Williston Basin (fig. 53) and the region to the west

\

precludes the use of the term "Iron Lightning" in the thesis area.
Llthofacies can be applied informally across formation or member
boundaries, but should not stand alone thereby gaining defacto
equality with the formal nomenclature.

In the subsurface a vertical

cutoff can be used to separate the Colgate Member from the Iron
Lightning.
In the Missouri Valley, the extent and character of the Colgate
is ·poorly documented (Feldmann 1967, 1972 and Carlson 1982 contain
few and widely spaced sections) and the picture is further
complicated by the recognition of the Linton Member (Klett and
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Erickson 1976),

The Linton is clearly regionally extensive but its

relationship to the Colgate (i.e., overlying, laterally equivalent)
has not been made clear.

Abandoning the term "lithofacies" in the Missouri Valley would

I
I

lead either to a proliferation of members or to a supression
of detail as distinctive strata are lumped into too few members.

\

i
I

The use of "lithofacies" in conjunction with the Iron Lightning
Member allows the addition of stratigraphic detail and environmental
clarification without resorting

to formal terminology, thereby

allowing freedom and flexibility in a complex section.
emphasis on a "capping sand" detracts

Over-

from the interrelationships

in the upper Fox Hills.
Regional Stratigraphy

/

l

ing members, as defined for the lower Fox Hills in the study area,

I

are recognizable in outcrops along the southwest rim of the

I

Exposed sections
Southwest rim~--The sedimentary structure facies, and correspond-

Williston Basin (fig. 53; loc. 1-4; Appendix A, part 1).

Over the

same area, the Colgate Member is variable in thickness and contains
differing sedimentary structure facies.

The Bullhead strata do

not occur in this area or to the west.

The strata at Fort Peck (loc, 1), previously undifferentiated
(fig. 3; Jensen and Varnes 1964), are divided into the following
members (from the base; fig. 53, 54):

Trail City (11 m), composed

of thinly interbedded silt and clay capped by two 0.5-m-thick
hummocky beds (HbM) containing Cosmorhaohe and 0. nodosa; Timber
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Figure 53.

Stratigraphy of the Fox Hills Formation in outcrop
along the south rim of the Williston Basin.. The
section to the east is thicker and the Bullhead
lithofacies is present in the upper Fox Hills;
hummocky bedding does not occur in the eastern
Timber Lake. The members, as defined in the study
area, can be recognized all along the southwest
rim of the Basin.
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Figure 54,

Figure 55,

The lower Fox Hills Formation (site 1-1) near Fort
Peck, Montana. The Trail City-Timber Lake
contact (A) is placed at the change upsection
from interbedded silt and clay (and minor sandy
silt) to sand; B marks the base of preserved
hummocky bedding. The zone between (A) and (B)
is wholly bioturbated sand. (C) marks the
level of two hummocky beds, analogous to those
in the Trail City of the study area (site la),
containin8 .Q., nodosa and Cosmorhaphe. The
Timber Lake Member contains M (not W) zones atop
hummocky beds; .Q., nodosa, in addition to
locomotion traces, are abundant in this member.
Interval (A-B) is 2 m.

The Trail City-Timber Lake contact (site 2-1)
near Glendive, Montana. The contact (A) marks
the basal hummocky scour of the Timber Lake;
the finely interbedded silt, clay and mudstone
of the Trail City Member occur ~elow. Four
meters of Trail City is exposed.
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Figure 56.

Two turbidites in the upper Trail City
Member (site 2-6) south of Glendive,
Montana. (A) marks the contact betveen the
two. The base of the upper turbidite
contains disturbed bedding(?) or rip
up clasts (?). Not shovn on the photo
are a.n overlying T4 layer (upper interval
of parallel lamination), and TS layer
(interval of massive mud). Water escape
structures (B) occur in the T4 layer of
the lower turbidite. These beds are
interpreted as distal turbidites. The
tape is 0.33 m.
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r..ake (16 ml composed of normal hummocky beds (HbFbXb) containing

a.

nodosa and capped by M (not W) zones; and Colgate (11 m) composed

\

of medium scale trough cross beds with flat cobble lags (edge~ise

l

conglomerates of Jensen and Va mes 1964).

I

The contacts of the

Colgate are unconformable and several meters thickness may be missing
from the top of the formation (Jensen and Varnes 1964).
The lower Fox Hills section at Glendive (loc. 2) previously

I

designated the Timber Lake Member (fig. 3; Butler 1980), is divided

I

into the Trail City and Timber Lake Members (fig. 53, 55).

I

i

The

Trail City Member (10 m) consists of mixed and thinly interbedded
clay and silt and medium bedded mudstones (containing the fodinichnia
Rhizocorallium); distal turbidities occur in the upper. portion of
the member (site 2-5, fig. 56}.

The Timber Lake Member (20 m}

contains normal bedded and overlying amalgamated subfacies; the

.

locomotion trace Gyrochorte occurs in ferruginous mudstone layers

•

near the base (sites 2-3} and tiered galleries of

Q.

borneensis

occur in the amalgamated strata at the top (sites 2-1, 2-2),

The

upper contact of the member is erosional and may be channeled
(site 2-2).
The Colgate Member (12-24 m), in the vicinity of its type
locale, is retained here as defined by Butler (1980) and Wilde
(1983).

••

The member contains a bedding sequence (fig. 11, 12)

different from that in the study area or at Fort Peck.
The Fairpoint Member (fig. 3; Pettyjohn 1967) in Meade County
(lac. 4) is equivalent to all of the lower and part of the upper Fox

.
.,.

.

~

T
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Hills section; only the Timber Lake Member in the lower Fox Rills,
however, is defined with confidence.

The Trail City Member (7 m)

is probably present, corresponding to part of the section described
by Searight (19JJ, p. 6, unit 1 of the Shale and Sandstone Member)
and Pettyjohn (1967, p. 1364, unit J).

The Timber Lake Member (24 m)

is hummocky bedded and contains p_. nodosa (corresponds ta units 4-15,
Pettyjohn 1967, p. 1364).

I

The lower portion of the upper Fax Hills

I

section contains the lignite-bearing Stoneville Coal facies,

l

a unit having no Counterpart in outcrop regionally, and trough

I

cross-bedded sands; the overlying strata, the White Owl Creek Member
(Pettyjohn 1967), contains the B~llk"8.d like Enning facies.
It is important to note that only 50 km to the northeast the

I
i

I
i

I
I

Trail City Member comprises the entire lower Fax Hills and that
the Iron Lightning Member, containing the Colgate and Bullhead
lithofacies, is fully developed.

The hummocky bedded Timber Lake

Member occurs in roadcuts along U.S. J4, nearly to the border of
Ziebach County.
Southeast rim.--In outcrops along the souteast rim of the
Basin (fig. SJ, lac. 5-7), the lower Fox Hills section is twice the
thickness of comparable strata on the southwest rim; the Trail City
(Irish Creek 11thofacies) comprises the entire section at location 5,
but the Timber Lake becomes dominant to the east.

The hummocky-

bedded Timber Lake sand is absent from the eastern exposures being
replaced eastward by mixed sediment in the Trail City and sands of
the trough cross-bedded Timber Lake.

The ichnofossil suite is

reduced to Ophiamorpha and overshadowed by a rich fossil marine fauna.

•
'

1
\
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The upper Fox Hills section (Iron Lightning Member) along the

I

I

southeast rim of the Basin (fig. 53, loc 5-7) is five times the
thickness of the section in the study area and contains the

l

Bullhead strata that are absent in the west.

I

Bullhead comprise equal amounts of the section at location 5 but

I

the Bullhead becomes dominant to the east.

l

The Colgate and

The Colgate occurs as

lentils within the Bullhead and usually caps the Fox Hills section.
At location 4 where Bullhead-like strata (White Owl Greek Member)
are first seen (~oing east) no Colgate-like strata caps the section.
Subsurface sections
Lithologic characteristics form the basis for subsurface

correlations; the Fox Hills typically consists of (from the base)
10 m of silt and clay (Trail City) overlain by 27 m of sand (Timber
Lake, Colgate).

•

The Trail City Member can be defined on the basis

of lithology alone, although little lithologic contrast occurs

'
•

across the gradational loWer contact with the Pierre Formation.

•

•

Contacts between members in the overlying sand section are best
defined on the basis of sedimentary structures and ichnofossils;

the lack of lithologic contrast makes difficult the separation
of these members in the subsurface.
On the basis of experience at outcrop, the Fox Hills-Hell Creek
contact, when defined by lithology alone, could be placed, where the
base of the Hell Creek is sand (site 3-6), as much as 20 m too high
in the section.

Mineral composition may be an indicator of member

or formation boundaries regionally (fig. 57):

the mineral suite in

"

T
l
i
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the Colgate, including that from the study area, Glendive, and
the southeast rim exposures, is largely devoid of volcanic rock
fragments while the overlying Hell Greek sediments are rich in
these fragments; hovever, in the east, volcanic rock fragments
occur in the Timber Lake.
I believe that the character of the Fox Hills, as seen in
outcrop in the study area, remains comparable in the subsurface

I

I

I.

l
I

for 10s of kilometers to the east (fig. 57).

It would seem un-

likely that the formation would reach a thickness of over 100 m
just east of the study area as reported by Gvancara (1976, pl. 4,

g,,,,,..

loc. 11); -<>!tE, in a nearby well, NDGS 4542, the thickness of
the Fox Hills would appear to be similar to that in the study
area (fig. 57).

Lignite, similar in stratigraphic position to

that in Meade County, South Dakota (Stoneville Goal facies), has
been reported from the upper Fox Hills (Gvancara 1976, pl, 2, 4,
loc. 12), but it seems unlikely that lignite would occur near
the base of the Fox Hills section as reported by Gvancara (1976,
pl. 2, 4, loc. 6).
In the light of surface exposures, it seems doubtful that any
of the members, especially the Timber Lake (hummocky bedded), maintain their identity, as defined in the study area, easterly beyond
the midline of the Williston Basin.

In wells in Adams County, 100

km east of the study area, the Fox Hills section is dominated by

clay and silt with minor sands (Carlson 1979, U 4700).

Carlson

recognized the Timber Lake in that area but the section may only
contain Iron Lightning and Trail City.

•
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Figure 57.

Proposed subsurface correlation of the Fox
Hills Formation in Bowman County, North Dakota
(modified from Carlson 1979, pl. 2).
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DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS

l

Depositional Model

I

The Fox Hills Formation represents shallow marine deposits,
predominately of storm origin, that were laid down on a broad shelf

i

l

in water depths less than 37 m, marginal and seaward of the

I

prograding Hell Creek delta system.

l

I
f

The model is largely based on

the storm-origin interpretation of hummocky bedding (Harms et al.
1975; Dott and Bourgeois 1982), and an evaluation of the type and
distribution of trace fossils.

The following environments are

recognized (from the base; fig. 58, 59, 60):

basin-slope (Pierre

Formation); outer shelf (Trail City Member); inner shelf (Timber
Lake Member); shoreface-channel (Colgate Memb~r); and lower delta

l
f

I
I

plain channel-overbank (Little Beaver Creek Member of the Hell

i

•

Creek Formation).

'

During Fox Hills time the climate was humid subtropical, the
prevailing winds were westerly, and seasonal changes were minimal

(Datt and Batten 1971).

The rate of the regression of the Fox

Hills sea across the study area was high, 400 km per 0.5 million
years (Gill and Cobban 1973).

The sediments were probablv derived

from the elastics or metasediments of the Elkhorn ~ountains and
brought east to the shore by the Hell Creek drainage system (Butler
1980).

•

Once at the shoreline, sediment was deposited:

(1) steadily,

from suspension fallout, on the outer shelf (massive component-Trail

143
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Figure 58.

Depositional environments of the
Fo~ Hills Formation in the study
area.
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Figure 59.

Panorama of depositional environments
in the Fox Hills Formation of the study
area. The arrows indicate the direction
and means of sediment transport. The
Fox Hills is not considered to be part
of the Hell Creek deltaic complex.
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Figure 60.
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Cross section of the Fox Hills in
the study area shQ>ling depositional
environments .. The legend is shOW'n
on figure 39 •
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\

City Member); (2) episodically, in the wake of storms, on the inner
shelf (hummocky component=Trail City Member, hurranocky bedded facies =

l

Timber Lake Member); and (3) through current dominated shoreline

(

or tidal(?) channel processes (cross-bedded facies,Colgate Member).

\

A barrier bar-deltaic model (Trail City=offshore; Timber Lake=

I

barrier bar; Bullhead=delta front, prodelta, or lagoon; Colgate=

\
I

brackish channels; Linton=brackish channels) has been proposed for

I

the southeast Basin rim (Waage 1968; Feldmann 1967, 1972; Erickson

\

1971; Klett and Erickson 1976).

i

these exposures:

I

Storm deposits have been noted in

Cvancara l1976, p. 11) suggested that sandstone

interbeds of the Trail City and lawer Timber Lake were of storm

\

origin; Erickson (1971) believed that part of the cross-bedded

i

strata of the upper Timber Lake represented storm deposits.

I
/

I

II

In the Glendive area, Butler (1980) proposed a wholly deltaic
model Clower Fox Hills=delta front; Colgate=lower delta plain
channels1.

In the Rock Springs, Wyoming, area, Land (1972) outlined

a barrier bar-estuarine model~

,,'

!

I

Sedimentarv structures
~

bedding.--Wavy bedding (fig. 15, 16) is composed of two

structures--wave ripples and drapes--that represent a minor

variation in a generally low energy regime and, therefore> form

a

minor but important indicator of low energy conditions in the

hummocky-bedded and cross-bedded facies.
Wave ripples are produced by oscillating wave motion under
relatively lcr.J energy conditions in the absence of currents (Harms

i

\

i
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et al. 1975, p. 58).
Drapes represent the compacted bases of originally thicker
clay layers (1 cm was the critical thickness for preservation) that
were deposited from suspension during slack-water periods (Hawley
1981).

The higher energy conditions accompanying the deposition

of the overlying sediment (ripples or other bedform) removed the
noncompacted portion of the clay material.

According to Hawley (1981),

drapes are deposited during a single slack-water event, not built
up over a period of time from a series of depositional events, as

suggested by Teivindt and Breusers (1972).
Wavy layers and bedding require a repetition of low energy,
oscillation and slack-water events, of the critical magnitude to
allow the deposition and preservation of both ripples and clay
drapes.

Events such as tides (Hawley 1981) or a series of small

scale storms could produce such structures.

Wavy layers are useful in marking the tops

(end stages) of

higher energy depositional events such as hummocky bedding or crossbedding.

For example, a slack event between periods of active

bedform migration could produce a wavy layer atop cross-bedding
(fig. 10).
Hummockv bedding.--In the study area,hummocky bedding, known
only from shallow marine deposits in the cock record (Dott and
Bourgeois 1982; Allen 1982), dominates the lower Fox Hills and
contains nearly all the ichnofossils in the formation.
In hummocky stratification (fig. 19):

the mantling character

of the laminae suggests deposition from suspension; the swale-

1
I

II
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hummocky-undulatory character of the laminae suggests a component
of oscillation.

The deposition of hummocky laminae probably

results from suspension fallout from the water column inthe

presence of major oscillatory components (Harms et al. 1975; Dott
and Bourgeois 1982).
Deposition in the L-set is essentially continuous.

Sand is

deposited in sharply defined undulatory laminae; each lamina
reflects a single wave or wave train.
cause undulatory surfaces.

lamina

Variations in intensity

The configuration of each succeeding

is due in part to the depo-surface morphology and in part

'

Hummocky beds (HFX) are deposited essentially without
interruption during a single event (fig. 20); they are the record
of decreasing energy in the wake of a high energy event.
attests

Scour at

to high energy conditions; wave ripples, and

overlying W or M zones, at the top~attest to low energy conditions.

Although the exact mechanisms related to deposition remain
problematic, Dott and Bourgeois (1982) suggested that:

(1) during

storms, sand at the shoreline is suspended by wave pile-up;

(2) retreating storm surges carry sediment seaward and deposit it
below fair weather wave bases but above storm. wave base under

oscillatory conditions; and (3) farther seaward, turbidites
laminites are deposited.

••
t

to intrinsic properties of the depositional process.

the base

''

or

With the return of normal conditions,

silt and clay settle out forming a drape that results in an M zone
or, if touched by periodic oscillatory conditions, a W zone.

These

overlying layers may rest conformably or atop a scoured or reworked

y

,
'I
I

I
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surface.

Discussions of the mechanisms related to hummocky deposition

are contained in Dott (1983), Allen (1982), Bourgeois (1980), and
Hamblin et al. 0.979).
Kresia (1980) and Dott and Bourgeois (1982) both developed
systems, based on the internal zone sequence in hummocky beds and on

the sequence of hummocky bed types, that show

relative energy

during emplacement and relative distance from source.

Amalgamated

bedding indicates proximal or high energy deposits; isolated
hummocky beds represent distal

or lower energy deposits.

When

applied to the Fox Hills section, this model suggests increasing
energy and increased proximity to source upsection.

!_rough ~-bedding.--Trough cross-bedding results from
deposition in an upper flow regime, unidirectional, current~

Large and medium scale trough cross-bedding are deposited by
migrating dunes (Harms and Fahnestock 1965).

Small scale troughs

encased in horizontal lamination comprise a variation of "scour

and fill" cross-bedding and represent the results of minor
variations in flow velocity that cause scours in the upper plane

bed deposits (Reineck and Singh 1975, p. 95).
Epsilon ~~bedding.--Epsilon cross-bedding is formed as a
result of point bar development in a meandering channel and was

first identified in tidal channels (Allen 1963, p. 104).

The

channel floor corresponds to the basal planar scour and the
heterolithic foresees result from alternating high energy (sand)
and slack (mud) periods.

.
l"

~
\
!
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Bioturbation patterns

lI

organism that adapted to a certain set of environmental conditions.

I

Once a certain set of conditions is established in an area (e.g.,

I

salinity, food supply, and substrate), a characteristic infauna

II

occurs.

\

!

An ichnofossil represents the preserved indication of an

Bioturbation is typically confined to the upper 0.3-0.5 m of
the substrate.

Under the ideal scenario, in which bioturbation

keeps pace with steady, continuous deposition, the zone of active

bioturbation moves upward with the surface layer producing a wholly
mixed, massive, reworked deposit.

Under a regime of variable

sedimentation rates, communities can be buried and reestablished

I

I

I

resultingin alternating bioturbated and nonbioturbated layers
(Reineck aad Singh 1975; Howard 1978}.
Organisms that "mine" the substrate, pascichnia or fodinichnia,

have the potential to completely destroy primary inorganic
sedimentary structures through reworking; organisms that produce
domichnia traces rework the sediment only partially, even under
conditions of intense bioturbation.

Massive strata in the Trail City Member indicate

thorough

bioturbation coupled with slow, steady, rates of deposition.

In the

hummocky beds of the Trail City and overlying Timber Lake Members,
the ichnofossils are confined to zones of bioturbation (fig. 61, 62}.
These zones attest to burrowing episodes interspersed with periods of
rapid, hummocky, sedimentation.

Under this regime, the trace fossils

do not reflect conditions during the depositional event, as in the

155

Figure 61.

Figure 62,

,,

... •"

Irregular boxworks of O. nodosa in the
normal bedded subfacies (site 2b).
Q_. nosoda occurs as irregular boxworks
at the top of hummocky beds. Burrow
at: (A) is 4 cm.

Zoned bioturbat:ion in the lower Fox Hills
(site Sa). An unidentified fodinichnia
occurs at (A); O. nodosa occurs at (B).
Hummocky lamination is-----;,reserved at (C).
The strata are interpreted as lower
energy environments on the seaward side

of the inner shelf.

Pocket knife is 7 cm.

i

..J

l
i
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Figure 63.
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Environmental distribution, burrowing habits,
and trace fossil analogues for some modern
burrowing shrimp. Most of the reports
concern investigations of the surf zone.
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massive strata, but are a record of interevent conditions.

Typically, no bioturbation occurs in the wav,r
in the Timber Lake Member.

layers (W zones)

The M zones observed at Fort Peck,

however, were thoroughly bioturbated and are interpreted as fair
weather deposits.

The lack of bioturbation in W zones may stem

from improper substrate. or nonpreservation of bioturbated layers .

.QE.hiomorpha, --Ophiomorpha nodosa (forms A, B, and C) is

found

in the hummocky beds of the Trail City and lower Timber Lake
Members; Ophiomorpha borneensis occurs alone in the upper half of
the Timber Lake.

The morphology of the burrows and the association

of the burrow types is dependent on the species (maturity and
feeding habit) of the burrowing organism, the character of the
substrate (as a function of the distance from shore, sediment type
and source, and the mechanism and rate of deposition), and the
envirorunental conditions during burrowing.

The amount of the

community preserved is dependent on the amount of erosion prior to
the deposition of the overlying layer (usually a hummocky bed).
In the modern setting, callianissid shrimp and their close
relatives of the genus Upogebia, as well as other tha11assinids,
construct burrows similar in fonn to Ophiomorpha.

From observations

of these modern analogues the following trends have been noted
(fig. 63;

Frey and Howard 1969; Smith 1967; Homziak 1981; Frey

et al. 1978; Pryor 1975):

(1) the character of the substrate is a

major control over the type of burrowing species and hence morphology
of the burrow system; (2) large species (usually filter feeders;

160

.f•

major) burrow in clean sand and high energy environments con-

structing deep, large diameter burrows with a regular morphology;
(3) smaller species (usually detritus feeders;£· biformis) C~

atlanticus) burrow in more poorly sorted sand, constructing
shallow, irregular, small diameter burrows; (4} the species occur
in zones with the smaller forms seaward, but large and small
organisms of diverse species often occur in the same general
environment as a reflection of minor differences in substrate

character and ene;gy conditions; and (5) juveniles form a large
part of the shelf plankton and begin burrowing after a couple of
molts when they are a few millimeters in diameter.

1
(

r

I
I

The burrow size

increases as the animal matures; the animal does not voluntarily

leave the burrow.
The size, diameter, and morphology of Ophiomorpha is due in
part to the maturity of the burrowing animal.

In the case of an

episodic deposit (turbidite, hummocky) the community would be
initiated in a sandy, virgin, substrate probably by juveniles
A mature community would contain various sizes and depths of burrows

reflecting the age of the burrowing animal and the degree of burrow
development,

Both occupied and abandoned burrows would be present.

The deep shafts of O. borneensis penetrate several layers of
hummocky deposition but O. nodosa forms shallow boxworks within a
single hummocky bed.

Major erosion (greater than 0.5 meter} would

remove any trace of Q, nodosa but would leave the deep galleries of
0. borneensis largely intact.

161

I

I

The segregated occurrence of the two species of Ophiomoroha is

l

related to substrate and other environmental conditions.

The

I

remains of the forms of .2_. nodosa is a testimony to the low energy

lI

of subsequent events; the presence of the form attests to a silty,
fine grained sand

substrate

suitable for detritus feeding.

The

remains of _Q. borneensis attests to high energy scour conditions;
its presence attests to coarser grained substrates and conditions

suitable for filter feeding.
Bathvmetry
Ichnofossils.--Ichnofossils have been widely used as

1

i

I
\

paleonvironmental, especially paleobathymetric, indicators.
Ichnofossils are well suited to the task since (Sielacher 1967):
(1) the form of the fossil is determi.ned more by behavior than by
anatomy--the activity of the organism reflects the environmental

I

conditions in the characteristic trace morphologies; (2) unlike

!

(3) and traces are essentially non-transportable.

I
I

taxonomic groups of body fossils, they are not restricted in time;
Individual

ichnotaxa, however, cannot be relied upon as bathymetric indicators
without supporting evidence (Osgood and Szmuc 1972; Kern and Warme
1974).

Most paleobathymetric interpretations have been based on the
standardized ichnofossil assemblages and concomitant bathyal
zonation (distance from shore) distilled by Sielacher (1967; fig. 64)
from examples in the rock record.

The changes in burrowing habit,

and the change from suspension to detritus feeding, that occur
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Figure 64,

The bathymetric zonation of Seilacher (1967)
as applied to the Fox Hills Formation in the
study area (modified from Seilacher 1967).
Q_. borneensi~ occurs in higher energy
environments and coarser sand on the shoreward
side of the Cruziana facies; _Q_. nodosa occurs in the
finer sand and lower energy on the s.eawsrd
side. The Skalothos, Glossifungi tes, .~nd
Zoophycos facies were not re.~ognized in the

study area.
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Figure 65.
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Summary by paleoenvironment, of tne occurrence
of Ophiomorpna in tne rock record.
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Oehiomo re ha

Environment

Diameter

Orientation

fern)
estua:ry

l.S-4

horizontal

Abundance
Cotnm.on

common
restricted
bay

3

int ertida 1-

2

foreshore

1-3

-

-

vertical

vertical
horizontal

upper
shore face

large
2

vertical

lower
shore face

1-1.5
large

horizontal

inner shelf

1-2

mid-shelf
(80 m)

bnthya]
( lOOs n,)

-

-

sand. poorly sorted

common

2.S

horizontal

c0rnmon

).5-0.3

common

horizontal

vertical

sand, well sorted
sand, well sorted
sand, well sorted

rare

-

&ll\a 11

sand, well sorted

sand, well sorted
sand, well sorted
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Kern and Warme (1974)

O'
u,

i

'
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seaward are the result of food availability at different depths.
However, suspension feeders are largely confined to firm mud or
sandy bottoms; sediment feeders are common on soft rnud substrates.

Loose mud or fecal material (including that produced by detritus
feeders) clogs the filtering mechanisms of suspension feeders and
prevents colonization by their larvae.

As a result filter feeders

are unable to inhabit all areas where food is available, notably

f

I
I

those controlled by detritus feeders.

Clean, sand substrates

discourage coloni%ation by detritus-eating fonns and may be
inhabited by filter feeders as long as food is available.
The bathymetry of the formation is bracketed by Cosmorhaohe
in the Trail City Member and root molds at the top of the Colgate
Member.

Cosmcirhaphe 1 a member of the Nereites facies, is an

indicator of offshore, pelagic conditions and is usually found in
muds between deep water turbidities {Hantzschel

1975).

The root

molds indicate shallow littoral or subaerial conditions,
Ophiomorpha nodosa (forms A, B) occurs with Cosmorhaphe in the
Trail City Member and alone in the lower part of the Timber Lake
Member; the upper Timber Lake Member and the lower Colgate Member
contains Ophiomorpha borneensis.

Both Ophiomorpha nodosa and

Ophiomorpha borneensis represent the Cruziana facies, but Q,
borneensis inhabits coarser sand substrates (fig. 64).
In modern settings, callianassid shrimp, both filter feeders
and detritus feeders, inhabit a variety of brackish and marine
environments (fig. 63),

In the 1960s Ophiomorpha were erroneously

thought to be largely confined to shallow nearshore environments,

.

•"
+

••

~
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and as a result were viewed as shoreline indicators in the rock

I

record.

(

In the rock record, Ophiomorpha has been reported from a variety

I

of depths and environments (fig. 65).

(

Kern and Warme (1974) reported

the presence of Ophiomorpha in offshore turbidite deposits at a

l

paleodepth of a few hundred meters; they suggested that the presence

I

of a sand substrate was the pivotal factor in the establishment

(

of the community.

Hummocky deposition represents an analogous

situation; hummocky deposits are episodic, and sand is delivered

\
/

to offshore areas that would not ordinarily have sand bottoms.

I

overprinting of the normal seaward substrate zonation by hummocky

I

sand beds greatly reduces the bathymetric significance of

I

The

'

_Ophiomorpha.

r

Sedimentary sequ~.--Given that subsidence and compaction

\

(

I

are minimal, the preserved thickness of a shoreline, barrier island

or delta sequence can be used to estimate the original water depth
(Klein 1974).

The process was applied with the assumptions that

\

the Fox Hills in the thesis area represents a shoreline or barrier

(

sequence, and that deposition was essentially continuous with only

r

minor unconformities.

j

I
I
I

li
I

j

"

The Pierre-Fox Rills contact is the base

of the sequence; the Colgate-Hell Creek contact ic taken as sea
level.

The water depth equals 37 m.

Normal wave base would be at

a depth of 7-9 m, storm wave base at a depth 25-27 m.

These

depths compare well with those given for modern and ancient examples
(Klein 1974), but may be shallow for the outer shelf (Harms et al.,
1982, p. 8-14}, Depth estimates are similar for other exposures

~
'
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along the southwest rim of the Basin; however, in the type area wave

i
1

base exceeded 43 m and the total depth of the water for the Fox
Hills e..'tceeded 73 m ( Cvancara 19 76).
Environmental Interpretation of
Sedimentary Structure Facies
The section represents a shoreward (upsection), shallow marine

I

sequence as evidenced by (fig. 58, 60):

r

\

(1) a stratigraphic

position between the underlying marine Pierre Formation and the

(
(

overlying continental Hell Creek; (2) an upward increase in sorting

l

and grain size from poorly sorted, sandy silt to moderatelv sorted,
fine sand; (3) an upward change in trace fossils (all contained in
hummocky bedding) from pasichnia (Nerietes facies) to domichnia

j

I

(Cruziana and Skolithos (?) facies); (4) an upward change in sedimentary

l(

structures from suspension dominated, through oscillation dominated,

to current dominated; and (5) and in the hummocky-bedded facies,
an

Ii
I

I
\

I

upward ~~ange fran isolated hummocky laminites, through normal11'>'

bedded, to amalgamated.
In the lower Fox Hills, the upsection increase in median grain
size and the difference in texture between the Trail City and Timber
Lake are related to depositional mechanism and distance from shore.
nie poorest sorting and finest grain sizes occur in the suspension-

fallout deposits (massive component, Trail City); the hummocky beds
show

I

a regular increase in median grain size upward (from distal

to proximal), but are all moderately sor.ted with little lateral
variation in sorting along a single bed.

'T
l

I
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The coarsest grain sizes occur in the current dominated deposits

where sorting is moderate to poor and lateral variability, reflecting

I
i

I
l

fluctuations in the current,

is relatively high.

.Massive-hummocky faci es

The massive-hurmnocky facies of the Trail City Member is
interpreted as having been deposited in the outer shelf environment
below fair weather and storm wave base (fig. 58).
pretation is based on:

This inter-

(1) the fine grain size of the deposit, mostly

}

silt and clay; (2) the lack of current or oscillatory structures

I

(with the exception of hummocky bedding); (3) the stratigraphic

(

I

I

position between the Pierre Formation (marine basin deposits) and
the Timber Lake Member; (4) the occurrence of similar deposits in
the rock record that have been interpreted as subshoreface (Land
1972; Masters 1967; Harms et al. 1975); (5) recognition of similar

\
I
'

deposits in modern shelf environments (Reineck and Singh 1971;
Gadow and Reineck 1969; Reineck and Singh 1975; Howard and Reineck
,.,1.1

1981); and (6) the presence of Cosmorhaohe, an ichnofossil of the
:<!ereites facies.
The massive and hummocky components of the facie.s are the result
of differing mechanisms and rates of sedimentation.

The massive

component of the facies is a result of slow, steady rates of
sedimentation; bioturbation kept pace with deposition producing a
largely reworked deposit.

Remnant silt and clay interbeds exhibit

diffuse, gradational contacts, a result of a gradual change in
sediment type.

Deposition of each of the hurmnocky beds was the

result of a single, high energy, storm event as witnessed by the
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overall coarser grain size~ the preserved lamination in the lower

portion of the beds, and the bioturbation of the upper portion
of the beds.

lI
l\
!

The coarser sediment of the hummocky beds

Wq~

brought

in from shore.
Only the deposition of suspended sediment is significant on
the outer shelf (Drake et al. 1972; Smith and Hopkins 1972).

Kulm

et al, (1975) identified three layers at which significant
transport to the outer shelf, largely passive, occurs:

(1) the

surface turbid layer (at the seasonal thermocline) that carries
sediment seaward during times of major wave activity or peak river

discharge; (2) the mid-water layer (the most stable zone,
coinciding with the permanent thermocline and the pycnocline) that

r

I
i

J
\'

moves sediment shelfward from the overlying water column and the
surf zone; and (3) the bottom turbid layer that transports sediment
from the overlying water column, surf zone and the bottom itself.
The bottom turbid layer is most pronounced over muddy areas and

can form a low density bottom current on the outer shelf.
The massive component is the product of deposition from the
transport zones delineated by Kulm et al. (1975); hummocky deposition
is the result of storm-induced sand redistribution.

The association of Cosmorhaphe (Nereites facies), a deep water
indicator and Ophiomorpha nodosa (forms A, B, and C; Cruziana

i

facies) in hummocky laminites is a result of a suitable sandy
substrate at depth.

•

The occurrence of Ophiomorpha literally moved

seaward with the presence of the storm-origin sand deposits.

•
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Hummocky bedded facies
The

humnocky facies of the Timber Lake Member of the Fox Hills

Formation is interpreted as having been deposited in the inner

l

shelf environment below normal fair weather wave base but above

l
l
l

\
(
I

storm wave base (fig. 53).

Hulllll!ocky bedding represents deposits

from episodic storm events; wavy layers represent deposits resulting
from a slight variation in energy under tidal influence or from
lesser storm events,

This interpretation is based on:

(1) recognized

stratigraphic occurrence between shoreface and offshore (shelf)
facies in ancient examples (Harms et al. 1975; Bourgeois 1980;
Allen 1982; Dott and Bourgeois 1982); (2) tentative correlation
with modern vibrocore and boxcore samples of "low-angle, parallel-

I

I

l

laminated sands" (Reineck and Singh 1972; Clifton et al. 1971;
Bourgeois 19BO); and (3) a lack of current-formed structures such
as those that dominate the shoreface environment.
is known to be marine;

I
!

Hummocky bedding

hummocky bedding deposited above normal

wave base would either be destroyed and replaced by current
bedding or be partly preserved and interbedded with typical
'~

shoreface deposits.
Lenticular subfacies.--The lenticular surfaces of the Timber
Lake Member is interpreted as having been deposited on the outer
portion of the inner shelf on the basis of stratigraphic position

I

.I

oand sedimentary structures.

The dominance of wavy layers indicates deposition through a
repetition of events (monthly tides

(?) that were punctuated by

hummocky events (distal hummocky deposition),

The process forming
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the hummocky L-set lentils was erosional; shallow depressions were
scooped out of the wavy deposits which were subsequently filled
with a single L-set.

Ripples at the base of the L-set attest to

a time interval between the scouring of the wavy layers and the
deposition of the L-set (fig, 25).

The basal ripples and those

that formed the X zone were continuous with adjacent ripple layers
in the wavy bedding.

The ripples at the base of the scour preclude

the possibility of turbidite deposition that would probably have
been instantaneous, creating its oYn scouri and destroying any

existing bedforms.

The sand may have collected in scour depressions

that acted as energy sinks.

After deposition the hummocks may have

served as a source of sand for ripples; ripples associated with
hummocky

hori"zons are thicker and better developed.

'

I

Normal-bedded subfacies.--The normal-bedded subfacies of the
Timber Lake Member was deposited shoreward of the lenticular sub-

''"

facies and is gradational with it.
The hummocky beds contain complete sequences (HFXW).

Those

at the base of the subfacies are capped by a single drape and show
little evidence of scouring; those in the upper half are capped by
well developed wavy layers and exhibit W cut-outs.

The complete

character of the beds indicates optimum conditions for the
deposition and preservation of hummocky beds.

Energy associated with

dep·osit:ion increased shoreward.

No sole marks were observed at the base of the hummocky beds
indicating that deposition was not a result of turbidity currents.

Basal scouring did occur, however, as evidenced by W cut-outs and

"'"

~!

;

.•

i
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grain size contrasts across scour surfaces.

W cut-outs are not

abundant in this subfacies; deposition for the most oart is
cons tractive with the hummocky sets laid down atop a clean wavy

l

"pavement".

Bioturbation by Ophiomorpha nodosa is common in the basal portion
of the subfacies but rare in the upper half,

This contrast may

indicate marginal detrital feeding conditions resulting from the
coarsening of the sediment.
Amalgamated subfacies.--The amalgamated subfacies of the Timber
Lake Member marks the farthest shoreward extent of hurrmockv bedding;
here the depositional process was more destructive than seaward

with only the L-sets being consistently preserved.
The presence of Ophiomorpha borneensis indicates both suitable
substrate and food availability for filter feeding during inter-

,,
,:;\

hummocky-event intervals.

The size and development of the galleries

indicates a reasonable time of stability, perhaps lasting through
several hummocky events.

Intense bioturbation of 0. bonl:eensis

just below the TLfm at sites 4 and 6 indicates a longer time of
stability than at sites 5 or 7.
-~-bedded facies
The cross-bedded facies of the Colgate Me~ber is interpreted as
having been deposited on the shoreface, but also contains a channel
subenvironment (fig. 58~59).

"Shorefaceu refers to che zone between

sea level and fair weather wave base~

The shoreface strata are best

174
exposed at sites 2, 6t and 7a; the channel subenvironment occurs
at sites la, 4, and 7a~

The shoreface strata are characterized by large to medium scale
cross-bedding overlain by medium scale tabular cross-beds; several
0.3-0.5 m tabular scour and fill layers usually cap the section
(fig. 30; see Cross-bedded facies).

Flow directions in the trough

bedding are locally consistent, generally westward.

The abundance

of wavy layers in the section indicates intermittent deposition;
the sedimentar; structures indicate general upper flow regime
depositional conditions.
Thll?se strata are interpreted as shoreface

011

the basis of:

(1) the

occurrence of upper flow regime bedforms either trough cosets or
troughs with horizontal lamination (upper plane bed) in scour and
fill bedding; (2) the stratigraphic occurrence between the hummockybedded facies and delta plain deposits as recognized in other
examples from the rock record (Harms et al. 1975; Masters 1967;
Bourgeois 1980; Dott and Bourgeois 1982); (3) the occurrence of a
similar sedimentary structure sequence in modern settings (Reineck

and Singh 1975; Howard and Reineck 1981; Clifton et al. 1971;
Davidson-Arnott and Greenwood 1976); and (4) the presence of a zone
of root molds at the top of the unit indicating shallow littoral or
subaerial conditions.

The deposit is brackish to shallow marine

·as shown by the presence of .Qphiomoroha borneensis in the shoref ace
deposits at Horse Creek (site 6).

The lack of faunal remains, with

the exception of rare Ophiomoroha, could be the result of high
energy conditions (Howard and Reineck 1981).

.,,.
''
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The channel subenvironment at site 4 is characterized by
an erosional basal contact, a basal lag, upward-fining texture,
and trough bedding (fig. 30, 31, 60).
locally absent HCm occur in the lag.

Rounded cobbles of the
The epsilon bedding at

site la (fig. 60, 71) is interpreted as a channel point bar.
Only at site 4 does the channel subenvironment comprise the entire
Colgate, elsewhere the channels occur in the upper half of the
member (fig. 60).
The channel .at site 4 was deposited in marine-brackish
conditions based on the occurrence, although rare, of

Q.

borneensis~

Migrating tidal inlets in barrier bars or at the shoreline are

known to produce channels several meters deep that exhibit lags,
trough bedding, and point bar development (Hoyt and Henry 1965;
Reddering 1983).

Such an origin would fit the evidence at

outcrop; the channels occur cut into shoreface deposits and
show no connection with the overlying deltaic Hell Creek.

The

environments were probably analogous to those described by Land
(1972) in the upper Fox Hills at Rock Springs, Wyoming.
Regional Environments

In outcrops along the southwest rim of the Basin (fig. 66, loc.
1-4), the lower Fox Hills represents sediments

laid down on a

shallow shelf at depths less than 40 m, that are dominated by storm
deposits.

Deposition occurred during a period of rapid pro-

gradation (Gill and Cobban 1973) probably against a backdrop of
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Figure 66,

Depositional environments of the Fox Hi'ls
Formation in outcrop along the south ri~ of
the Williston Basin.
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broad regional uplift and local tectonic quiessence (Gill and
Cobban 1973; Clement 1983).
In the lower Fox Hills, the stratigraphic succession,

I
\

sedimentary stru~ture facies, and trace fossil assemblages on the

southeast rim (fig, 66, loc. 5-7) are very different from those
to the west.

Hummocky bedded storm deposits occur only as a minor

component

of the Little Eagle lithofacies of the Trail City Member

(loc. 6).

The column is dominated by the outer (?) shelf

(prodelta ?) sediment of the Trail City and the trough cross-

(
!

bedded, barrier (offshore?) bar sands of the Timber Lake (Waage
1968; Erickson 1971).

The thickness of the section, nearly twice

the thickness of that on the southwest rim, and the fossil marine

\

fauna, point to conditions of deep water coupled with subsidence.
In the eastern portion of the type area and the Missouri Valley
of North Dakota, deposition was largely controlled by northeasterly currents associated with the growth of the Timber Lake
sand body (Waage 1968).
~

Fox Hills

The upper Fox Hills strata, in outcrops along the southwest rim
of the Basin (fig. 66, loc, 1-3), are transitional from marine to
continental and represent shoreface, shoreface-channel, and

fluviodeltaic

environments.

Butler (1980) ascribed a deltaic fluvial

origin to the Colgate in the Glendive area but the fluvial bedding
sequences that are diagnostic of the type Colgate do not occur in
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the member at Fort Peck, Baker (Wilde 1983), or in the study area.
In the thesis area, environments between shelf and deltaic are
present; these strata are partially removed by fluvial (Hell Creek)
erosion or overlain, with minor relief, by overbank deposits.

In

the Glendive area, marine shelf deposits (Timber Lake=hummocky

\
I

bedded facies=inner shelf) occur in juxtaposition with fluviodeltaic
sediments (Colgate=highly meandering lawer delta plain facies of
Butler 1980) and the erosional contact between the two is locallv
channeled.
I believe that the Timber Lake-Colgate contact in the Glendive

[

I

area marks an unconformity characterized by the absence of shoreface

deposits (fig. 66).

Relief, sometimes major, at the top of the

Fox Hills at Fort Peck (Jensen and Vantes 1964) and locally in the
thesis area,may represent a continuation of this surface (fig. 66).
Possible explanations for this erosion include:

local uplift,

regional uplift or sea level drop, and contemporaneous reworking

of marginal deposits.
Extensive surface mapping and geophysical work has shown that
no major uplift occurred on the Cedar Creek anticline prior to the
Oligocene (Clement 1983).

This and the possible widespread character

of the surface rule our major influence from the anticline.

Further,

the Fox Hills regression passed quickly through the area and the
continuity of deposition in the lawer Fox Hills and the overall
thinness of the formation suggests shallaw conditions couoled with
regional uplift.

-

1
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It seems likely that lateral shifts in the Hell Creek ( Colgate
as well at Glendive) fluvial systems, against a backdrop of broad

i

regional uplift associated with the dynamics of the regression,

\

could have been responsible for the removal, to varying degrees over

I
I
,.

the region, of the relatively thin shoreface deposits.
The upper Fox Hills at location 4, however, contains environments
more closely related to those on the southeast rim; the basal,

continental Stoneville Coal facies is overlain by marine (prodelta ?)

I

strata resembling. the Bullhead (Enning facies of the White Owl Member

r

rise ..

of Pettyjohn 1967) indicating a period of subsidence or sea level

'In outcrops along the southeast rim of the Basin (fig. 66,

\

loc. 5-7), the upper Fox Hills strata (Iron Lightning Member) are
transitional from marine to continental and represent delta front

or prodelta deposits (Bullhead) and channel deposits (Colgate).
However, the presence of Ophiomorpha throughout the section indicates
that i:,arine to brackish conditions persisted to the beginning of
Hell Creek deposition.

Waage (1968, p. 155-8) reported that, at

two horizons in the Iron Lightning, Colgate lenses containing a
brackish fauna were overlain by Bullhead strata containing a marine
fauna.

He concluded that the deposition of the Iron Lightning

was punctuated by at least two periods of subsidence or sea level
rise.

On

the southeast Basin rim, the thickness of the section

and the faunal evidence points to deposition under low rates of
progradation punctuated by periods of subsidence or sea level rise.

~\

I
I

CONCLUSIONS

l

-I
1

t

The following conclusions concerning the Fox Hills Formation
in the study area in southwesternmost North Dakota are based on:

the description, with emphasis on sedimenta:t;' structures and the
type and distribution of biota, of 23 measured sections from seven
major outcrop areas; the textural analysis of 74 sand samples;

and the mineralog-ical analysis of fifteen grain mounts, five from
each of the collected outcrops.

Conclusions concerning the regional

character of the formation are based on the results of in-depth
reconnaissance at the major outcrop areas of the Fox Hills along

the south rim of the Williston Basin.
1)

In the study area, the Fox Hills Formation is a tabular,

upward coarsening unit, typically 37 m thick, that consists of a
basal silt-clay unit included here as a part of the formation for
the first time, and an overlying unit consisting of muddy,
subarkosic to sublithic, very fine to medium sand that represents
the formation as it had previously been defined.
2)

The Fox Hills Formation contains three important sedimentary

structures--wavy bedding, hummocky bedding (not previously reported),
and cross-bedding.

The formation can also be divided into the lower

Fox Hills, the basal 29 m dominated by hummocky bedding, and the
upper Fox Hills, the overlying portion dominated by cross-bedding.
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3)

The hummocky bedding of the lower Fox Hills contains

plentiful remains of a limited trace fossil suite, including dwelling

'

traces~a single example of Thalassinoides (?) and abundant remains

·j

.{

'

of two species of Ophiomorpha, .Q_. nodosa and .Q_. borneensis, the
grazing trace Cosmorhaphe, and unidentified feeding traces.

The

upper Fox Hills contains rare Ophiomorpha at the base; root molds,
leaves (Oryophyllum (?), and horsetail(?) stems (Equisetum (?)
at the top.
4)

The conformable Pierre-Fox Hills contact, in contrast to

previous practice, is placed 10 m lower in the section at the
horizon above which:

clay changes upsection to silt and clay;mixed

or interbedded strata occur; and ichnofossils become plentiful.
The Fox Hills-Hell Creek contact is unconformable, erosional relief
is variable, and is placed at the base of the lowest substantial
carbonaceous bed in accordance with past practice.

Three members--

ascending, Trail City, Timber Lake, and Colgate--are recognized in
the study area; the Trail City corresponds to the newly added
strata at the base of the formation.
5)

The Trail City Member (10 m) is a tabular unit composed

mainly of mixed, massive, or finely interbedded, light gray (N 7)
silt and dark gray (N 5) clay; tabular, 0.5-m-thick, isolated, sandy
silt hummocky beds containing

Cosmorhaphe, Q•

~~~.

unidentified feeding traces occur in the upper half.

and
The rich marine

fossil fauna and concretion zones present in the type area do not
occur in the west.
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The Timber Lake Member (19-22 m} consists of

hummocky

bedded, light olive gray (SY 6/1}, often weathered to moderate
brown (SY 4/4), muddy, very fine-fine sand; Q_. nodosa occurs in the
lower half and .Q_. borneensis occurs in the welded hummocky beds of
the upper half.

Texturally, the median grain size

increases up-

section from 4 0 to 2.8 ~; the sediment is moderately sorted; and
lateral textural variability is relatively low.

!n the type area

the Timber Lake is characterized by trough cross-bedding.
7)

The Colgate Member (7-9 m} is composed of light olive gray

(SY 6/1}, muddy, fine to medium sand arranged in trough crossbedding, scour and fill bedding, or epsilon cross-bedding;
carbonaceous material is concentrated along the lower bounding

surfaces of cross-bed sets and floral remains occur at the top of
the unit.

The unit is composed of 70-85 percent fine to medium

sand; the median grain size is 3.2

~

to 2.3

0; the sediment is

moderately to poorly sorted; and the lateral textural variability
is relatively high.

Clay matrix, mainly illite, probably resulted

from feldspar decomposition.

The Colgate strata are not associated

with the Bullhead strata as in the type area.

The regional absence

of the Bullhead strata precludes the use of "Iron Lightning" or
"lithofacies" in relation to the upper Fox Hills of the study
area.

8)

The three members in the study area correspond to the

three sedimentary structure facies as follows (from the base}:
Trail City Member (massive-hummocky facies); Timber Lake Member
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(hummocky bedded facies); and Colgate Member (cross-bedded facies).
The lower Fox Hills corresponds to the Trail City and Timber Lake
Members; the upper Fox Hills, separated from the underlying strata by
an unconformity, corresponds to the Colgate Member.

The members

(and sedimentary structure facies), as defined for the lower Fox
Hills in the study area, can be recognized in outcrop all along the
southwest rim of the Williston Basin; the Colgate Member contains
various sedimentary structure facies over the region.

9)

In a model based on the storm-origin interpretation of

hummocky bedding and the type and distribution of trace fossils, the
Fox Hills Formation represents shallow marine deposits, predominately
of storm origin, that were laid down in depths of 37 m and less, on
a broad shelf, marginal and seaward of the advancing Hell Creek delta
system.

Deposition occurred:

(1) steadily, from suspension fallout

on the outer shelf (Tail City Member); (2) episodically, in the wake
of stoT!lls on the inner shelf (Trail City Member; Timber Lake
Member); and (3) continually by current-dominated shoreline or
tidal(?) channel processes (Colgate Member).

The environments,

as defined in the study area, are generally recognizable along the
southwest rim of the Basin, but in contrast to the depositional
conditions that existed to the east in the type area (i.e., deeper
water and subsidence or sea level rise), deposition on the southwest
rim was characterized by rapid progradation over a shallow shelf

under broad regional uplift and local tectonic quiescence.

l
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l

LOCATION l
Fort Peck. Montana

Site 1-1
Fig.

54

~ocation.--SW\, SW~, Sec. 4, T. 26 N., R. 42 E; Nashua quadrangle;
slumpblock scarp on the northeast slope of Milk River Hill.
_Remarks.--Pierre Formation through the base of the Hell Creek
Formation exposed; excellent exposures of the Trail City
(contains hummocky laminites with Cosmorhaphe) and Timber Lake

(;

(hummocky facies; contains Ophiomorpha nodosa).
Previous ~.--Jensen and Varnes (1964, p. Fl5, pls. 1, 2).
LOCATION 2
Glendive, Montana
Site 2-1
Fig.

55

Location.--s~. Sec. 31, T. 15 N., R. 56 E.
Remarks.--Timber Lake (amalgamated subfacies;

Q.

borneensis layered

galleries; channeled Timber Lake-Colgate contact) ~kemberHell Creek Formation.
Previous ~---Wilde (1983).
Site 2-2
Fig.

82

Lo.s_ation,--NE ~.SE~. Sec. 36, T. 15 N., R. 35 E.
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Remarks.--Exposures of the Trail City, Timber Lake (hummocky bedded
facies; amalgamated subfacies, _(!_. borneensis layered galleries)

I

and Colgate Members in stream cuts along Sand Creek.
Previous work.--Wilde (1983)
Site 2-3
Fig. 11

(

Location.~NW ~. Sec. 2, T. 14 N., R. 55 E.

I

Remarks.~Trail City Member of the Fox Hills-Marmarth, ~ember of the

(

Hell Creek Formation.

_Q),rochorte occurs in ferruginous

mudstone

ledges in the lower portion.

'
Previous work.--Butler (1980); Erdmann and Larsen (1934); Dobbin
and Reeside (1929).
Site 2-4
(Iron Bluff)
Location.--NW ~.SW~. sec. 10, T. 14 N., R. 55 E.
Remarks.--Pierre Formation through Hell Creek Formation (Little Beaver
Creek Member) exposed; contorted bedding occurs in the Timber
Lake; trough sets, 0.15-0.3-m-thick, even, nonparallel lower
bounding surfaces, current direction to the southwest, indurated

sand, occur in the top 8 m of the Colgate.
Previous work.--Dobbin and Reeside (1929); Thom and Dobbin (1924);
Calvert (1912); Leonard (1906).
Site2-5
Fig. 12
Location,--Sec. 10, 15, T. 14 N., R. 55 E.; road cuts along the road
south to Baker.
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Remarks.--Pierre Formation th1uugh Colgate member; Timber Lake

(hummocky facies) well exposed.
Site 2-6
Fig. 56

I
\(

Location.--E ~. Sec. 22, T. 14 N., R. 55 E.
Remarks.--Pierre Formation through Colgate Member; good exposures of
the Trail City (including turbidites) and Timber Lake (hummocky
f acies).

Site 2-7
Location:--SE ~.NW~. Sec. 13, T. 13 N., R. 55 E.
Remarks.--Pierre Formation through Colgate Member exposed; Pierre-Fox
Hills contact well exposed.

Site 2-8
Location.--NW ~. Sec. 32, T. 13 N., R. 56 E.
Remarks.--Pierre Formation through Timber Lake Member exposed;
excellent outcrops of the upper Trail City (Rhizo~orraliurn).
LOCATION 4

Meade County, South Dakota
Site 4-1
~-~~.--T. 8 N., R. 11 E.; cuts along the road from Fairpoint
to U.S. 34.
Remarks.--Excellent exposures of the Timber Lake Member (hummocky
bedding containing .Q_. nodosa~units 11-14 of the Fairpoint
Member of Pettyjohn 1967, p. 1364); large scale trough crossbedding of the upper "Fairpoint" Member occurs to the north.

-

T
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Previous work.--Pettyjohn (1967}; Searight (193i)
Site 4-2
Location.--Cuts along the road from Red Owl to Stoneville.

I

(

•

Remarks.--Climbing ripples and large scale trough cross-bedding
in the fine-medium sand of the Stoneville Coal facies, similar
structures in the upper "Fairpoint" Member overlie

the hummocky bedding at site 4-1.
Site 4-3
Location.--Road cuts along U.S. 34 from the junction of the road
north to Marcus, east to Plainview~

Remarks.--Hummocky bedding exposed in the east, both hummocky and
trough bedding in the western outcrops.

LOCATION 5
Iron Lightning, South Dakota
Site 5-1
Fig. 9
Location.--Sec. 33, T. 14 N., R. 19 E., Redelm NE quadrangle,
Ziebach Co.
Remarks.--Type locality of the Iron Lightning Member; widespread
exposure of the Bullhead and Colgate lithofacies.
Previous work.--Waage (1968, p. 132-134).

•

I
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.

LOCATION 6

lI

Little Eagle, South Dakota
Site 6-1
Location.--SW ~. Sec. 26, T. 20 N., R. 26 E.; Little Eagle ~vi

\

quadrangle, Corson, Co.; one mile north of the Grand River

I

on U.S. 63.

t

l
1

Remarks.--Type locality of the Little Eagle lithofacies of the
Trail City Member; hummocky beds (a units 5, 7, and 10 of
Waage 1968, p. 85) interbedded with clayey silt and ovoid,
fossiliferous, calcareous concretions.

Previous work.--Waage (1968, p. 84-86).

LOCATION 7
Missouri Valley of North Dakota
Site 7-1
(Crowghost Cemetary)
Fig. 10

Location.--c. Sec. 33, T. 134 N., R. 81

w.

Remarks.--Timber Lake ~.ember of the Fox Hills Formation through the
Huff Member of the Hell Creek Formation; excellent exposures
of the Iron Lightning Member and the Fox Hills (Colgate
lithofacies)- Hell Creek contact; Colgate lithofacies contain

Q.

borneensis (?).

Previous work.--Carlson (.1983); Frye (1967; p. 57-59); Laird and
Mitchell (1942).

Site 7-2
Fig, 7, 8

Location.--NW ~. sec. 21, T. 134 N., R. 79 W.; cutbank at the
mouth of the Cannonball River, just east of the bridge
on N.D. 1806,
Remarks.~Timber Lake through Iron Lightning Members exposed;
excellent outcrops of the Timber Lake Member (trough crossbedded sand;·Q. nodosa forms A, B, and C).
Previous work.--Feldmann (1972, pl. 1, column 3).
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Study Area Measured Sections
The Fox Hills Formation is exposed at seven major outcrop
sites in the study area; these are numbered 1 to 7 (north to south)
and have a corresponding geographic designation (i.e., "Horse Creek"
site).

For each site, two or more described and measured outcrop

sections appear; these are designated by the site number followed
by a small letter., as in "4b".

\

(
\

The sites are as follows (fig. 2,

71, 74):

Site 1

Little Beaver Creek

(a, b, c)

Site 2

North Creek

(a, b, c, d)

Site 3

Turbiville Bluff

( a, b)

Site 4

$-curve north

(a, b, c)

Site 5

5-curve east

(a, b, c)

Site 6

Horse Creek

(a, b, c, d, e, f)

Site 7

Sevenmile Creek

(a, b)

The study area corresponds to location 3 (fig. 1, 3, 59, 70) in
the regional picture;

however, the numerical prefix "3" is not

used with these sites (i.e.' 4b not 3-4b).
Both co lUllUls and written lithologic descriptions are provided:
the written descriptions stress information.on color, lithology,
and detailed characterizations of sedimentary structures; che
columns stress the succession and distribution of sedimentarJ
structures, marker zones, and biota.

The written descriptions
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LEGEJ:.'D

Sedimentarv Structures
concretion

0

cone-in-cone concretion
hummock-form concretion

finely interbedded
mixed-massive

wavy layer

•

hummocky bedding
trough cross-bedding

l
l

scour and fill bedded
Biota
root molds

II 111

Ophiomorpha
0. borneensis

O. nodosa

I

(forms A and B)
Cosmorhaphe

I
I

l

I
I

-I

fodinichnia (unidentified)

•

Other
Unit number (from written
description)
Sample horizon

-©
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numbered from bottom to top.

All measurements are in meters and

are given only for that portion of the outcrop measured.

The

written descriptions are keyed to the columns by site numbers;
the unit numbers used in the written description appear along
side the column.
outcrop.

I
t
I
I

I

l
\

I

Colors are given for weathered surfaces at
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Figure 67.

Geologic map of the north half of the
study area (modified from Erdmann and
Larsen 1934). Sites 1 and 2 occur in this
area.

l
i
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I
I

SITE 1 ( a-d)

j

Little Beaver Creek
Location.--Secs. 7, 18, 24, T. 132 N., R. 106 W.; Marmarth (1980)

and Kid Creek (1973) quadrangles; west facing cutbanks along
Little Beaver Creek; relief 40-50 m.
Rernarks.--Pierre through Marmarth Member of the Hell Creek
exposed; Pierre-Fox Hills contact exposed to the south at
sites le and ld; 33 lithologic samples taken at lb.
Previous Work.--Leonard (1908, p. 44, pl. V); Stanton (1910, p.
182-3); Hares (1928, p. 17); Dobbin and Reeside (1929, p. 14-15);
Brown (1939, pl. 62); Frye (1969, p. 61-62).
SITE la

\

I
1
I

i

SW!,;, NW!,;, SE!,;, Sec. 7, T. 132 N., R. 106 W.

Fig. 32, 77
HELL CREEK FORMATION (MA&~ARTH MEMBER)
8.

Sand, fine-medium; gray-orange (lOYR 7/4); trough cross-

bedded; concretions and indurated ledges

(

(unit 14, site lbL,
TOTAL

\

14. 0

14:0

HELL CREEK FORMATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)
7.

Silty clay, carbonaceous; brown black;
root molds common

6.

2.5

Sand, fine-medium, clayey; white-pale
lavender; trough cross-bedded; root molds

I

.I
l

connnon (unit 11, site lb).

2,5

5.

Silty clay, carbonaceous, brown-black.

4.0

4.

Sand, fine-medium; pale olive (lOY 6/2).
TOTAL

1. 5

10.5

-

I
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I

Thickness of the Hell Creek
Formation Measured

(24.5)

I

FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)

\

3.

'

I

Sand, fine-medium, light olive gray
{5Y 6/1); a single set of epsilon crossbedding, carbonaceous sand and minic
claystone pebble lag on the foresets; each
foreset 0.5 m thick; foresets convex-up;
erosional lower bounding surface, a 0.5-mthick carbonaceous sand, continuous with
the foresets, occurs at the top.

t
2.

I
•

Sand, fine-medium; pale olive (lOY 6/2);
horizontal surfaces (wavy layers?) define
0.5-m-thick beds containing small scale
troughs and horizontal lamination. Erosional
surface with minor relief at the base of
the member.

4,0

TOTAL

a:o

Sand, fine-medium; light olive gray {SY 6/1);
hummocky bedded, amalgamated; Q. borneensis
occur 2 m above the creek level.
TOTAL

T2:o

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)

I

l.

(

l
I

Level of Little Beaver Creek
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation Measured

2. 0

(20. 0)

'

SITE lb

SW !,;, SW li;, SE !,;, Sec. 7, T. 132

i

I
I

Fig.

N., R.

106

W.

28, 29

HELL CREEK rORMATION (MA!l.'1ARTH MEMBER)
14,

Sand, fine-medium; gray-orange (lOYR 7/4); trough
cross-bedded, concretions and indurated ledges
(unit 8, site la).
TOTAL

12.0
12 .o
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HELL CREEK FORMATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)
13.

Silty clay, carbonaceous; gray

12.

Silty clay, carbonaceous, brown-black, root
molds common

11+

0.6

Sand, fine-medium; clayey; white-pale lavender;

trough cross-bedded, root molds common (unit
6, site la).
10.

2.0

2.5

Silty clay; light gray (N 7)

2.0

9.

Silty clay, carbonaceous; black-brown

0.4

8.

Clay, gray, popcorn surface.

2.0

7.

Sand, fine-medium; black-brown.

0.5

6.

Sand, fine-medium, carbonaceous; gray; wavy
layers at base.

5.

1. 6

Sand, fine-medium, carbonaceous (HCm); pale
yellow brown; (!OYR 6/2); massive appearance;
leaves occur on irregular bedding planes;
minor relief along erosional base.

TOTAL

t

\
I

(
1

Thickness of the Hell Creek Formation Measured
FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)
4,

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted; light
olive gray (5Y 6/1).
b.

I
f

Large scale trough cross bedding (1 X 3 m);
carbonaceous material concentrated at lower
bounding surfaces.

(

{

(25.1)

a.

Scour and fill beds, 0.5 m thick, capped
by wavy layers; erosional base marked
by carbonaceous laminae and come-in-cone
concretions; relief minor.

TOTAL

4.0
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FOX HILLS FORMATION {TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)
3.

2.

Sand, fine-very fine, moderate sorting;
light olive gray (5Y 6/1) at the top,
gray-orange (!OYR 7/4) at the base; hummocky
bedded, amalgamated; Q. borneensis common.
Sand, very fine-fine, moderate sorting;
gray orange (!OYR 7/4); hummocky bedded
(HFX), wavy layers cap hummocky beds as W

zones.

1.
l

(
r

I

4.0

Sand, very fine-fine, silty; light olive
gray (SY 6/1); interbedded with gray clay
in wavy bedding or as hummocky L-sets
(0.5 m by 3-10 m) encased in wavy bedding;
L-sets have erosional bases, convex tops and
have wavy ripples at the base and top; the
lentils coalese up-section.
TOTAL

Level of Little Beaver Creek
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation Measured

II

Fig, 40
FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER LAKE ME}IBER)
6.

Sand, fine to very fine, moderate sorting;

light olive gray (SY 6/1); hummocky bedded,
amalgamated(?): grassed over, poorly exposed.

I

(24.0)

C., NW!,;, Sec. 24, T. 132 N., R. 107 W.

\

{

2.0
18.0

SITE le

r

I•

12 .0

5~

Sand, very fine-fine, moderate sorting; gray
orange (lOYR 7/4); hummocky bedded (HFX)
overlain by W zones; poorly exposed except
at the base.

3.0

4.0
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SITE 2 (a-d)
North Creek

Location.--s!,, Sec. 29;

w~.

Sec. 33; Sec. 32; T. 132 N., R. 106 W;

NW\, SEc. 4, T. 131 N,, R. 106 W.; Kid Creek (1973)
Quadrangle; badlands along North Creek; relief 40 m.
Remarks.--Trail City Member of the Fox Hills through Marmarth
'

I'

Member of the Hell Creek exposed; Pierre-Fox Hills contact

I
I
I

not exposed, but extensive exposure of the Hell Creek-Fox

i
(

'
r

Hills contact and the Colgate l'!ember occurs; excellent
exposure of the Trail City-Timber Lake contact at 2d.
Previous Work.--Hares (1928, p. 18); Feldmann (1967; 1972, p. 24-25,
fig. 4, pl. 1); Frye (1969, figs. 3, 4); Carlson (1979, p. 10-12,

figs. 6, 7, pl. 2).

Site 2d is the classic section where the

Pierre-Fox Hills contact on the south end of the anticline
has been most often described.

(=

Trail City-Timber Lake

Contact).

•

i

SITE 2a
SW\, m; ~. Sec, 33, T, 132 N., R. 106 W.

\

I

Fig. 43, 45
HELL CREEK FORMATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)
3.

Silty clay, sand, commonly carbonaceous; (undifferentiated) shades of gray and brown; mediumbedded, beds 1-3 m thick; root molds common.

12.0
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Figure 68.

Measured sections at site 1.
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4.

I,

Sand, very fine-fine, light olive gray (SY 6/1);
interbedded as wave ripples with gray clay in
wavy bedding or as hummocky lentils (0.5 m x 3-10 m)
encased in wavy bedding.

I

TOTAL

--1.,.Q_
10.0

(
I

(

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TRAIL CITY MEMBER)

3.

I
l

l
[

2.

{

Silt, sandy; light gray (N 5) and clay; medium
gray (N 5); mixed- and mottled or thinly
interbedded, a few silty sand beds at the top;
hummocky bedded sandy silt beds, light gray,
0.5-m-thick occur at 6 m, 8.5 m and 10 m above
the Pcm; the hummocky beds contain the trace
fossils Cosmorhaoee; Q, nodosa, and unidentified
fod inic hnia.
Clay-silt interbeds, silt impregnated with
yellow jarosite, bedding planes indistinct;
TCjm !!!,'l_rker.
TOTAL

\

l
I

\
.r

Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation Measured

7.0

3.0
-10.0
(20.Q)

PIERRE FORMATION
1.

Clay, gray, some silty zones.
TOTAL

Level of the Pcm marker.
Thickness of the Pierre Formation Measured

. 3. 0
3.0

(3 .0)

1
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2.

Sand, fine-medium, carbonaceous (HCm); pale yellow
brown (lOYR 1/4); massive,; leaves and
carbonaceous material occur on irregular bedding
surfaces; low angles foresets (?) also occur;

erosional base gently undulatory, 0,5 m relief
on the contact.

1:

I

TOTAL

(

I

~
12.4

Thickness of the Hell Creek Formation

Measured

'

(12.4)

FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)
1.

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted;
light, olive gray (5Y 6/1);
b.

[
f

a.

I

massive appearance, structures
obscured by carbonaceous root molds.

large scale trough cross-bedding;
sets are O. 5-1 m by 4-10 m.

TOTAL

i\

0.5
3.2
3.7

Level of sand apron at the cliff base.

I

Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

(3. 7)

r

)

SITE 2b
W !,,

SE!,, Sec. 32 and W !,, SW l,;, Sec. 33, T. 132 N., R. 106 W.
Fig. 33, 34, 47, 61

HELL CREEK FORMATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)
6.

Sand, fine-medium; light olive gray
(5Y 6/1); as ripples in wavy bedding,
drapes are gray bentonitic clay or
carbonaceous mudstone.

7.

.•.

...

I
[

Sand, fine-medium, slightly
carbonaceous (HCm); pale yellow brown
(lOYR 7/4); minimal erosion at the
base.

TOTAL

0.4
2.4
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Thickness of the Hell Creek Formation
Measured
(2. 4)

FOX HILLS FORM:ATION (COLGATE MEMBER)
4.

Sandt fine-medium, poorly sorted,

light olive gray (SY 6/1)
d.

1. 5

Few structures visible; scour

and fill bedding(?); minor
fluting.
c.

I

Trough cross-bedded, sets 0,2-0.3 m
thick, even nonparallel bounding
surfaces, foresets tangantial,
current direction to the west;
wavy layers rare ..

lf

b.

I

Trough cross-bedding, 0.3 m thick
sets capped by wavy layers with
fluting is well developed.

\

a.

3.Q

Covered.

I

I

2.0

carbonaceous or micaceous drapes;

j

I\

1.5

TOTAL

1.0

7.5

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)
3.

t

Sand, fine-very fine; light
olive gray (SY 6/1); hullllilocky
bedded, amalgamated; O. nodosa
form A and B; poorly ;xposed-----;;-t
the base.

8.0

'

2.
1.

Covered; scattered hutllmock-form
concretions; gray-orange (lOYR 7/4).

10 .o

Covered; gray (N 5) at the surface.
TOTAL

2.5
20.5

Level of North Creek.

i

I

Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

(28.0)
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SITE 2c

'j

i

SW\, SE\, Sec. 32, T. 131 N., R. 106 W.

I'
1·

HELL CREEK FO~'!ATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK llEMBER)

I
4.

I

f

3.

1

i
'

Sand, fine-medium; light olive gray
(SY 6/1); cross-bedded.

20.0

Sand, carbonaceous; pale yellow brown
(lOYR 6/2); massive appearance, leaves
and carbonaceous material occur on
irregular laminae; ;lower surface is
erosional and slightly undulatory,
relief of 0.5 m.

TOTAL
Thickness of the Hell Creek Formation
Measured

'I

l

1.2
21. 2

( 21. 2)

FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)
2.

(

!

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted;
light olive gray (SY 6/1).
c.

}

b.

I

f
'

a.

Massive appearance; structures
obscured by carbonaceous root
molds and partings.

1.5

~assive appearance; surface
weathering obscures structures;
scour and fill bedding visible.

Carbonaceous sand, as ripples in
bedding with carbonaceous
drapes, or in massive layers.

wavy

TOTAL
FOX HILLS FO~'!ATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)
1.

Sand, very fine-fine, moderately
sorted; gray-orange (lOYR 7/4);
hummocky bedded, amalgamated; 0.
borneensis gallerles common.

TOTAL

5.0
5.0
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Break in slope.

t
I

Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

(17.0)

I
SITE 2d

I

NW~. NW~. Sec. 4, T. 131 N., R. 106 W.

r

I

Fig. 41, 48

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)
5.

I

light olive gray (SY 6/1); hummocky
bedded, amalgamated; Q. E_<>_rneensis

r

I

!I

Sand, fine-very fine, moderately sorted;
present.

4.

3.5

Sand, very fine-fine, moderately

sorted; gray-orange (lOYR 7/4);
Hummocky bedded, (HFX) beds 1-2 m thick
overlain by W zones, multiple L-sets

.\

occur;

3.

Q~

nodosa present.

6.0

Sand, silty-silt, sandy, poorly

sorted; light gray (N 7).

I

b.

\

Hummocky bedded, (HbFbXb) beds
0.3-0.5 m thick overlain by W zones,
single L-set layers; Q. nodosa
common~

a.

1.2

Concretion zone (TLcm); ovoid
0.3-0*5 m diameter; mixed. massive;

remnant hummocky lamination;
nodosa and unidentified
fodinichnia occur.

Q.

TOTAL

0.5
11.2

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TRAIL CITY MEMBER)
2.

Silt and clay, light gray (N 7):
interbedded or mixed and mottled.

5.0

1.

~

I

l

f
\
I

I'

I
j

1

I
I

l
J

'

j

I
I

i

212
Silt, light gray (N 7); contains 1-2 cm
thick clay and sandy silt layers,
bedding planes gradational; basal 2 m
covered.

TOTAL

5,0
10.0

Level of North Creek
Thickness of Fox Hills Formation
Measured

(21. 2)
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Figure 69.

Measured sections at site 2.
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Figure 70.

'

Geologic map of the south half of the
study area (modified from Erdmann and
Larsen 1945). Sites 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7
occur in this area.
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SITE 3 (a, b)
Turbiville Bluff

Location.--N ~.NW~. Sec. 10, T. 130 N., R. 106 W; Cedar Ridge
(1973).

Quadrangle; bluffs on west side of the Little

Missouri River, on the Turbiville farms; relief 40 m.
Remarks.--Pierre through Timber Lake Member exposed; excellent
exposures of the Pierre-Fox Hills and Trail City-Timber Lake
contacts.

SITE 3a
SW~. NW~. NW~. Sec. 10, T. 130 N., R. 105 W.

II

Alluvium.
FOX HILLS FORMATION (TRAIL CITY MEMBER)

2.

Silt (gray, N 5) and clay (gray, N 7)
interbedded or mixed and mottled.
TOTAL

r

Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

Ii

7.5
7.5
( 7. 5)

PIERRE FORMATION

1.

Clay; gray (N 7); selenite crystals
at the surface; cone-in-cone
concretions, 0, 15 m diameter (~)
at base.
TOTAL

1.5

1.5

Level of the Pcm.
Thickness of Pierre Fol'l!lation Measured

.}

(1.5)
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SITE 3b
NW~- NW!,;, Sec. 10, T. 130 N., R. 106 W.

Soil horizon.

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)
3.

2.

Sand, very fine-fine, moderate
sorting; light olive gray (5Y 6/1);
hummocky bedded, amalgamated; O.
borneensis layered galleries. Sand, very fine-fine, moderately
sorted; gray orange (lOYR 7/4);
c.
b.
a.

1.

3.0

Wavy bedding (TLwm); hummocky
bed, 0.5-m-thick, in the middle.

2.0

Hummocky bedded, discontinuous
ferruginous W zones.

3.0

Hummocky bedded, normal bedded
(HFX) 0.5-1-m-thick, multiple
L-set layers per H zone;
overlain by W zones; undulating
W zones preserve hummocky.
deposurface topography.

5.5

Sand, silty-sandy silt; poorly
sorted; greenish gray (SYR 6/1);
b.

a.

Hummocky bedded, normal-bedded
(HFX), 0.3-0,5-m-thick, single
L-set layer per H zone; overlain by t,,f zones; zones of intense
bioturbation containing Q, nodosa
and unidentified fodinichnia that
become less common upward.
Concretion zone (TLcm), concretions
ovoid O. 5 m diamet<IT; mixed, mottled.
TOTAL

3.0
0.5
16.5

Level of the TLcm
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

'

)

(16. 5)
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Figure 71.

Measured sections at site 3.
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SITE 4 (a-c)

I

S- curve north

I

Location.--N ~.NE~. Sec, 3, T. 130 N., R. 106 W,; Cedar Range
(1973).

Quadrangle; south-facing bluffs on the Little

Missouri River; relief 50 m.
Remarks.--Pierre-through Little Beaver Creek Member of the Hell
l

Creek; excellent exposures of the Colgate channel facies;

I

section below the upper Timber Lake covered by talus at 4a

\

I

and 4b; poor exposure of the Pierre-Fox Hills contact and
the Pierre Formation; poor exposure of the Trail City Member;
33 lithologic samples taken from 4a and 4c.

I
SITE 4a

\

NE~. Sec. 3, T. 103 N., R, 106 W.
Fig.

31

Top of blu.ff.
HELL CREEK FORMATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)
5,

Sand, fine-medium; yellow gray (5Y 6/4),

4.

Sand and clay, carbonaceous; red brown;
interbedded.

3.

Sand, carbonaceous (Hem ?) ; pale yellow
brown (lOYR 6/2).
TOTAL

10.0
2.5
1.0
-13.S
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Tilickness of the Hell Creek Formation
Measur~d

(13.5)

FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)
2.

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted;
light olive gray (5Y 6/1);
d.

c.
b.

a.

Trough cross-bedded, large scale
sets 0.3-1-m-thick; tangential
laminae. carbonaceous concentrations
in foreset toes accentuate lower
bounding surfaces; current
direction to the south; Q.
borneensis rare and isolated.
Claystone cobble lag along basal
planar erosional surface.

6.5
0.15

Trough cross bedding; sets 0.3-mthick; claystone pebble lags on
foresets and lower bounding
surf aces; boulders (0. 3 m diameter)
of carbonaceous sand (HCm(?)) present.
Trough cross bedding, sets
0.3-m-thick.

TOTAL

1.0
1.0

8.65

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)
1.

Sand, very fine-fine, moderate
sorting; light olive gray
(5Y 6/1);
e.
d.

c.
b.

Wavy bedding (TLfm);
ferruginous tnu~e drapes.

1.0

Hummocky bedded, amalgamated;
borneensis, tightly packed
layered galleries.

3.5

Q.

HummockY bedded, amalgamated;
barren.
Huonnocky bedded, amalgamated; O.
borneensis, tightly packed
layered galleries.

1.5

0.8

223
a.

Hummocky bedded, amalgamated;
bar:ren.

2.1

TOTAL

8.9

Top of talus.
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

(17.55)

SITE 4b

NE~' Sec. 3, T. 130 N., R. 106 W.
HELL CREEK FORMATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)
3.

Sand, fine-medium, carbonaceous (HCm);
pale yellow brown (lOYR 6/2); int;;=bedded with light olive gray sand.
TOTAL
Thickness of the Hell Creek Formation
Measured

i

1.0

LO
(1.0)

FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)
2.

I
'I

I
!

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted,
light olive gray (SY 6/1); large
scale trough cross bedding; even
nonparallel bounding surfaces;
sets 0.3-0.6-m-thick,
exceptional sets 1.5-m-thick;
lower bounding surfaces and
foresees accentuated by
carbonaceous material; current

direction to the south.
TOTAL

9.0
9.0

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMl!ER LA.KE MEMBER)
1.

Sand, fine-very fine, moderately
sorted; light olive gray (SY 6/1);
b.

Wavy bedding (TLfm);
ferruginous. mudstone drapes;

base erosional; 0.5 m ripple period.

1.0

a.

224
Hummocky bedded, amalgamated; O.
borneensis, tightly packed
galleries.

TOTAL

3.0
4.0

Top of talus.

I
I

Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

( 13. 0)

SITE 4c
FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)

4.

Sand, very fine-fine, moderately sorted;
light olive gray (5Y 6/1);
b.
a.

I

3.

I'

2.

Hummocky bedded, amalgamated, W
cutouts common at the base; O.
borneensis layered galleriescommon.

1.0

7.0

Sand, fine-very fine, poorly sorted,
gray-orange (lOYR 7/4);
c.

I

WS!v'f bedded (TLfm); ferruginous
mudstone drapes:-

Hummocky bedded, normal bedded;
ferruginous W zones, W cutouts common upward; O. borneensis
layered galleries co~on.

b.

Wavy bedded.

a.

Hummocky bedded, normal bedded
(HFX) 0.3-m-thick overlain by
W zones, Q. nodosa present.

3.0
1.0

7.0

Sand, very fine, silty or sandy silt;
poor sorting; gray (N 7):
b.

Hummocky bedded, normal bedded (HFX)
0.3-0.6-m-thick (?) overlain by a
single clay drape; Q. nodosa present;
poorly expos ed.

2.0

225
a,

Concretion zone (TLcm); concretions
ovoid 0,5 m diameter; mixed and
massive, remnant hUlll1llocky laminae.

TOTAL

o.s

2<l.5

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TRAIL CITY MEMBER)
1.

Silt and clay; gray (N 5); mixed,
mottled or finely interbedded;
poorly exposed, lower two thirds
covered by talus.

Level of the Little Missouri River.
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

'I
r

I
I

I
'

I

, ........_____~~
::ii

TOTAL

9.0

9.0

(29.5)
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Figure 72.
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Sll'E.5 (a,b)
S-curve east

I

Location.--s ~. SW I,;, Sec. 2, T. 130 N., R. 106

w.;

Cedar Ridge

(1973) Quadrangle; bluffs and cutbanks along the south
bank of the Little Missouri River; relief 35 m.
Remarks.--Pierre through Timber Lake Member exposured, capped by
Pleistocene terrace gravel; excellent exposure of the Trail

City-Timber Lake contact, hummocky bedding, and bioturbation
structures.

f.!:_evious ~.--Hares (1928, p. 18).

SITE 5a
SW I,;, SW I,;, Sec, 2, T. 130 N,, R. 106 W.

Fig. 62, 83
Top of Bluff (Terrace Gravel)
FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)

5.

'i

4.

Sand, fine-very fine, moderately sorted;
light olive gray (5Y 6/1); hummocky
bedded, alllalgamated.
Sand, fine-very fine, moderately sorted;
gray orange (lOYR 7 /4); hummocky
bedded, discontinuous ferruginous W.
zones; 0. borneensis layered
galleries.

4.0

7 .o

T

229

3.

II

Sand, very fine-fine, moderately sorted;
gray orange (lOYR 7/4);
b.
a.

I

WaVy bedded (TLw,); continuous
outcrop wide -r.;;:-over O. 5 km.

1. 2

Hummocky bedded, normal bedded (HFX)
0.5-1-m-thick, single or multiple
L-set layers per H zone; overlain
by W zones; Q. nodosa rare; water
escape structures in H zones; lower

contact scalloped hummocky scour.
2,

s.o

Sand, very fine, silty, poorly sorted,
or sandy silt; gray olive (lOY 8/2);
b.

a.

Hummocky bedding or lamination
alternates with zones of intense
bioturbation (0. nodosa,
unidentified i;,d1n1chnia).

1.5

Concretion zone (TLC?t1); concretions
ovoid 0,5-1-m-di~r; mixed,
massive; O. nodosa, Thall·assinedea (?)
-

,J • •

TOTAL

1.0
19. 7

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TRAIL CITY MEMBER)

1.

Silt, sandy silt and clay; gray to
light gray (N 5); mixed, mottled
or finely interbedded; lower half
covered by talus.
TOTAL

9.0
9.0

Level of the Little Missouri River
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

(28. 7)

SITE Sb
SE\, SW\, Sec. 2, T. 130 N., R. 106 W.
Fig. 49
FOX HILLS FOllMATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)

I
4.

.J

Sand, fine-very fine, moderately sorted;
light olive gray; hummocky bedded,
amalgamated.

3.5

3.

230

Sand, fine-very fine, poorly sorted;
gray-orange (lOYR 7/4);
c.

2.

Hummocky bedded, normal bedded;
I'erruginous W zones are discontinuous; _Q_. nodosa common
below W zones

5.5

b.

Wavy bedded.

a.

Hummocky bedded, normal bedded
(HFX) 0.5-1-m-thick (up to 2 m)
single or multiple L-set layers
per H set; overlain by W zones;
undulating W zones preserve the
hummocky deposurface; _Q_. nodosa
present; lower contact scalloped
hummocky scour.

1.8

7.5

Sand, very fine, silty, or sandy mud;
greenish gray (SGY 6/1);
b.

Hummocky bedding or lamination
alternate with zones of intense
bioturbation (0. nodosa,
unidentified e°o'dichinia).

1.8

a •. Concretion zone (TLcm); concretions
ovoid 0.5-1-m-diameter;
mixed, massive.
TOTAL

LO
21.1

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TRAIL CITY MEMBER)
1.

Silt, clay and sandy mud,
(gray-light gray (N 7); finely
interbedded or mixed and
mottled; lower half covered by
talus.
TOTAL

9.0
9.0

Level of the Little Missouri River
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

(30 .1)
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Figure 73.
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SITE 6 (a-f)
Horse Creek

Location.--S '!, SW I,;, NW Ii;, SW I,;, Sec. 6 and 7, T. 130 N., R, 105

W.; Mud Buttes (1973) Quadrangle; cutbank on the south side
of the Little Missouri, and south in the badlands along Horse
Creek.
Remarks.--Timber Lake through the Marmarth Member of the Hell Creek
exposed; widespread exposures of the Timber Lake-Colgate and
Colgate-Hell Creek contacts; excellent exposures of Colgate
structures.

SITE 6a
S '!, S '!, SW Ii;, NW Ii;, SW!,;, Sec. 6, T. 130 N., R. 105 W.
Top of Bluff.
HELL CREEK FORMATION ( LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)
9.

Silty clay; white gray.

4.0

8.

Silty clay; dark gray; popcorn surface.

3.0

7.

Sand, carbonaceous; pale yellow brown
(lOYR 6/2); massive; undulating base.

1.0

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted; pale·
olive (lOYR 6/2); single set of large scale
foresees (epsilon(?) cross bedding),
dipping 15-20° southwest, carbonaceous
material concentrated at the tangential
forset toes and along the lower bounding
surface.

2.0

6.

I
I
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S.

4.

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted; light olive-gray
(SY 6/1); large scale trough cross bedding; 0.3-0.6-mthick-; up to 30 m wide; carbonaceous material at the
tangential forset toes accentuates the lower bounding
surface; concretions containing current ripples are
common toward the center of Sec. 6.

10.0

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted;
carbonaceous (HCm); pale yellow brown (lOYR 6/2);
lenticular; trough cross bedded.
TOTAL

1.0
21.0

Thickness of the Hell Creek Formation Measured

(21.0)

FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)
).

Sand, fine-medium, poorly·sorted; light olive
gray (SY 6/1); trough cross bedded; poorly
exposed.

6.0

TOTAL

-6-.:0

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER I.AKE MEMBER)
2.

1.

Sand, fine-very fine, moderate sorting;
light olive gray (SY 6/1); hummocky bedded,
amalgamated; .9.. borneensis layered galleries.

5.0

Sand, fine-very fine, poorly sorted;
gray orange (lOYR 7/4); hummocky
bedded, discontinuous ferrugineous W.
zones; O. borneens1s common.

7.0
TOTAL

12 .0

Level of the Little Missouri River.
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

SITE 6b

SW\, NE\, NW\, Sec. 6, T. 130 N., R. 105 w.
HELL CREEK FORMATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)
3.

Sand, fine-mediu, carbonaceous; pale
yellow brown (lOYR 6/2); trough cross

(18.0)

235
bedded, single set, large scale 0.5-2-mthick; basal contact uneven and erosional,
cutting_into the underlying Colgate Member.
TOTAL

I

Thickness of the Hell Creek Formation
Measured

2.0

z:o
(2.0)

FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)

2.

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted, light
olive gray (SY 6/1}
b.

a.

Tabular beds, 0.5-m-t.hick, bounded by
carbonaceous wavy layers and containing
small scale trough cross bedded and
horizontal laminae. Root molds common
at the top.
Large scale trough cross bedding.
TOTAL

I

3.5
2.0

s:s

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)
1.

Sand, fine-very fine, moderate sorting;
light olive gray (SY 6/t).
b.
a.

Wavy bedded (TLfm); ferrugineous
mudstone drapes.

0.6

Hummocky bedded, amalgamated; .Q.
borneensis tiered galleries.

9.0

TOTAL

9.6

Level of Horse Creek.
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

SITE 6c
SE\, NW\, NE\, SW\, Sec. 7, T. 130 N., R. 105 W.

Fig, 81

i

.I

Top of bluff.

(15. 1)
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HELL CREEK FORMATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)

6.

Unit 5_at 6e.

5.

Unit 4 at 6e.

4.

Unit 3 at 6e.

3.

Sand, fine-medium, carbonaceous (HCm);
pale yellow brown (lOYR 6/2);
alternate with pale olive sand;
all trough cross bedded; contact
chosen at the major bed in the zone.

1.8

2.7
3.0

TOTAL
Thickness of the Hell Creek Formation
Measured

1.0

8.5
(8.S)

FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)

2.

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted;
light olive gray (SY 6/l).
d.

c.
i

I

(

I

I
I

t

2.S

Large scale trough cross bedding
(as at 6e) •

b.

Wavy layer; continuous outcrop wide.

a.

Structures obscured by fluted

2.0
0.2

surface; carbonaceous wavy layers

and partings;

I

I

Tabular beds, 0,15-m-thick capped
by carbonaceous wavy layers and
containing small scale trough beds
in horizontal lamination (as at 6e).

Q. borneensis present.
TOTAL

4.0

~

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBERLAKE MEMBER)
1.

Sand, fine-very fine, moderate
sorting; hlllllllIDcky bedded,
amalgamated.
b.

Light olive gray (SY 6/1)
o. borneensis.

3.0

Z.37

a.

Gray-orange (lOYR 7/4); O.
borneensis coonnon in lay;red
galleries; orange tints occur
in proximity to ferrugineous W
zones andOphiomorpha.
TOTAL

4.0
7 .o

Level of Horse Creek
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

(15.7)

SITE 6d
NW~. SW~. NE~. SW~. Sec. 7, T 130 N., R. 105 W.
Fig. 3:7, 46
Top of bluff.
HELL CREEK FORMATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)
5.

4,
3.

2.

Silty clay; gray olive (lOYR 4/2);
popcorn surface; concretions at the
base.
Sand, interbedded with carbonaceous
sand; (light gray (N 5)).
Sand; light olive gray (SY 6/1); large scale
trough cross bedding, carbonaceous
material on forsets and lower bounding
surfaces; could be a continuation of (2).

1.8

2.7

.3. o

Sand, fine-medium, carbonaceous (HCm);
pale yellow brown (lOYR 6/2); trough cross
bedded, single set of large scale
forsets; irregular erosional base,
scalloped in broad troughs; thickens
with up to 2 m of Colgate removed
eastward toward 6c.
TOTAL

s:s-

Thickness of the Hell Creek
Formation Measured

(8.5)

1.0
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FOX HILLS FORMATION ( COLGATE MEMBER)
1.

Sand, ffiie-medium, poorly sorted;
light olive gray (SY 6/1).
d.

Tabular beds, 0.15-m-thick capped
by carbonaceous wavy layers and
containing small scale trough
bedding and horizontal lamination;
irregular upper contact due to Hell
Creek erosion, mast of the unit is
removed to the east.

2.0

Two large scale trough cross-bed
sets (1 m overlain by 0.4 m)

1.4

b,

Wavy layer; an outcrop wide layer.

0.1

a,

Trough cross-beds, 0.3-m-thick;
wavy layers are cut out; 0,
borneensis present.
-

c.

1.1

TOTAL

4T

Level of sand apron.
Thickness.of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured.

SITE 6e
SW~. SW~. NE~. Sec. 7, T. 130 N., R, 105 W.
Fig. 35, 36, 42
Top of Bluff.
HELL CREEK FORMATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)

3.

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted; light olive
gray (SY 6/1}; 5 layers, 3-5-m-thick each,
containing large-very large scale trough
bedding, epsilon bedding; carbonaceous
material on forsets and lower bounding surfaces;
the lower contact is sharp, erosional, and

undulating, with 2-4 m of relief on the underlying

(4.2)
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Colgate; HCm absent.

TOTAL
Thickness of the Hell Creek Formation
Measured.

17.0
17 .o
(17 .O)

FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)
2.

Sand, very fine-fine, moderate sorting;
light olive gray (5Y 6/1); small scale
troughs occur associated with horizontal
laminae, erosional ripples, member is
variable in thickness (2-4 m) due to Hell
Creek erosion.

TOTAL

4.0

4.0

FOX HILLS FORMATION ( TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)
1.

Sand, very fine-fine, moderate
sorting; light olive gray (5Y 6/1)
b,
a.

Wavy bedded (TLfm); ferrugineous
mudstone drapes.

1.3

Hummocky bedded, amalgamated; O.
borneensis layered galleries.

2.0

TOTAL

3.3

Level of Horse Creek.
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured.

(7.3)

SITE 6f

N ~.NE\, SE~. SW\, Sec. 7. T. 130 N., R. 105 W.
Fig ..44
HELL CREEK FORMATION (MAID:!ARTH MEMBER) (?)
4.

Sand, fine-medium, gray-orange
(lOYR 7/4); trough cross-bedded.

TOTAL

4.5

~
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HELL CREEK FOfil!ATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)

(

3.

I

I

2.

Sand, light gray, stack'ed tabular
layers (6), each 1-3-m-thick, each
consisting of: containing trough
and epsilon bedding (0.6-2.6-m-thick),
capped by carbonaceous sand and gray
silty clay with popcorn surface (0.6 m),

12.8

Sand, fine-medium, carbonacecus (HCm); pale
yellow brown (lOYR 6/2); leaves and
carbonaceous material along
irregular bedding planes; basal
contact erosional, minor relief.
TOTAL

Thickness of the Hell Creek'
Formation Measured

0.5
13 .3
(17, 8)

FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)
l.

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted;
light olive gray (5Y 6/l).
b.

Tabular beds, 0.15-m-thick,
capped by carbonaceous wavy
layers; root molds common,

structures obscured by root molds.
a.

1.2

Trough cross-bedding (0.15-0.4-mthick); even, horizontal lower
bounding surfaces; minor horizontal
lamination and wavy layers.
TOTAL

~

5.2

Level of sand apron.
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation Measured

(5. 2)

1
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Figure 74.

Measured sections at site 6.
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I
SITE 7 (a, b)

j

Sevenmile Creek

Location.--SW J,;, SW!,;, Sec. 24 and Cent., Sec. 25, T. 103 N.,
R. 106 W.; Cedar Creek (1973) Quadrangle; bluffs along
Sevenmile Creek; relief 40 m.
Remarks.~Trail City through Little Beaver Creek Member of the
Hell Creek exposed; 33 lithologic samples taken.

SITE 7a
SW!,;, SW!,;, Sec. 24, T. 130 N., RR. 106 W.

Fig. 52
HELL CREEK FORMATION (LITTLE BEAVER CREEK MEMBER)

9.

Sand, very fine, silty; light gray

1.0

8.

Silty clay; weathers green-gray;
popcorn surface.

1.8

7.

Silty sand and carbonaceous clay;
weathers white; finely interbedded;
root molds common.

2.3

6.

Silty clay, carbonaceous; brown

0.3

5.

Silty clay; green gray.

0.8

4.

Silt and carbonaceous clay; weathers
white; finely interbedded.

o.s

3.

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted,
carbonaceous (HCm); pale yellow brown
(lOYR 6/2); massive appearance; leaves and
carbonaceous material on irregular bedding
planes.
TOTAL

o.s
7. 2
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Thickness of the Hell Creek Formation
Measured

(7 .2)

FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)
2.

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted;
light olive gray (SY 6/1); surfaces
fluted;
c.

Low angle clayey foresets
( epsilon cross-bedding ?)
root molds common; lower contact

b.

a.

erosional.

1.2

Tabular beds, 0.5-m-thick capped
by carbonaceous wavy layers and
containing small scale trough
cross bedding in horizontal
laminae.

4.9

Trough cross bedding, 0 .3-m-thick
sets, tangential foresets with
carbonaceous toes; erosional, even,

nonparallel, bounding surfaces;
basal contact erosional.
TOTAL

2.0
8.1

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)

1.

Sand, fine-very fine, moderate
sorting; light olive gray ( Sy 6/ l);
surfaces fluted;
b.

a.

Wavy bedded (TLfm); ferruginous
mudstorte drapes over wave(?)
ripples; discontinuous, cut out;
.Q_. borneensis gallery layers in
ripples and a single gallery
layer on the upper surface; 0.
b orneensis and hunm,ocky beds-e:nd
abrupt:ly at the horizon of the
upper surface of the TLfm.

1.0

Hummocky bedded, amalgamated; .Q_.
borneensis gallery layers common.

4.5
TOTAL

, I

5.5

r
\
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Level of flattened gradient in arroyo.

I

Thickness of Fox Hills Formation
Measured

i

(13.6)

SITE 7b
SE !,;, SW !,;, Sec. 25, T. 130 N., R, 106 W,
Fig. 50

Alluvium
FOX HILLS FORMATION (COLGATE MEMBER)
4,

Sand, fine-medium, poorly sorted;
light olive gray (SY 6/1);
carbonaceous partings; poorly
exposed remnantt weathering
obscures structures.

TOTAL

FOX HILLS FORMATION (TIMBER LAKE MEMBER)
3.

2.

Sand, very fine-fine, moderate
sorting; light olive gray
(SY 6/1);
b.

Wavy bedded (TLfm);
ferruginous drapes.

o.s

a.

Hummocky bedded, amalgamated;
Q_. borneensis layered galleries.

6.0

Sand, very fine-fine, poor sorting;
gray orange (lOYR 7/4);
d.

Wavy bedded (Twm) •

c.

Hummocky bedded, normal bedded
(HFX) overlain by ferruginous W
zones, often cut out; O.
nodosa present.
-

b.

Wavy bedded.

2.0

6.0
2.2
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a.

Hummocky bedded, nonnal bedded
(HbFbXb) 0.6-m-thick (up to l m)
single or multiple L-sets per H
zone; overlain by W zones; Oa

nodosa common; basal contact
scalloped hummocky erosional
surface.

1.

2.0

Sand, very fine, silty, poor sorting;
greenish-gray (5GY 6/1); hummocky
bedded, normal bedded (HbFbXb) 0,3-0.5m-thick, single L-set layers per H zone;
overlain by a single clay drape; Q.
nodosa common; base below stream
level.
TOTAL

3.0
-21.8

Level of Sevenmile Creek.
Thickness of the Fox Hills Formation
Measured

(24.3)
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Figure 75.

Measured sections at site 7 •
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SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY
Ichnofossils
Ichnofossils are the preserved indications of behavior and
requisite functional morphology that reflect the adaption of organisms
to specific environmental conditions (Frey 1978, p. 60).
Trace fossils may be classified in a variety of ways (Simpson
1975):

descriptlve (non-genetic), preservational (toponomic or

stratonomic), behavioral (ethological), and phylogenetic (taxonomic).
All ichnological classifications are inherently genetic, since the
structures classified were produced biogenetically.

The classifi-

cation adopted here is mainly descriptive-behavioral, supplemented
phylogenetically (Frey 1978).

The ethological types observed--

pascichnia, fodinichnia, and domichnia--are characterized in
Figure 76.
Pascichnia
Ichnogenus Cosmorhaphe Fuchs 1895
Fig. 77
Synonymy:

Hantzschel (1975, p. W53-W55).

Diagnosis .--"Free meanders" of simple, smooth ridges of
extraordinarily regular form, meanders commonly of two orders of
size; windings not close to each ocher (Hantzschel 1975, p. W53,
pl. 3, fig. 34).
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Figure 76.

Ethology of trace fossils from the lower
Fox Hills in the study area.
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Representative Fox
Hills Form

Burrows or dwelling tubes
essentially providing permanent
housing, mostly for suspension
feeders; emphasis is on
habitation.

Simple, bifurcated or U-shaped
structures, perpendicular or
inclined at various angles to
bed.ding, or branching burrow
systems having vertical and
horizontal elements; walls
typically lined.

Ophiomorpha
borneensis
Ophiomorpha nodosa
forms A, B and C

Essentially temporary burrows
constructed by deposit
feeders; the structure may
provide some shelter for the
organism; emphasis on feeding,
analogous to underground
mining.

Single, branched or unbranched,
cylindrical to sinuous shafts
or U-shaped burrows, or complex, parallel to concentric
burrow repetitions (spreiten);
walls collll!lonly unlined;
oriented at various angles
in respect to bedding.

Unidentified forms
(study area)

Grooves, pits and furrows,
many discontinuous, made by
mobile deposit feeders at
or near the substrate
surface; analogous to
surface mining.

Unbranched, nonoverlapping,
curved to tightly coiled
patterns or delicately,
constructed spreiten are
dominant; patterns reflect
maximum utilization of
surficial feeding area.

Cosmorhaphe sp.
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Thalassinoides sp.

Rhizocorallium
(Glendive)
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Figure 77,

Cosmorhaphe.
mm wide.

Magnification 2X; grazing trail is 1
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Description of material.--Sine-wave-shaped, equiamplitude,
continuous groove,-confined to the horizontal plane; average wave
length 15 mm, amplitude of 7 mm; groove hemispheric, 1 mm wide, 0.5
mm deep.
Occurrence.--This ichnofossil occurred in a 15-cm-thick
bioturbated zone at the top of a 0.5-m-thick, indurated hummocky
sandy silt bed 5 m above the Pierre-Fox Hills (Trail City Member)
contact (site le).

Ophiomorpha nodosa occurred at the same horizon.

Remarks.--Cosmorhaphe represents the grazing trail of a
benthonic marine worm and is usually found associated with flysch
or turbidite deposits in the record (e.g., Poole 1974, p. 69,
fig. 10a; Kern 1978),

Cosmorhaphe is considered characteristic of

the Nerites facies of Sielacher (1967; Chamberlain 1978, fig. 6).
Cosmorhaphe occurs at the same stratigraphic level with the same
sedimentary structures at Fort Peck, Montana, as in the thesi.s area.
Range.--Ordovician (?) through Holocene.
Domichnia
Ichnogenus Ophiomorpha Lundgren 1891
Fig. 61, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82
Synonymy:

Hantzschel (1975, p. W85-W86)

not Spongeliomorpha Saporta 1887
not Ardelia Chamberlain and Baer 1973
Diagnosis.~Simple to complex burrow systems distinctly lined
with agglutinated pelletoidal sediment.

Burrow lining more or less

smooth interiorly; densely to sparsely mammalated or nodose exteriorly.
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Figure 78.

Species iden,ification in Ophioporpha based on
,he pelletal lining (modified from Frey et al.
1978).

Figure 79,

The burrow lining and filling for 0. borneensis.
Many excellent examples of burrows-with meniscate
filling occur in the upper Timber Lake at site 4.
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Individual pellets-or pelletal masses may be discoid, ovoid, mastoid,
bilobate, or irregular in shape.

Characteristics of the lining may

vary within a single specimen (Frey et al, 1978, p. 222).
Remarks.--Early workers in the Western Interior believed that
this material represented a type of seaweed and assigned it to the
genus Halymenities.

Hantzschel (1952) showed that the form was a

trace fossil, probably representing a type of crutacean burrow,
and assigned the ichnofossil to the ichnogenus Ophiomorpha.
In a taxonomic scheme based on burrow orientation and lining
character, Fursich (1973) included Ophiomorpha and Thalassinoides in
the ichnogenus Spongeliomorpha, which had priority.

Bromley and

Frey (1974) and Frey et al. (1978) considered the character of the
burrow lining sufficient to distinguish ichnogenera, and on that
basis retained Ophiomorpha as a separate ichnogenus.

Within the

ichnogenus Ophiomorpha, three ichnospecies are recognized on the
basis of variations in the pelletal lining (fig. 78; Frey et al.
1978):

2_. borneensis, characterized by the presence of bilobate

pellets; 2_. irregulaire, characterized by sparsely distributed
ovoid to mastoid pellets; and

Q.

nodosa, characterized by regularly

distributed discoid, ovoid, or irregular polygonal pellets,
The ichnofossil Ophiomorpha probably represents the preserved
burrows of decapod crustaceans (shrimp) of the superfamily
Thalassinoidea, most probably species of Callianassa or Upogebia,
Evidence supporting this hypothesis includes:

similarities in

morphology and pelletal lining between the fossil and modern burrows
(Weimer and Hoyt 1964; Smith 1967; Kennedy and MacDougall 1969);

i
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the occurrence, in-sediment containing fossil burrows, of fecal
pellets and chelae-that closely resemble those of Callianassa
(Weimer and Hoyt 1964; Pickett et al. 1971; Pryor 1975); and a
single reported occurrence of a callianassid chela within a fossil
burrow (Waage 1968, pl. Sc).
Range.~Permian to Holocene.
Ichnospecies Ophiomorpha borneensis keij 1965
Fig. 78, 79, 80, 81, 82
Ophiomorpha

Keij 1965; Bromley and Frey 1974, p. 329;

Frey et al. 1978, p. 222, figs. lB, 4A, 13A, B.
not Spongeliomorpha saxonica (Geinitz) Fursich 1973, p. 729,
fig. 6.
Diagnosis.~Burrow walls consist predominantly of dense,
regularly distributed, bilobate pellets (Frey et al. 1978).
Description
cm.

material.--E.xterior burrow diameters are 2.5-4

In cross-section the tunnels consist of an orange-brown, 4-7 mm

thick, indurated lining composed of bilobate pellets, and an
interior filling composed of loose or indurated sand, massive, or
arranged in meniscate laminae (fig, 79).

The pellets are lozenge

shaped, vary from 3 by 5 mm to 5 by 10 mm, and are usually arranged
with their long axis normal to tunnel direction, like bricks in a
smokestack (fig. 79).

The interior of the lining is smooth,

In the study area, tunnels and galleries are arranged in tiered
mazes 03.-0.6 m thick (fig. 82; Frey et al. 1978, fig. 2F);
horizontal components (galleries) are abundant but vertical elements
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Figure 80.

Plan view of an O. borneensis gallery
layer. The -curved tunnel may have been
constructed by an adult male with an
enlarged chela.

'' ' .
'.';.

Figure 81.

.Q.. borneensis "wagon wheel".
is 1 m.

t

Photo from site 7a.
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Figure 82.

Tiered mazes of O. borneensis. Three maze
layers are visible above the pick head. The
pick "is 0.6 m.•. Photo from site 2 ·2.

Figure 83.

Thalassinoides (?). Only a single example
of this dwelling trace was found in the study
area. Scale is 15 cm. Photo from site Sa.
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(shafts) are i:are,

I'I

I
1;

'I

Vertical elements connect maze tiers; remnant

shafts, 2-3 cm-in height, occur atop maze systems.

In the

horizontal plane, the tiers, composed of tunnels radiating from
shafts, are often circular, giving the appearance of rimless wagon
2
wheels; each "wheel" covered 1-4 m (fig, 80, 81).
The tunnels branch at Y or T junctions.

Diameters typically

!:

remained constant across junctions, but smaller diameter tunnels

1

were seen to branch from large diameter main tunnels.

Enlarged

tunnel portions,. "turn-arounds 11 , occur at joints and dead-ends ..

Occurrence.--0. borneensis occurs most abundantly in the
moderately sorted, fine sand of the upper Timber Lake Member
(amalgamated subfacies of the hummocky bedded facies} where they
occur in 2-3 m thick bioturbation zones.

The zones may contain

tiered galleries (sites Sa, 6c, 7a) or densely packed remains
(sites 4, 6d).
In the Colgate Member, _Q. borneensis remains are rare.

At site

6d, a 2-m-thick zone of densely packed tunnels occurred at the base
of the member; at site 4 burrows were rare and isolated, characterized
by a poorly indurated gray clay pelletal lining, and were associated
with trough cross-bedding.
The Colgate-Timber Lake contact typically coincides with the
highest occurrence of Q, borneensis.
Remarks.~No crustacean body fossils were associated with these
burrows.

Gray clay rods, l by 3 mm, were found concentrated along

hUllllllocky laminae and within burrows containing meniscate laminae.
These rods are similar in size and shape to the fecal pellets of
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Callianassa major (Weimer and Hoyt 1964; Pryor 1975).

Brown (1939,

pl. 62, fig. 6, 7) collected tunnel specimens from the Little Beaver
Greek outcrops that were filled with these fecal pellets.
The presence of meniscate laminae in the burrow indicates active
filling by the crustacean (Chamberlain 1978; fig. 79) and results
from the filling-in of older tunnels with freshly excavated material
(Pohl 1946; Hill and Hunter 1972).
Fursich (1973, p. 724) noted that the preferential preservation
of horizontal elements in a burrow system could be the result of:
(1) the destruction of vertical elements originally present in the
system; (2) burrowing in a shallow sand substrate; (3) or burrowing
in a low energy environment.

The latter two possibilities represent

conditions in which vertical elements are not produced by the
burrowing organism.

The thickness of the substrate and the presence

of some vertical elements indicates that shafts were originally
present.
I suggest that the apparent lack of vertical components is an
artifact of low observation incidence (due to the predominance of
vertical outcrop faces) coupled with a lack of preservation.
of preservation could be the result of:

Lack

(1) erosion and re-

deposition in the horizontal plane (Warme and Stanton

1971);

(2) penecontemporaneous destruction; or (3) erosion from the outcrop.
Individual lining pellets were found concentrated along hummocky
laminae indicating some penecontemporaneous destruction.

Remnant

shafts stop horizontal gallery systems and weathered vertical
elements indicate more recant destruction.

No evidence was found

for the redeposition of vertical elements

in the horizontal plane.
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The limited pre:,._ervation of some vertical elements indicates that
the burrow systems were three-dimensional with gallery systems
occurring at lease 0.5 m below the substrate surface as evidenced by
the preservation of probable surface-connecting shafts.
Outside the study area, Ophiomorpha borneensis occurs in the
upper portion of the Timber Lake Member at Glendive, but
not observed it in other areas.

r

have

Waage's (1968, pl. Sc) specimen,

as well as the large form described by Klett and Erickson (1976)
from the Linton Member", may be

Q.

borneensis.

Interpretation.--Burrow systems were constructed by a species
of decapod crustacean similar in size and habit to

f.· major

as evidenced by similarities in fecal pellets and overall burrow
morphology, including diameter and geometry.

In this case, the

horizontal gallery system has been preferentially preserved
through the combination of penecontemporaneous and recent
destruction of vertical elements,

The substrate surface probably

occurred at least 0.5 m above the level of the gallery.
Ichnospecies Ophiomorpha nodosa Lundgren 1891
Ophimorpha nodosa Lundgren:
MacDougall

(for synonymy) Kennedy and

1969; Frey et al. 1978.

Diagnosis.~Burrow walls consist predominantly of dense,
regularly disturbed discoid, ovoid, or irregular polygonal pellets
(Frey et al. 1978).
Description of material,--Three informal forms--A, Band C-were differentiated on the basis of burrow diameter.

The burrows of

...,
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form A have an external diameter of 5-7 mm and a pelletal lining
1 mm thick that is composed of 1 mm diameter pellets.

The burrOW's

of form B have external diameters of 1.5-2 cm, a pelletal lining
3 mm thick and pellets 3-4 mm in diameter.

Both forms A and B occur

in irregular boxworks (Frey et al. 1978, fig. 2E) 10-20 on thick.
Form C is characteried by vertical shafts 1-2 mm in diameter and 2-3
cm long that occur in groups.
Occurrence.--Forms A and B occur together in the hummocky beds
of the Trail Cit~ Member (with Cosmorhaphe at site le) and in the
normal-bedded subfacies of the lower Timber Lake Member especially
at sites 2b, 2d, 5a and 7b,
Lake at site 2b.

These forms occur in the upper Timber

These forms occur in zones at the top of hummocky

beds (diffuse bases and sharp, erosional tops) but may occur as
isolated individuals (site 5a).
Form C was observed only at site 7b where it occurred at the
base of the Timber Lake Member with forms A and Bin hummocky bedding.
The form occupied the very tops of the hummocky beds.
Remarks.--No fecal pellets or body fossils of crustaceans were
found in association with Ophiomorpha nodosa.

Often, the burrow

linings were not indurated, but were composed of gray or rust-colored
clay or silty clay.

External molds of the burrOW's are plentiful in

the hummock-form concretions of the lower Timber Lake.

No complete

burrow systems were observed probably due to destruction at the
outcrop.
Forms A, Band C occur in the upper Timber Lake Member (in
trough cross-bedding) at the mouth of the Cannonball River (site 7-2)

,

)
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in Sioux County,.. North Dakota.

Forms A and B occur in the lower

Timber Lake at Fort Peck, Montana (Site 1-1) and in the lower
Fairpoint Member in Meade County, South Dakota (site 4-1).
Interpretation.--The burrows were probably constructed by
decapod crustaceans similar in size and habit to the modern
callianassa biformis or Callianassa atlanticus (fig. 61).
Differences between the three forms~A, Band c--could be a
reflection of different burrowing species or the maturity (size)
of the burrowing organism.

Forms A and C might represent juveniles

of form B.
Thalassinoides (?) sp.
fig. 83

Description .2f material.~Vertical cylinder 2.5 cm in diameter
at top, 24 cm· high, with diameter swelling gradually downward to a
5 cm diameter over the basal 6 cm; capped by an incomplete horizontal,

cylindrical crosspiece 1.5 cm diameter, 3 cm long: smooth exterior
lining.
Occurrence.~A single incomplete example of this form occurred
in a massive sandy-silt concretion of the TLcm (site 5a).
Remarks.--This specimen represents a remnant of a larger burrow
system.

On the basis of the smooth lining and the presence of

horizontal and vertical elements the specimen is assigned to the
ichnogenus Thalassinoides (Hantzschel 1978; Chamberlain 1978, p. 136,
figs. 63-64, 89, Chart 1),

Little could be learned of the character

of the lining or the internal filling due to the fine grain size.
This trace is formed by burrowing crustaceans and has been reported
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to be a non-pelletal version of Ovhiomorpha in fine sediment (Frey
et al. 1978; Fursich 1973; Kennedy and MacDougall 1969).

No evidence

for such an explanation was found in association with this specimen.
Fossil Flora
(Spermatophyta (?})
Fagaceae (.?)
Dryophyllum sp. (?)
Description of material.--Leaves lanceolate with pinneate
veination and entire margins; 11 cm long, 2 cm wide; form incomplete.
Occurrence.--Leaf impressions occurred in a leaf-rich hash
zone just below the Colgate-Hell Creek contact at site lb on Little
Beaver Creek.
Remarks.--rhis form most closely resembles .Q_. subfalcatum
Lesquereux (Brown 1939, p. 248, pl. 50, fig. 1-8; pl. 51, figs. 1-7;
pl. 52, figs. 1-3; pl. 54, fig. 1), a species common in the Colgate
Member.

Incomplete examples of this form preclude positive

identification.
Equisetum (?)
Description of material,--Parallel veination; grass-like;
2 cm wide; fossils incomplete,
Occurrence.--Equisetum occurred in a zone just below the
Colgate-Hell Creek contact at sites lb on Little Beaver Creek,
2c at North Creek and 6d at Horse Creek.
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Remarks. -The form closely resembled Equisetum (horsetail;
Brown 1939; p, 241!; pl. 61, fig. 14).

Incomplete examples of the

form preclude positive identification.
Root Molds
Description of material.--Vertical, occasionally bifurcated,
carbonized molds; 0,3-1 m long and 2 mm wide.
Occurrence.--Root molds occurred in a zone up to 2 m thick just
below the Hell Creek-Colgate contact at North Creek (site 2), at
Sevenmile Creek (site 7a) and in the Horse Creek exposures (sites
6b, 6d, 6 f) •

Roots were not observed at the S- curve exposures

(site 4) or at Little Beaver Creek (site 1) where large scale crossbedding occurred in the Colgate.
Remarks,--Lamination was not present in the sediment of the
root mold zone.

The root molds were similar to those reported from

the Linton Member (Klett and Erickson, 1976).

The roots do not

resemble the tree roots in the Colgate at Crowghost Cemetary
(site 7-1; Carlson 1979),
from these traces.

No taxonomic interpretation was possible
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Sand Textural Data

· For each sample analyzed, Appendix C provides: the percentage of sand; the 50th, 16th, and 84th grain size percentiles in
phi units (0); and the sorting values {well= W; moderate• M;
poor= P).

Although 99 samples were collected, only 74 were

analyzed.

The remainder were discarded because they contained

large amounts of carbonaceous material,were bioturbated, or
contained part of a wavy layer.

The procedures for sampling

and preparation are described under Methods (p. 46-47),
On the following pages, the sampled sites--!, 4, and 7-are given at the bottom of the page.

The sample horizon (10,

for example) and the sample along the horizon {A, B, or C) are
listed on the left-hand side.

The data are further arranged by

sedimentary structure facies or subfacies--8-11 indicate crossbedded facies, 5-7 indicate amalgamated subfacies, and 1-4
indicate normal bedded subfacies.

For site 1: horizon 1 was

collected from a hummocky lentil; sample 2 from a ripple layer;
and 3 and 4 from the hummocky bedding.

The crossbedded strata

at site 4 represent channel deposits; those at 1 and 7 represent shoreface deposits.

The data from horizons 1-7 represent

the Timber Lake Member; the data from 8-11 represent the Colgate
Member.
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